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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Stephen Baker Braun for the Doctor of Philosophy in
Urban Studies presented April 24, 2007.

Title: Contribution of Public Support Agency Programs to Local New Firm
Performance

New and small firms make two indispensable contributions to the American
economy: they generate change and competition through market structure changes and
they are an essential vehicle by which hundreds of thousands of individuals enter the
economic mainstream of American society. Small business formation is hailed as the
“engine for economic growth,” contributing more than 60 percent of net new jobs in
the United States. The central issue of this dissertation is to understand the extent to
which entrepreneurs are helped by government agency programs in assembling
resources that contribute to the performance of new firms.
This study develops a new conceptual model from which thirty firm
performance variables are analyzed through factor analysis and multiple regression
analysis to determine four predictive factors of firm performance: business expertise,
growth drivers, opportunity stimulants and firm age. Public support agency (PSA)
related factors of the conceptual model expected to be significant in the empirical
model—PSA advisors, PSA information, PSA funds, PSA key industries and PSA
economic development—were not found to be statistically significant. In exploring
and characterizing how new firms and PSA programs interact, four typologies of the

62 entrepreneurs of Oregon and Southwest Washington were established using cluster
analysis to conduct qualitative content analysis. The findings indicate that PSA
programs marginally contribute financial assistance to the grooved performer cluster
and non-financial assistance to struggling venturer and opportune educat clusters.
Critical incident analysis was employed to examine key entrepreneurial network
interactions using private and PSA contacts to acquire needed resources to advance
firm formation. Representing less than 20 percent of key formation interactions, PSA
financial programs benefited grooved performers, while struggling venturers received
mostly advice and referrals to other programs. Chi-square values indicate that
resources and the contributing networks are not independent of each other.
Generalizability of the results is constrained by the sample size and the use of only
surviving entrepreneurs as primary sources of contributions by PSA program.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Entrepreneurs, alert to start new ventures, discover and recognize
opportunities, develop innovative business concepts, and use their networks to acquire
scarce resources from the environment. While the founding of a firm may be
dependent on the individual entrepreneur, it is also clear that an individual cannot
mobilize without an infrastructure. That infrastructure is in part composed by the
economic system. Alchian (1950) introduces a chance-dominated model that interprets
the economic system as an adoptive mechanism that chooses exploratory actions
generated by the adaptive pursuit of “success.” The economic system selects survivors
as those who realize positive profits, while those who suffer losses disappear. Yet, if
the environment fosters appropriate survivors as the result of imitative, trial-and-error
behavior, survival may be the result of fortuitous circumstance—that is, chance.
Early on, entrepreneurial research focused on individual traits and behaviors of
entrepreneurs, where differences in entrepreneurship could be explained by
differences in individuals (Shaver and Scott, 1991). More recently, the focus has
shifted to the rates of formation and the context in which entrepreneurship occurs,
which concentrates on the availability of resources in the environment (Thornton,
1999). Within the private sector context, advantaged entrepreneurs have "rich"
networks with well-positioned contacts that provide sufficient resources to continue
formation activities. Other entrepreneurs have "sparse" networks with minimal
contacts that provide insufficient resources, which stall formation activities.
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Market failure, caused by impediments to formation and efficient
operation of private markets, affects the new-firm formation process. To
stimulate growth in new and small firms, government may intervene with
public activities and investment to correct negative externalities. Both
perceived characteristics of the environment and public policy support
measures have had a significant influence of new firm formation, observe
Birley and Westhead (1992). Bernier (1998) asserts that government agencies
view new and small firms as either disadvantaged enterprises subject to an
unforgiving economy or as innovative job creators who vitalize the economy.
The central issue of this dissertation is whether entrepreneurs are helped by
government agency programs to overcome market failures associated with the firm
start-up process. While many government support agencies and programs exist to help
entrepreneurs, they are under-utilized and mistrusted—in part because they do not
reach entrepreneurs at critical time points and in part because entrepreneurs tend to use
their own networks in place of government support (Morris, 1996; Zacharakis, et al.,
1999; Dennis, 2000). Yet government agencies have strong incentive to foster
conditions that create and sustain entrepreneur: to develop healthy local economies.
And even though U. S. Census Bureau data sources report a 50 percent survival rate
for start-ups within the first four years (Headd, 2003), entrepreneurs may benefit more
from government support than they currently realize. The question is how to bring
together government agencies and entrepreneurs at the right time and in the right
ways.

Role of New and Small Firms
New and small firms make two indispensable contributions to the American
economy. First, small firms generate change and competition because they change
market structure; second, small firms are the essential mechanism by which millions
enter the economic and social mainstream of American society. Reflecting their
increased importance, small firms are vehicles for entrepreneurship, routes of
innovation, shapers of industry dynamics, and job generators (Acs, Tarpley and
Phillips, 1998).
Employment growth in any economy can occur in two ways: existing firms can
add employees, or new firms can form and grow, thereby initially acquiring, then
adding, employees. Investigation into new firm formation phenomena has revealed
that it is a significant component and determinant of economic growth rates (Birley,
1987; Kirchhoff and Phillips, 1988). Indeed, such firm formation is at the root of
modem capitalist theory: Schumpeter’s model of capitalistic economies consisted of
entrepreneurs using innovations to enter established markets. Such entry entails risk of
failure; however, when entrepreneurs succeed, the existing market structures are
“creatively destroyed,” and economic growth can emerge as both supply and demand
are increased. Further, Schumpeter (1942) hypothesized that when entrepreneurial
activity declined, so would growth.
From the research of David Birch (1979) to understand the job
generation process, small business was hailed as the "engine for economic
growth," as Birch, analyzing employment at the firm level, reported that small
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firms of 100 or fewer employees created 81% of all the new, net jobs in the
United States. Controversy later surrounded his methodology, as well as his
application of underlying data (Armington and Odle, 1983). More recently, a
1996 Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
study, however, has largely confirmed Birch's original finding that the bulk of
new jobs are in fact generated by small firms (Acs, Carlsson Karlsson, 1999).
Birch's (1979) seminal study on job generation based on a bottom-up,
individual-firm basis is significant because if smaller, more volatile firms are
major replacers of lost jobs, it opens the possibility of targeting incentives to
individual firms (microeconomic) rather than promoting economic stimulation
via tax incentives (macroeconomic).
Problem Statement and Significance
To explore how public support programs may impact the formation of new
firms by entrepreneurs, we must understand how entrepreneurs use their networks to
acquire resources, whether public support agencies are a part of those networks, why
public support programs are accessed, the type of program being accessed, and
whether needed resources are provided to the entrepreneur. This exploratory research
study will investigate the role of public support agencies in the formation of new firms
as the entrepreneur assembles his or her resources by exploring the extent to which
public support agencies are a part of the entrepreneur's network, and to what extent
public agency programs affect the formation process of these firms.
Typically, entrepreneurs use personal networks, rather than public ones, to
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gather scare resources and information from the environment. Resources are acquired
using the entrepreneur's direct relationships (embedded ties) to network contacts.
Entrepreneurial network relationships are governed by trust among individuals, and
this trust is a critical element of resource flow. In contrast, public support agencies
(PSAs) use prescribed processes of inter-organizational relationships (IOR) to control
resource and information flow. When PSAs do not have direct ties to the
entrepreneur's network, entrepreneurs experience difficulty in accessing PSA
information and resources, and PSAs remain unaware of the entrepreneur's needs. In
order for PSAs to influence new firm formation, they must make contact with
entrepreneurs and understand their needs.
But assessment of PSA program efficacy with regard to new firm
formation is a difficult dilemma. Using traditional government agency
measurement, program outputs reflect the program's activity level, but do not
measure quality. PSA program outcomes are realized when direct outputs
interact with entrepreneurs or end-users. These measures prevent
determination of the effect on firm formation of the absence of the programs
because it is difficult to determine accurately when and to what extent desired
outcomes are traceable to specific government programs or agencies (Jaffe,
1998). It is impossible to determine the effect on firm formation had not the
government agencies implemented the programs.
Unlike existing research, this study looks at PSA program contributions from
the entrepreneur's perspective. In interacting with PSA agencies, the
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entrepreneur is presumed to be searching for desired resources to advance the
firm's formation process. Client satisfaction has been established a basis for
government program evaluation (Hoy and Kulawczuk, 1996). Therefore,
program contributions could be assessed in terms of the PSA program’s
providing the resource sought by the entrepreneur.

Purpose of the Study
The long-term goals of this research are to aid policymakers in developing
effective public policy recommendations for promoting entrepreneurship and to extend
our theoretical understanding and ability to explain the organizational behavior of
entrepreneurs in founding new firms. The Government Accountability Office (GAO)
has established that little is actually known of the effectiveness of most small business
assistance programs (Dennis, 2000). This lack of knowledge is a significant
impediment to developing creative, flexible, and effective public policy that can meet
the needs of the entrepreneur and mitigate market failures. Public support agencies are
not part of entrepreneurs' networks and are more likely to provide informational
assistance than the financial assistance entrepreneurs often seek. Generally, there is a
gap between a government agency's understanding of entrepreneurial needs and its
ability to effectively deliver resources (Dennis, 2000). It can be hypothesized,
therefore, that to be effective, PSA programs must be designed to support the
entrepreneur in startup phase rather than focus on the established business solely in the
new-firm phase. To contribute effectively, the PSA should be among the
entrepreneur's network action set—that is, those individuals who actively cooperate or
6

contribute to the founding of the new organization—rather than contributing less
directly through an institutional policy-based framework of creating a conducive
environment and allowing market forces to push forward.
Research Question
The central research question of this dissertation is this: to what extent does
PSA program assistance contribute to local new firm formation? To date, the answer is
unclear. Public support agencies have been set up because government believes that
new and small firms make an important contribution to economic development and
because the resources and information within the commercial private sector are not
accessible to all prospective entrepreneurs. For the government to play a legitimate
role, it is presumed that PSAs can make a difference in redistributing information,
access, and capital. When the government contributes to the enhancement of new firm
formation, the community's economic welfare and standard of living is improved. The
contribution of PSAs may therefore be counted as part of the pool of resources
available to the new venture. Indeed, Timmons (1999) asserts that the substantially
greater success pattern among certain new ventures can be explained by a core,
entrepreneurial process, and that the controllable components of this process are the
opportunity, the resources, and the entrepreneurial team. Johannisson (1996) explains
that resources are usually obtained through the entrepreneur's social network.
Ardichvili and Cardozo (2000), in their model of the entrepreneurial opportunity
recognition process, theorize that prerequisites for successful opportunity discovery
are a combination of entrepreneurial awareness, access to extended social networks,
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and prior knowledge of markets and customer problems.
Yet under today's competitive conditions, the resources directly controlled by
entrepreneurs frequently are not sufficient to ensure their new ventures' survival and
growth (Davis and Aldrich, 2000). Instead, entrepreneurs must often supplement what
they personally control by using social capital—resources embedded in their relations
with others—to obtain financing, expert advice, human capital, and other resources.
Central to all of these models and processes is the conduit of the entrepreneurial
network, which can be useful to gain access to all three components in the Timmons
model (opportunity, resources, and team) enabled through entrepreneurial competence
and the environmental context. The focus of the research design in this proposal is
how entrepreneurs form new ventures and, in doing so, how PSAs contribute to
successful firm formation.
Research Hypothesis
A working hypothesis of this proposal is that PSAs are more likely to
contribute to new firm formation when the assistance provided by their programs
corresponds to the resources sought by entrepreneurs. There may be a statistically
significant relationship between the "performance" of the new firm and the
contributions of PSA programs in developing necessary resources.
Whether the relationship between PSAs and entrepreneurs is effective
depends on the sources of assistance, types of resources, and ability to provide
requested resources. Lower transaction costs and information efficiency are typically
associated with the entrepreneurs' social (informal) networks rather than business

(formal) networks. Formal networks composed of government-supported community
brokers of resources and information, a concept first considered in Birley, Cromie
and Myers (1991), are the business network counterparts of government agencies,
comprising boundary-spanners, brokers, and consultants as proxies for PSAs in
dealings with entrepreneurs. However, significantly, this formal relationship does
not accrue the lower transaction costs and free flow of information associated with
social and informal relationships.
Given that a substantial amount of research exists for this emerging field of
entrepreneurship, this study attempts to provide empirical validation to the perspective
taken using the proposed conceptual model. Further, this study concludes that, based
on existing literature, there does not appear to be hard evidence or consistent support
for a single framework that delineates the components of new venture formation.
Hence, the status of entrepreneurial firm formation may continue to remain in the
exploratory domain. However, in an effort to achieve a more rigorous assessment of
the data, factor analysis combined with regression analysis can quantitatively approach
a structure in which the model's components can be validated and variables tested.
This research design attempts to establish external validity for the proposed study
using a holistic approach with both qualitative and quantitative methods.
Significance of the Study
This research is significant because it addresses the contribution of PSA
assistance from the perspective of the entrepreneur as an end-user, as well as assesses
the nature, timing, providers, and efficacy of the needed resource. This research is
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designed to influence public support program policy to acknowledge that the four
challenges of resource acquisition—availability, accessibility, affordability and
uncertainty—vary across the early stages of opportunity recognition and exploitation.
This understanding is essential for providing public support assistance in forming
successful new ventures.
Assumptions
In forming new businesses, entrepreneurs interact with their local environment.
The entrepreneurial start-up process, based on Schumpeter's (1934) "creative
destruction" of markets, is not so much the product of ground-breaking innovation and
a well-considered plan of action as it is "like jumping from rock to rock up a stream"
(Bhide, 2000). At the early stage, adaptiveness is much more important than a
thoroughly rationalized process, because entrepreneurial opportunities and resources
are discovered, rather than identified through purposeful search. Networking theory
tells us that entrepreneurs draw upon their networks (perhaps their most valuable
asset) in order to assemble start-up resources.
In using their networks to uncover opportunities and search for resources,
entrepreneurs are confronted with obstacles: liability of newness, access to capital,
information asymmetries, lack of credibility and barriers to market entry.
Entrepreneurs equipped with "rich networks" are able to employ developed
relationships that enable them to surmount many of these barriers, while
disadvantaged entrepreneurs, having combed their "lean networks" without success,
hunt for alternatives in search of start-up resources and assistance. Meanwhile,
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according to CATO Institute estimates, more than one hundred twenty-five federal
small business economic assistance programs, largely unknown to the
entrepreneurial constituency, remain available for access.
A considerable number of these economic development or assistance programs
are delivered by state and local government agencies. The rise in government interest
in emerging and small businesses was triggered by the publication of The Job
Generation Process (Birch, 1979), which found that new and small businesses
generate a vastly disproportionate share of net new jobs. Accumulating evidence
suggests that sustainable, long-term economic growth depends on an economy's
capacity to generate new, high- growth businesses. This provides incentive for
governments to intervene in creating, sustaining, and stabilizing the conditions that
promote the economic development of small businesses.
Two theories seem to guide PSA’s economic development policies: 1) market
failure as a rationale for government intervention and the provision of public goods,
and 2) entrepreneurship theory to support an industrial environment or ecology
favorable to entrepreneurs. From the federal government's perspective, there are two
underlying principles that guide public investment: 1) the capacity of small firms to
explore new technologies (innovation) and constantly offer consumers new, lowercost goods and services, and 2) public policies to correct impediments (externalities)
to the formation and operation of private markets. Economic development initiatives
o f state and local government are designed to develop an infrastructure that stimulates
new business formation and to direct assistance that can exploit and expand new
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markets for local goods and services, with the ultimate goal of creating private-sector
employment.
Limitations of the Study
The diversity among the entrepreneurs and new ventures presents challenges in
understanding the relationships between predictors and performance. In this study, the
sample of sixty-two entrepreneurs, fifty-three of which accessed public support agency
programs, is a limiting factor for interpreting the results of the study. Nevertheless, the
entrepreneurial data was collected and validated with participants as a part of a
qualitative study begun at Imperial College, University of London. A view may be
taken that research that is not based on large quantitative sample surveys is
insufficiently generalizable to be of value in the creation of management or
organizational knowledge for academic or policy purposes. This view is challenged by
qualitative researchers (Chell, 1998; Sloane and Morgan, 1996; Baron and Markham,
2000; Morgan, 1993). The heterogeneity of populations of business organizations and
of the founder/entrepreneurs suggests that smaller samples tightly controlled for size,
structural and other relevant dimensions are likely to have greater explanatory power
than could be revealed by a large scale survey, although the latter may be useful for
some purposes (Chell, 1998). In management and organizational behavior studies,
understanding the detail of the formation processes and entrepreneurial behaviors is
paramount, and qualitative techniques in combination with inferential statistical
methods enables such an objective to be accomplished.
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In order to conduct an exploratory study employing face-to-face, in-depth
interviews of time-pressed entrepreneurs to collect data, it was necessary to gain
referrals and introductions from sources known to the entrepreneurs— Oregon key
industry trade associations, consultants to the Oregon Economic and Community
Development Department, city and county economic development organizations,
professional service providers to new firms, entrepreneurial membership organizations
and peer entrepreneurs.
The term PSA requires further definition with respect to their composition. The
governmental and quasi-govemmental agencies involved are limited to local
jurisdictions (city, county and port districts), state departments and federal agencies
with economic and non-economic programs to support small business,
entrepreneurship, new firm formation, and job creation. These governmental entities
are distinct from governmental regulatory entities, non-governmental organizations,
public research institutes, and educational institutions, which are not deemed to be
“public support” agencies for purposes of this study. Also excluded within the
definition of PSAs are trade associations; non-profit, membership and voluntary
organizations; professional institutes; and chambers of commerce.
The influence of environmental uncertainty may limit the capacity of this study
to predict the performance of individual firms. Such uncertainty may also limit the
effects of different performance measures and the ability to assess whether the factors
that enhance performance vary according to measures employed. The study’s measure
of firm performance is defined by sales revenue growth, the total receipts of the
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enterprise, and a value the entrepreneurs were willing to disclose. Verification of this
number occurred through company documents, press releases and public documents.
The lack of longitudinal sales revenue data as a further measure of firm performance
was impaired by the dissolution, merger, acquisition of many of the firms during the
ten-year interval between the collection and statistical processing of the data. In
addition, the data were drawn prior to the run-up of the stock market’s dotcom bubble
and the ensuing market decline exacerbated by the bursting of the overvalued bubble.
Informed by Alchian’s chance-dominated model, in addition to exogenous
forces, the fortuitous circumstances of luck and serendipity continue to be a part of the
formation of new firms.
Definition of Constructs
One approach to theory building involves specifying key theoretical constructs
that make up a sequence of formation events or activities within an entrepreneurial
process; these constructs can then be used to organize the variables relevant to firm
formation. (Wiklund, 1998). Several empirical studies have substantiated the positive
relationship between entrepreneurial process or founding activities and new firm
performance (Sandberg and Hofer, 1987; Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and Woo, 1994;
Carton, Hofer and Meeks, 1998; Wiklund, 1999; Kaulio, 2003).
Activities and components of various entrepreneurial process models have
been selected to provide the foundational support for the conceptual model presented
in this study: (1) entrepreneurial venture process (Bygrave, 1994; Bhave, 1994), (2)
start-up new-firm phase model (Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004), (3) opportunity

recognition model (Ardichvili and Cardozo, 2000), (4) entrepreneurial components
model (Dorf and Byers, 2005), most broadly consistent with the (5) opportunity,
resources and team model (Timmons, 1990) which combine in an interactive
relationship as shown below.

Opportunity

Resources

Team

Figure 1. Conceptual model of interactive entrepreneurial process.

Further, Timmons (1990) asserts that this highly dynamic, fundamental process
is opportunity-driven by a lead entrepreneur and an entrepreneurial team but is also
resource-parsimonious and creative. This process depends on the fit and balance
among these interactive components and takes place within a context of uncertainty,
ambiguity, exogenous forces, and capital markets. The potential for attracting outside
funding for a proposed venture depends on this overall fit, the risk-reward ratio, odds
for success, and timing. The entrepreneur’s role, according to Timmons, (1999) is to
manage and redefine the risk-reward equation. Under ideal conditions related to
competition, private markets allocate resources efficiently. Yet such conditions are not
15

often present, raising the question of whether there is a role for government in support
of private markets. If the market has produced an insufficient number of new firms,
market failure could be said to establish a basis for government intervention. To
stimulate growth in new firms, government may therefore intercede with public
programs and economic development initiatives.
Numerous specific founding variables may be grouped under each broad
construct (Gartner, 1985). This approach of integrating constructs and key variables
within constructs is supported by other conceptual studies (Naffziger, Homsby and
Kuratko, 1994; Herron and Robinson. 1993; Herron and Sapienza. 1992; Moore, 1986;
Covin and Slevin, 1991; Chrisman, Bauerschmidt and Hofer, 1999).
The conceptual model of venture performance developed by Sandberg and
Hofer (1987) specifies that the performance of a new venture (NVP) is determined by
a confluence of factors that encompass the attributes of the entrepreneur (E), strategy
(S) and industry structure (IS) as shown by the equation NVP = / (E, S: IS). Chrisman,
Bauerschmidt and Hofer (1999) argue that the formulation of a new venture is a
special case of strategic management theory, and, as a consequence, any model of new
venture performance should recognize the critical nature of resources, organizational
structure, processes and systems. Existing research that explores venture creation
assumes a linear, unitary process that begins with the recognition of a business
opportunity and culminates with first sales and first hires. The linear model implies
that an additive combination of events will lead to the creation of a new firm
(Reynolds and Miller, 1992; Carter, Gartner and Reynolds, 1995).
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To establish measurement of the effect of new firm performance is a complex
task. There is no consensus on appropriate new firm performance measures, and
research has tended to focus on variables that are easy to gather information about
rather than variables that are important (Cooper et al., 1995). An outcomes-based
model was initially developed by Dollinger (1985) and refined by Acs and Audretsch
(1990) in which sales revenue was used as a measure of firm performance. Many
researchers advocate growth as the most important performance measure in new firms,
as it is argued that growth is a more accurate and easily accessible indicator than
accounting measures and hence superior to indicators of financial performance
(Wilkund, 1999). Hoy, McDougal and Dsouza (1992) stress that a consensus has been
reached among academics that sales is a measure that incorporates both a financial
measure and a growth measure.
As this research seeks to assess contributions to new firm formations by PSA
programs, a new conceptual model is proposed here, based on predictive factors and
developed to enhance the Timmons (1990) emergent concept model. The rationale for
developing this model includes (1) facilitating the development of predictive variables
for successful firm formation (Bygrave, 1994; Cooper, 1993); (2) exploring the
influence of the opportunity recognition process (Bhave, 1994; Ardichvili and
Cardozo, 2000; Singh, Hills, Hybels and Lumpkin, 1999); (3) enriching the notions of
networking, entrepreneurial competence, management and business skills to the team
element (Birley, 1985; Johannisson, 1996; Reese and Aldrich, 1995; Hite and
Hesterly, 2001; Dorf and Byers, 2005; Delmar and Davidson, 2000); and (4)
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distinguishing between the start-up phase and the new firm phase on new firm
formation (Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004)
Conceptual Model
The following functional model is proposed to denote new firm performance as a
function of the firm formation process. It builds on the Sandberg & Hofer (1987)
construct, incorporating the referent model components as described in the following
equation and indicating new firm formation (NFF) through sales values. Specifically,
the model is this:
New Firm Formation (Success) = / ( O, R, EC, T, C)
where
O = Opportunity (ex-ante) as value creation potential of the product or
service
R = Resources as financial, informational and talent (human capital)
EC = Entrepreneurial competence as ability and skills to recognize and take
advantage of an opportunity; ability to access and manage resources;
formulate business models
T = Team as experience; functional management skills of founding
members
C = Context as local industry and economic environment, clusters and
PSA assistance.
These components are developed from models that are detailed below.
Theoretical support for the determination of the five components of the new
firm formation construct is summarized in Table 1, indicating the source of
components from each of the referent models cited.
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Table 1. New Firm Formation Process Framework
Model Component
Opportunity

Resources

Timmons (1990)

X

X

B have(1994)

X

By grave (1994)

X

Ardichvili & Cardozo (2000)

X

Referent Model

Team

Context

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Reynolds, Autio et al. (2004)
D orf & Byers (2005)

ECompetence

X

X

X

Organization of the Study

This study is guided by the following three principal elements: (1) the
description of the entrepreneurial sample to be studied, (2) an assessment of the
contribution of support and resources provided by PSAs, and (3) statistical methods
employed to identify typologies of entrepreneurs and to assess factors influencing the
start-up process and firm performance, including the role of PSAs.
This study will focus on the start-up experiences of sixty-two entrepreneurs
and their companies located in Oregon and Southwest Washington and their
interactions with PSAs as they utilized their networks in the process of assembling
start-up resources to form their new firms. The entrepreneurs were selected from eight
Oregon and two Washington counties, through multiple professional referrals,

recruited and interviewed by the researcher for narrative-based data collection
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consistent with empirical studies conducted by Markusen and Teitz (1985) and Curran
and Blackburn (1994).
This study will identify and assesses the contribution of resources by eight
PSAs contacted and accessed by the entrepreneurs as summarized in Table 2, denoting
which government agency programs were contacted by entrepreneurs and the type of
resources sought.

Table 2. Public Support Agency and Program Resource Summary
PSA Resources
Grant / Investment
Finance
Education
Information
Economic Incentives
Loan Guarantee
Advice / Counsel
Consulting
PSA Legend:
PDC
OECDD
OMBI
ORTDF
SBDC
SB A
SCORE
SBIR
X

PDC
X
X
X

OECDD
X
X

Government Agency / Programs
OMBI ORTDF SBDC SBA
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

SCORE

SBIR
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

Portland Development Commission, local municipalities and port districts
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department
Oregon Business / Marketing Initiative
Oregon Research Technology Development Fund
Small Business Development Centers
Small Business Administration
Service Corps of Retired Executives
Small Business Innovation Research
Resource Offered

The following briefly describes the scope of service and function of the PSA
programs available to entrepreneurs in the eight counties of Oregon and two counties
of Washington.
The Portland Development Commission (PDC), including local municipalities
and port districts, provides business services in the form of financial and non-financial
assistance to existing companies and those that are interested in establishing or

relocating facilities within the city or area. The PDC loan strategy is to provide “gap”
financing, making funds available after private and commercial debt funds have been
exhausted and additional funds are needed to complete the financing transaction.
Loans generally range from $20,000 to $250,000, and each program has unique
service area, terms, and job creation requirements. Qualified businesses are also
eligible for five years of property tax abatement if the firm expands or relocates within
selected areas of the city designated as enterprise zones. The PDC’s port district and
municipal economic development offices serve as an information clearinghouse for
business development, industry organizations, and federal and regional government
financial programs, in addition to conducting site selection studies and providing
briefings and workforce connections.
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department (OECDD) offers
several financial programs whose purpose is to create, expand and retain jobs in the
state of Oregon. Each financial program is designed to provide assistance that might
be more difficult to obtain through other loan sources. The Oregon Business
Development Fund provides long-term financing for land, buildings, equipment, and
machinery, with preference for projects that stimulate job creation and serve
economically distressed areas. To increase the availability of bank loans, the Credit
Enhancement Fund and Capital Access Program (borrower fee-based) provide
guarantees and loan portfolio insurance to lenders to make loans that carry higher risk.
For economic development projects, the Industrial Bond Program lowers the cost of
capital through providing tax-exempt bonds for qualified job-creating, facility
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development or expansion projects; it also offers grants to support regional and
industry initiatives. To provide non-financial assistance, Oregon Business Information
Centers make available business start-up information, referrals to state agencies and
other assistance programs within the state, including a network of key industries
broker and regional strategies advisory programs. The Oregon Business Retention
Service uses fixed-fee, private sector consultants to provide technical and business
advice to reduce the failure o f high impact business operating in the traded sectors of
the economy.
The Oregon Marketing Business Initiative (OMBI), a non-financial program, is
a part of Oregon’s Regional Strategies to develop stable and prosperous software and
technology companies among regions within the state and is delivered in partnership
with the non-profit, member-based Software Association of Oregon. The program
comprises three elements: a viability assessment of the firm, a consultant assigned to
address viability issues, and a three-member advisory committee with expertise in the
key viability issues. The fixed-rate consulting program is subsidized through OMBI
funds. The company advisory committee, recruited through the consultant’s network,
provides expertise within an industry context for longer-tem strategies.
The Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund (ORTDF) financial
program fosters commercializable research and development activity in existing
industries, focusing on economically targeted areas and on developing new industries
in the key sector-traded areas of importance to the Oregon economy, especially
technology-based businesses. ORTDF engages in seed capital investing of portfolio
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businesses, using venture capital specialists, to develop take-to-market innovations,
new technologies, and applied research investments to achieve market returns for state
investment funds.
Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) offer one-stop, non-financial
assistance to small businesses and start-ups by providing a wide range of fundamental
information and guidance throughout the state. These centers are typically co-located
with a community or regional public college. SBDC assistance is divided into main
areas: free one-on-one counseling, inexpensive workshop-style training on managing
the business, and referrals. Counseling services range from informal evaluation of
business plans to advice on growing territories or new products through internal
employees or contracted consultants. Funding is jointly administered through the
Small Business Administration and Oregon Economic and Community Development
The federally funded Small Business Administration (SBA) has the primary
authority for advocating the interests of small businesses within government and
through financial and non-financial programs—as well as for addressing market
failures that prevent small firms and entrepreneurs from competing fairly in the
economy. For business development assistance, the SBA defines a small business as
one that is independently owned and operated and not dominant in its field, does not
exceed 500 employees, and meets certain maximum revenue criteria. The SBA
provides an umbrella for small business advocacy and assistance; however, other
federal departments and state agencies have their own small business programs. SBA
business development financial programs include three major components: (1) 7(a)
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loan guarantees to private lenders for small businesses that cannot obtain credit
without a guarantee, typically covering 75 per cent of the loaned amount; (2) the 504
certified development company (CDC) loan program, which finances fixed assets
through long-term, low-interest funds via certified, non-profit economic development
agencies. CDC criteria include the number of jobs generated or saved in choosing
projects to fund; (3) microloan funds provided through intermediaries to entrepreneurs
traditionally considered too risky because of inexperience with credit, lack of assets,
or the need for technical assistance. Under microloan programs, non-financial
information and counseling assistance is provided through Small Business
Development Centers (SBDC), Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE),
Procurement Marketing and Access Network (Pro-Net) for government set-aside
contracts, and knowledge websites and sponsored portals.
The Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) is a volunteer association
sponsored by the SBA. This non-financial assistance program matches volunteer,
often retired, counselors with current and future small business owners in need of
expert advice. SCORE provides business information, referrals, and management aid
through counseling, training and workshops, and Business Information Centers
(BICs), which provide video libraries and computer services, attached to selected SBA
district offices.
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is a multi-agency
federal research and development (R&D) program, administered through the Office of
Technology, and coordinated by the SBA. Under the SBIR program, ten federal
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agencies set aside 2.5 percent of certain research funds as high-risk capital to increase
small firm participation in federal R & D interests, foster commercial application from
applied federal research, and encourage innovation for the public benefit. SBIR grants
involve a competitive three-phase award system based on technical merit and
feasibility in Phase I prototype development in Phase II, and the pursuit of
commercialization activities in Phase III. Normally, funding is awarded in Phase I up
to $100,000 over six months and in Phase II to $750,000 over two years. Only
successful Phase I awardees are eligible for Phase II funds.
The remainder of the dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter Two provides context for the research by presenting a literature review
of elements that influence new firm formation and performance: entrepreneurial
characteristics, founding processes, initial firm characteristics and the environmental
factors that influence these elements. The characteristics and behaviors of public
sector organizations that govern relationships with private sector businesses are
discussed in terms of entrepreneurial interactions with government agency programs.
A conceptual model of new firm formation is developed to facilitate examining the
relationship between independent variables and new firm performance, and the degree
to which PSA programs influence performance.
Chapter Three describes the research design and reviews the literature related
to entrepreneurial founding activities, based on the conceptual model, to develop and
describe thirty key indicators for appraising firm performance. The remainder of the
research methodology chapter details the characteristics of the sample, the structure of
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the survey instrument, data collection, and the application of quantitative and
qualitative methods. It also discusses the theoretical precepts for conducting cluster
analysis to establish entrepreneurial typologies, factor analysis to determine a set of
measurable indicators, and multiple regression statistical techniques to test for
significance of predictors. Also discussed are two qualitative methods for examining
the narrative data, qualitative content analysis and critical incident technique; these
methods facilitate pattern detection and interpretation.
The goal of Chapter Four is to describe how entrepreneurial cluster groups are
differentiated and defined and to describe their interactions with PSA programs. This
chapter explains the coding of variables for factor extraction to determine principal
components for testing in multiple regressions, as well as details and the research
findings developed from the multiple regression analysis of the predictive models to
explain firm performance. Also included is an analysis relative to critical incidental
analysis and PSA program resources. A rationale for establishing the threshold
concept relative to firm survival to assess the contribution of PSA programs is
developed and applied to analyze contributions benefiting the entrepreneurial cluster
groups.
Finally, Chapter Five summarizes the findings of the research and implications
for public policy.
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CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
To explore the contribution by public support agency programs to local firm
formation, the new venture formation processes employed by entrepreneurs will be
examined in four areas:
•
•
•
•

entrepreneurial characteristics,
environment,
initial firm characteristics, and
founding processes.

These areas fall within the context of the Cooper (1993) framework for analyzing
influences on new firm performance.

Environment

Entrepreneurs’
Characteristics

Founding
Processes

Initial Firm
Characteristics

Firm
Performance

Figure 2. Cooper’s firm performance analysis framework.
Although the five factors in the framework are set in the form of a path analysis, the
purpose in utilizing this framework is to organize the literature review in a manner
through which prospective variables of new venture performance can be explored and
to identify the extent to which PSA programs can contribute to success in the
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formation of a new firm. Cooper (1993) asserts that theoretical frameworks for
analyzing influences upon new firm formation are not well developed. If the factors
that have influence on new firm performance can be ascertained, it would have
implications for the government agencies tasked to support and enhance new and
small business formation. If certain factors increase the probability of success, then
entrepreneurs and PSAs can modify their respective plans, practices, and policies.
In exploring questions relating to the formation of new ventures by
entrepreneurs and the impact on the organizational founding process by PSAs, there is
need to review the literature concerned within the disciplines of economics, public
policy, economic development, entrepreneurship, and government support agencies.
The literature that defines these is extensive. This study also integrates the
multidisciplinary subjects of entrepreneurship and public support policy for new and
small business. Finally, this review also analyzes foundational literature directly
contributing to the theoretical framework, from which research constructs can be
developed..
Overview and Historical Background
In considering the environment in which new organizations are founded, two
perspectives can be addressed: the supply of entrepreneurs to start new firms and the
availability of resources within the environment to support formation. The central
argument of the "supply" perspective is that special types of individuals create
entrepreneurship. To advance economically, societies need an adequate supply of
these special individuals (Shapero and Sokol, 1982).
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But entrepreneurs are not born—they are made, and they are not only
contributors to an environment but products of one as well, according to Morris
(1996) and Timmons (1999). Thus, the supply of entrepreneurs and the availability
of resources to support them are in fact inextricably linked. The environment of the
entrepreneur can include infrastructure (e.g., economic, political, legal, financial,
logistical, and social structures), the level of turbulence in these structures, and the
personal life experiences of society's members. Feldman (2001) suggests that the
research literature fails to truly understand the conditions that create entrepreneurs,
because much of the understanding of the development of environments for
entrepreneurship is based on the analysis of successful regions only after they have
achieved success. Thus, the research literature tends to lag rather than lead the
development of a supportive local environment. Morris (1996) sees the challenge for
policymakers as how to promote entrepreneurial intensity at various levels to create
a supportive environment.
Lichtenstein and Lyons (2001) assert that an entrepreneurial economy not only
requires entrepreneurs but also that the critical determinant of a region's economic
vitality is the quality of its entrepreneurs and how well they are matched to the market
opportunities they pursue in the environment. The assumption apparently underlying
most enterprise development strategies in the U. S. is that to significantly increase the
rate of formation, development, and success of new firms, more technical and
financial services must be provided, regardless of the number of entrepreneurs in the
community or of demand for the proposed services. Yet entrepreneurs do not start
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businesses because services are available; services are demanded and used as a result
of the existence of entrepreneurs.
Florida and Kenny (1988) report that innovation is a product of an underlying
social structure that is geographically based and depends on a technological
infrastructure of various resources and institutions—the indigenous manufacturing
networks, research and development efforts of private enterprise and universities, and
concentrations of specialized commercialization support services (Feldman and
Florida, 1994). In assessing regional advantage, Saxenian (1994) explored the cultural
and competitive environments of two notable regions, the San Francisco area's Silicon
Valley and Boston's Route 128. Silicon Valley has a regional, network-based
industrial system that promotes collective learning and flexible adjustment among
specialist producers of complex, related technologies, as well as dense social networks
and open labor markets that encourage experimentation and entrepreneurship.
Boston’s Route 128 silo-based industrial system is dominated by independent firms
that internalize a wide range of productive activities within an isolated environment.
Secrecy and corporate loyalty govern relations between firms, customers, suppliers
and competitors in this area.
Geographical regions are important, according to Saxenian (1994), and she
asserts that geographical proximity promotes the repeated interaction and mutual trust
needed to sustain collaboration and to speed the combination of technology and skill.
An industrial system may be geographically agglomerated, as in the case of Route 128,
yet have limited capacity for adaptation (as a function of organizational culture). In
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contrast, Silicon Valley transformed from a valley of entrepreneurs to an
entrepreneurial valley, based on social, technical and commercial relationships
(networks) as much as on competitive rivalries and initiative of entrepreneurs.
Saxenian (1994) therefore maintains that a regional environment can be organized
locally and designed to catalyze—rather than manage—relations among private and
public actors. The services providers to entrepreneurs support this Silicon Valley
process by sustaining the critical mass of deal flows. But a constraint on the flow of
resources or government interference in the entrepreneurial process is seen to stifle the
vitality of free markets.
In contrast to Silicon Valley's private network industrial system is Singapore's
state-sponsored, Economic Development Board, which created its technology industry
through establishing a conducive environment of public-sector research and
development institutes and fostered a semiconductor cluster built around Chartered
Semiconductor Manufacturing (CSM), a part of state-owned Singapore Technologies
Group. CSM leveraged technology from multinational corporations, rather than via
domestic firms, within a carefully tailored institutional and policy framework. This
framework has encouraged, facilitated, and required the rapid transfer of skills and
technology, as well as access to markets. This process, now known as "backward
linkages" to indigenous firms, was acknowledged through the World Bank as a viable
development strategy (Matthews, 1999). Rather than relying on market forces, this
economic development policy relies instead on the direct and continuous intervention
of state agencies such as the Economic Development Board, thus establishing and
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shaping Singapore's industrial development through intervention to attract investment
from multinationals, instead of the development of indigenous technology firms.
The attention to regional capacity for promoting entrepreneurship is significant
because, to date, research has tended to focus on personal individual traits as the key
to entrepreneurship. Prior research on entrepreneurship has examined individuals'
needs for achievement, locus of control, risk-taking propensity, problem-solving style,
innovativeness, leadership style, values, and socialization experience (Shaver and
Scott, 1991). This line of inquiry has yielded mixed results (Aldrich, 1999). While
individuals are a key ingredient in how and why new organizations are founded, the
idea that psychological traits alone account for entrepreneurship has been largely
abandoned (Thornton, 1999). Instead, newer multilevel models based on the influence
of firms and markets can be used to integrate the entrepreneurial "traits" and formation
"rates," or the context in which entrepreneurship occurs (Thornton, 1999). The context
thread moves from the perspective of the interaction of many situational and cultural
factors, which influence the entrepreneur and his or her individual needs, to the
perspective of the entrepreneurial environments and organizational characteristics.
Feldman and Francis (2004) argue that clusters of entrepreneurs form as a product of
the interaction between entrepreneurs and their environment, since entrepreneurs
define resources for their own interests. Accordingly, clusters self-organize around
entrepreneurial activity. Therefore, resource needs cannot be previously predicted,
which diminishes the value of business plans and industrial targeting. New firm
development is adaptive and uses flexible service providers, whereas targeted public

sector investment tends to focus on evaluation of business plans and locks
entrepreneurs into situations that limit their adaptability.
Other perspectives may also shed light on the regional cultivation of
entrepreneurs. The resource availability perspective is characterized as a structure of
economic opportunity and a structure of differential advantage in the environment's
capacity to support such opportunities. Another example is population ecology, a
relatively recent perspective; it views the inability of organizations to adapt to change
a dominant organizational characteristic and suggests that organizations that are welladapted to their environments will survive, while those that are not will die (Hannan
and Freeman, 1977; Aldrich, 1990). In this sense, individual environmental selection
procedures become the most powerful determinants of success. In the minicomputer
industry study, Romanelli (1989) presents findings that environmental conditions at
founding and early organizational strategies affect survival. Newly formed
organizations are predominantly influenced by the relative abundance of resources in
the environment, independent of general competitive conditions. Population ecology
has become a framework capable of integrating other theoretical perspectives, as well.
Prior to its development, most entrepreneurship research had assumed the strategic
adaptation perspective (Williamson, 1975; Porter, 1980), believing that success
depended solely on the decisions of individual entrepreneurs, but the strategic
adaptation perspective failed to incorporate the finding that innovation is a product of
an underlying social structure undergirded by various resources, institutions, and
specialized support services. It appears that the great challenge of the ecology
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perspective, however, is to predict the environmental circumstances that would lead to
greater founding and growth of entrepreneurial firms (Specht, 1993).
According to Bernier (1998) government agencies alternately view new and
small firms as disadvantaged enterprises subject to an unforgiving economy (social
service model) or as innovative job creators who vitalize the economy (economic
development model). To inform policy, PSAs track entrepreneurial activity through
self reporting or through sponsored research. To date, however, it has been very
difficult to measure the impact of changes in federal, state and local policies
supporting entrepreneurial activity. Moreover, the general view has been that there are
too many departments, agencies and levels of government offering small business
assistance. Because of this, prospective entrepreneurs have difficulty in finding out
what is available and how it might meet their needs (Dennis, 2000a).
While the U. S. Small Business Administration is the federal agency providing
direct assistance to new small businesses, programs have proliferated and many other
agencies have gotten into the act. The Government Accountability Office (GAO)
attributes the expansion of service delivery as a response to new challenges and needs
that were identified; thus, new programs and responsibilities were added without
regard to their effects on the public, including the new, small-business community.
These unfocused and overlapping programs confused and frustrated the people they
were intended to help, and limited the overall effectiveness of small-business
assistance (GAO, 1997; Dennis, 2000a). Due to fragmented oversight, administration,
and delivery o f small-business assistance, very little is actually known about the
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effectiveness of most of these programs (Dennis, 2000a). Top administrators of some
o f these programs are not able to measure whether or not these programs help new and
small businesses to become viable in the competitive marketplace (GAO, 1997).
Public Assistance and Market Failure Redress
In contrast with general government policies that affect an area's business
climate, economic development programs are defined as government-sponsored,
customized business assistance programs aimed at increasing business productivity or
increasing business demand for labor. Government intervention is justified only if
there is reason to think that private markets will not, on their own, provide enough or
sufficiently productive jobs (Bartik, 1994). Although their impact on job creation has
put new and growing firms on the economic development policy agenda, the question
arises as to what is the most effective role of government in supporting new firm
formations.
Two perspectives seemingly frame the issue. The first school of thought
advocates a relatively passive role for government: to create an overall environment
that is supportive of new business development but without providing specialized
assistance to selected industries or firms (Levie, 1994; Lohman, 1998). A second
school of thought advocates a more active role, involving the development of targeted
policies and programs that allow new and small firms to overcome systematic
disadvantages in the market (Levie, 1994; Hallberg, 2000; Collinson, 2000). In light of
this second school of thought, the distinction between a small business venture—any
business that is independently owned, not dominant in its field, and that does not
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engage in any new marketing or innovative practices—and an entrepreneurial
venture— one that engages in at least one of Schumpeter's categories of behavior such
as profitability and growth or innovative strategic practices—warrants further
exploration to target assistance and address market-redress issues (Carland, Hoy,
Boulton, and Carland, 1984).
Market Failure and PSA Programs
Market failure constitutes the failure of private markets to achieve economic
efficiency, and it is caused by impediments to the formation or operation of markets
(Lemer, 1999). Several possible market failures can adversely affect new and small
businesses—and in particular, these include missing markets, agglomeration and
spillover externalities, and impeding human capital acquisition.
Missing markets occur when new firms are not able to access financial
resources because the high transaction cost threshold for lending by financial
institutions precludes banks from making profitable loans. For banks, both time and
resources are required for to study the creditworthiness of the new firm and its
uncertain markets. The fixed costs of acquiring this information are primarily sunk
costs and are allocated over the profitability of the loan. For profit maximization from
these loans, financial institutions tend to focus on businesses that have clear
opportunities and provide solid rates of return on invested capital. Yet at the same
time, business opportunities are being explored by a limited number of potential
entrepreneurs, who are constrained by capital availability. This condition promotes a
market failure by creating the conditions for missing markets for profitable new
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business opportunities as entrepreneurs may overlook profitable investments. Bridging
these two information gaps may promote market efficiency. However, there is no
incentive for private lenders to invest in the acquisition of information and its analysis
(Stigler, 1961). Therefore, the SBA’s and OECDD’s providing such information and
analysis to effect loans and guarantees for new firms is supported on the grounds of
efficiency and preventing missing markets. Through the intervention of PSAs and
their provision of funds or loan guarantees, some new firms may be able to overcome
transaction cost scale barriers-to-entry and acquire financial resources to enter new
markets.
Romer (1986) argues that investment in innovation leads to spillovers of
knowledge to potential users of the knowledge; that is, there are positive externalities
to innovative activity, which at an economy-wide level promotes economic growth.
Market failures of knowledge spillovers (public goods) occur when private firms
underinvest due to non-excludability effects for which they don’t receive
compensation. Thus, one possible consequence of the private sector’s inability to
appropriate all of the benefits of innovation is underinvestment in research and
development (R&D), and suppliers may not be able to earn a sufficient amount of
revenue to cover their costs. As a result, there is no incentive to provide goods and
services even though they may be valued by society (Hanley et al., 1997). In a related
situation, a market failure of agglomeration benefits would deny private firms the
knowledge-sharing benefits of spillovers, efficiencies in production, and the
availability of specialized labor skills and services valued by new firms (Glaeser, et

al., 1992). The benefits of agglomeration into industry cluster formation could never
reach the optimal scale because each firm by necessity must focus on its own returns.
Here too, PSAs may mitigate such effects. Public investment through programs of
entities such as OECDD and PDC can increase the scale in co-location of diverse and
related industries (clusters) in order to promote innovation, economic growth and
produce higher levels of spillover benefits to new and existing private firms (Feldman
and Francis, 2004; Audretsch and Feldman, 1996). Two rationales for government to
offer subsidies through SBIR and ORTDF programs to small high technology firms
are, first, the social returns from the firms’ R & D expenditures may exceed their
private returns, and second, in making such awards, knowledgeable government
officials may certify firms to private investors and address informational asymmetries
that may otherwise preclude investments (Lemer, 1999).
Failure in the market for managerial know-how can occur for several reasons:
businesses lack information about available services or are uncertain about the
commercial benefits or quality of training and services; service providers to new firms
are unaware of potential demand for their services or see them as potential payment
risks; and commercial services are not adapted into convenient affordable units for
new and small firms. Market failures impeding human capital acquisition traditionally
have provided an efficiency rationale for government assistance to education. But
these same problems could also rationalize economic development programs for
entrepreneurial training and small business development through PDC and SBDC
technical assistance. The management skills needed to become a firm’s
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owner/manager are just as much about human capital as the skills needed to be an
employee (Bartik, 1990). Information in general, not just human capital acquisition or
research knowledge, may be underprovided by private markets. Although there is
much private provision to businesses from consultants and other sources, the
associated transaction costs may be proportionately high for new firms to acquire
specialized information. Technical consulting through SBA, SCORE and OMBI
programs provides additional tacit knowledge in the form of advice, consultation and
referrals. Such consultation addresses the entrepreneur’s needs to raise productivity
and become competitive. Avoiding informational market failure, to understand new
markets as examples of informational asymmetries, can provide the rationale for
subsidized PSA support for public benefits that would accrue from market-creating
effects beyond the benefits that can be captured by the individual firms involved
(Scorsone and Weiler, 2004).
Local Economic Environment
Eisinger (1988) defines economic development policy as those efforts by
government to encourage new business investment in specific locales in hopes of
creating or retaining jobs and enhancing and diversifying the tax base. This policy
may be national or regional. However, if a "national" economic development policy
were fostered, it would be through the use of macroeconomic tax and spending policy
and monetary controls. Further, the federal government would be forced to "choose"
among regions, as it went about favoring certain industrial "winners." The
government's role, then, is to provide a supportive, macroeconomic and regulatory
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climate for business. In such a national role, government involvement would be
characterized as a "weak state" model, in which production and investment decisions
are left to the private sector. The weak-state model of the U. S. is in contrast to
Japanese or European strong-state models of public intervention, where government
action is informed by active, long-term market developments by setting up pools of
public money to invest in particular economic sectors or to offer loans at favorable
rates to selected firms or industries, all in response to centrally planned strategic
guidelines (Eisinger, 1988).
Porter (1998) explores the industry cluster as a new concept to develop
regional economic policies that support innovation, productivity, and comparative
advantage. Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and
institutions in a particular field (for example, the California wine cluster). Because
productivity, not exports or natural resources, determines the prosperity of a state or
f

region, governments should strive to create an environment that supports rising
productivity. Local and national governments alike must ensure the supply of highquality inputs (educated citizens and physical infrastructure), set rules of competition
(protecting intellectual property and anti-trust laws), and promote cluster formation
and upgrading of public goods.
In industrial policy, governments target desirable industries and intervene
through subsidies or restrictions. However, government intervention might preclude
the development of more productive clusters or possibly generate instability, for
example by fostering an over-concentration of high tech firms. Therefore, cluster
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development should build on local sources of uniqueness rather than imitate other
regions. This is because enduring competitive advantages are often local, arising from
concentrations of highly specialized skills and knowledge, institutions, rivals, related
businesses, and sophisticated customers. Geographical proximity leads to special
access, closer relationships, better information, and advantages in productivity and
innovation that are difficult to tap from a distance. Entrepreneurship development is a
key element of this spatial approach to economic development. Entrepreneurs can both
generate the spark that could result in the area's next core cluster, or, more likely,
promote the cluster's longevity by generating new products, new demand, or new
suppliers (Erickcek, 2001).
The critical determinant of a location's economic vitality is the quantity and
quality of its entrepreneurs and how well they are matched to the market opportunities
they pursue. Sources of economic competitiveness and value have moved away from
the factors o f production (land, labor and capital) and now rest with the ability to
create new knowledge and the ability to assemble the various resources to capture
market opportunities through entrepreneurial know-how or innovation (Lichtenstein
and Lyons, 2001). Industries cluster because entrepreneurs find it difficult to access
information and resources they require when they reside far away from sources of
these valuable inputs, because private information flows through entrepreneurs' social
networks, and because tailored services are shared across a larger base (Sorenson and
Stuart, 2003).
State and local economic development are increasingly seen as having the
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power to influence many of the factors important to economic development patterns.
Goetz and Freshwater (2001) devised a model to measure a state's entrepreneurial
activity that combines the inputs of ideas/innovation, human capital and financial
capital and subtracts the entrepreneurial climate, which is not directly measurable, and
a random error component. In contrast with general government policies that affect an
area's business climate, economic development programs are defined as governmentsponsored, customized business assistance efforts aimed at increasing business
productivity or demand for labor. However, Bartik (1994) asserts that government
intervention is justified only if there is reason to think that private markets will not, on
their own, provide enough jobs or sufficiently productive jobs. Yet Goetz and
Freshwater's (2001) results suggest that the environment in which individuals operate
plays a role in their entrepreneurial behavior and influences firm formation activity—
and governments may foster or thwart the conditions of that environment.
Birley (1992) observes that governments at all levels accept that a supply of
new and small firms is the key to a healthy economy. Their concerns revolve around
depressed regions, and many attempt to compete for inward investment as a solution.
State and local agencies have turned inward to stimulate communities through
economic intervention to create jobs in unemployment "hot spots," with attempts to
replicate economic role models such as Silicon Valley, using public support modes of
intervention that are marginal to commercial activity. But according to Birley (1992),
such economic regeneration must be rooted at the local level, because new firms draw
their resources from the local community. She asserts that policymakers tend to ignore
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fundamental issues to creating economic infrastructures, such as growth-avoidance
motivations of owner-managers, the impossibility of picking "winners," and the time
scales for small firms to start-up and grow, and instead expect small firms to be a
source of exports even before they are established in local markets. Birch, Haggerty
and Parsons (1998) established five hard local determinants for fostering start-ups and
growth: universities as sources of ideas and creative people; skilled labor pools facile
with technology; major airports for exports; a "nice place to live," including climate,
density of living and amenities; and "soft" entrepreneurial climate determinants. Thus,
economic development policies should also look at these areas when forming policy to
support new firm formation. Eisinger (1995) characterizes state economic
development strategies to support state and local environment as industrial
recruitment, entrepreneurial assistance programs, and capacity-building that enable
individuals, firms and institutions to help themselves. But economic development
officials not only found it difficult to measure program results but also found that the
program efforts failed to make a real difference in the state's economy.
Targeted Versus General Programs
Small business assistance programs furnish customized services to new, small
business to enhance their productivity and growth. Bartik (1996) asserts that targeting
some firms or industries rather than others may be rational and should be based on
which firms are likely to provide greater social benefits, such as paying higher wages
or employing local residents, at lower incentive costs. Yet such targeting is not without
controversy, especially with respect to identifying the proper role of government. For

example, Eisinger (1988) provides an interesting comparison between (1) traditional
supply-side policy and (2) demand-side entrepreneurial policy, as well as aid in
framing the propositions:
(1) Government's role is to follow and support private-sector decisions about
where to invest, what businesses will be profitable, and what products will sell. Any
employer is a suitable target for development assistance.
(2) Government's role is to help identify investment opportunities that the
private sector may have overlooked or be reluctant to pursue, including opportunities
in new markets, new products and new industries. Development assistance is offered
selectively according to strategic criteria.
Schumpeter’s (1934) theory that innovation or the commercialization of
invention leads to economic growth has continued to gain acceptance as a basis for
targeting technologically intensive industries. Schumpeter argues that newly formed,
independently owned firms commercialize inventions that increase overall demand
causing economic growth, destroying existing market structures, and redistributing
wealth among the remaining firms in the market, a process he called "creative
destruction." Private firms have long hoped that their inventions may become an
innovation that will yield a competitive advantage and trigger firm growth. In studies
examining the relationship between new technical knowledge and the spatial
distribution of innovative activity (Acs and Audretsch, 1994; Feldman and Florida,
1994) empirical evidence suggests that the tacit knowledge generated by the research
and development process at one firm may spill over to and be exploited for economic
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gain by other firms. This knowledge spillover effect also provides a rationale for
government subsidization to targeted industries or groups of small firms. Aharonson,
Baum and Feldman (2004) suggest that, beyond benefiting from the agglomeration of
clusters, if entrepreneurs expect to benefit from knowledge spillovers, then they will
locate in proximity to firms that provide a knowledge pool in the same technological
specialization. Among small firms, newly formed firms create the largest share of net
new jobs (Kirchhoff, 1994; Wennekers and Thurik, 1999).
Federal research and development funding also targets certain sectors when it
addresses the underinvestment problem by increasing the amount of research
conducted in the economy and thus supporting work that would not have been
undertaken otherwise (Lemer, 1999). An effective government program should be
targeted to areas of research with potentially large social returns, but via smaller
private returns, where a firm would have little incentive to invest on its own. The
market failures leading to research and development underinvestment may be
exacerbated for small firms, as they may have more difficulty obtaining returns on an
innovation and less access to capital markets (Wallsted, 1998). However, there are
measurable social benefits and resource saving from innovations used by firms or
consumers and by innovations improving processes (Mansfield, 1962). These social
benefits can be measured by lower prices or unit cost reduction or increases in
innovator's profits, and the resource saving with corresponding increases in output
elsewhere in the economy. Citing repercussions on other markets and future changes
in technology, Mansfield (1962) therefore postulates a possible basis for government-
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sponsored research and development to stimulate innovation.
New growth theory (Romer, 1990) views technological progress as a product
of economic activity because it internalizes technology into an endogenous model of
how markets function. Unlike physical objects, knowledge and technology are
characterized by increasing returns. Therefore, knowledge drives growth. Yet unlike
decreasing returns that increase marginal costs (that is, in which the next product costs
more), knowledge is subject to increasing returns because it is a non-rival good—it is
partially excludable due to patents, etc. Markets tend to underinvest in knowledge
because its additional use has zero marginal costs, and once knowledge is created, any
positive price for it is too high. Because knowledge isn't fully excludable,
entrepreneurs get paid less than the full social value of their knowledge, so they do not
have sufficient incentives to distribute it widely or invest in creating more. It is
possible that government interventions can produce a better set of outcomes than the
market alone, since programs to support a targeted, emerging industry can create a
self-reinforcing cycle that leads to the development of enduring competitive advantage
in that industry; however, while this is theoretically possible, economists are skeptical,
and the competitive advantage may not be enduring (Cortright, 2001).
Targeted programs seem to be preferred by politicians because they clearly delineate
goals, but they may be limited in success because industries are fluid. Innovative firms
often defy classification in standard schemes as they create an industry segment by
responding to market opportunities (Feldman and Francis, 2004). Glaeser et al. (1992),
focusing on the growth of large industries in cities, conclude that important knowledge
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spillovers might occur between industries rather than within them, consistent with
Jacob's theory that most important knowledge transfers come from outside the core
industry. As a result, diverse and geographically proximate industries, rather than
geographic specialization, promote innovation and growth. Clusters of interconnected
companies, institutions and support agencies in a related field represent a new way of
thinking about location (Porter, 1998). Clusters affect competition in three ways: by
increasing the productivity of companies in the area; by driving the direction and pace
o f innovation; and by stimulating the formation of new businesses. This view contrasts
more traditional understanding of government intervention, in which governments
target desirable industries, rather than areas, and intervene through subsidies. Porter
(1998) asserts that government should promote cluster formation and upgrading, as
well as the build-up of public goods that have an impact on these linked businesses.
As noted above, the assumption underlying most economic development strategies in
the U. S. is that to significantly increase the rate of formation, development, and
success of new enterprises, more services must be offered, regardless of the number of
entrepreneurs in the community or demand for the proposed services. But, as
Lichtenstein and Lyons (2001) observe, if services alone were sufficient, then after
adequate investment, why wouldn't the implementation of services produce the desired
results?
Entrepreneurial Characteristics
Sandberg and Hofer (1987) found that industry structure, venture strategy, and
the entrepreneur's managerial experience in a related industry and prior start-up
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experience were determinants of new venture performance. Entrepreneurial
characteristics that have been suggested as significant are prior managerial experience,
prior start-up experience, prior management team experience, and prior experience in
the line of business (Carton, Hofer and Meeks, 1998). Prior industry knowledge and
management experience of entrepreneurs are important factors in new firm formation
(Delmar and Davidson, 2000; Ardichvili and Cardozo, 2000).
In studying the track records of entrepreneurs and the role of experience,
Birley and Stockley (2000) establish that experience is multidisciplinary and cite
the following to be important in new ventures: prior experience in the industry, in
working jointly, and the degree of similarity between prior experience and the
complexity of the new venture. Potential resource providers must be identified
using industry knowledge, social contacts, and skillful presentation of a realistic
business model. Major determinants of a new venture's success are the
entrepreneur's knowledge of the product, the industry and market, and a reputation
gained by working successfully in that space or one closely analogous (Brush,
Greene and Hart, 2001).
To be successful, entrepreneurs must also, of course, recognize a
potential opportunity for business creation. Bhave (1994), as part of his
process model of venture creation, found two types of opportunity recognition.
The first was externally stimulated opportunity recognition, in which the
decision to start a venture preceded opportunity recognition. The entrepreneurs
of this study engaged in a search for opportunities by filtering through
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opportunities, massaging ideas, and elaboration of opportunities chosen that
culminates in a business concept. The second was internally stimulated
opportunity recognition. Here, entrepreneurs discovered problems to solve or
needs to fulfill, and only later decided to create a venture and become an
entrepreneur. This distinction becomes central to the timing of support of
public assistance programs. Entrepreneurial opportunities are therefore often
discovered through recognition rather than purposeful search, because prior
knowledge triggers recognition of the value of new information (Shane and
Venkataraman, 2000). Prerequisites for new opportunity discovery include
entrepreneurial awareness, access to extended social networks, and prior
industry knowledge of markets and customer problems (Ardichvili and
Cardozo, 2000). Bhave (1994) found that entrepreneurs leverage their work
experience with market needs to recognize business opportunities and develop
business concepts based on evolving industry structures.
Founding Processes
The fundamental activity of entrepreneurship is new venture creation (Gartner,
1985; Gartner et al., 1992). A major step in the venture formation process is the
recognition of the opportunity by the entrepreneur (Bygrave, 1994; Hills, 1995;
Timmons, 1999). Opportunity recognition is defined as perceiving the possibility for
new profit potential through the founding and forming of a new venture, and as such,
opportunity recognition is an activity that can occur prior to the firm's founding (Singh
et al., 1999).

An idea for a new business does not necessarily equate to an opportunity, as
several factors must exist to support the new product or service idea (Timmons,
1999). For it to become an opportunity, potential customers must want the product,
indicating market acceptance. Opportunity recognition is therefore a process rather
than a one-off occurrence.
Hills (1995) reported that about 50 per cent of entrepreneurs identified the
ideas for their businesses through other persons in their social networks. Timmons
(1999) proposed a model of successful venture creation based on three driving forces
o f entrepreneurship: the founding team (entrepreneurs), the resources needed to found
the new firm, and the opportunity. Surrounding the process are such elements of risk,
ambiguity, information asymmetries, uncertainty and capital market context. The
challenge for the entrepreneur is to manipulate and influence the surrounding factors
in real time to improve the chances for success of a venture. As Timmons (1999)
notes, the business idea is central to the opportunity and time does not stand still in the
process of recognizing and seizing the opportunity. Only when the business
environment and the skills and background of the entrepreneur fit together
appropriately to form the business idea can it progress to the evaluation process to
form an entrepreneurial opportunity as described in the Singh, Hills, and Lumpkin
(1999) model as depicted below.
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Figure 3. The Entrepreneurial Opportunity (Singh et al., 1999).

In the opportunity recognition model, the entrepreneur's personal
characteristics and environment come together to influence the process of moving
from an idea to a potential venture opportunity to a decision to start a new venture.
From a social network perspective, personal contacts within an entrepreneur's network
are critical for idea identification and opportunity recognition (Singh et al., 1999).
Entrepreneurs and Public Support Agency Interactions
If entrepreneurs or firms do not own or control all of the resources necessary
to pursue an opportunity, they must deal with other resource providers in order to
have access to all the required resources. The entrepreneur will likely choose the
mode that minimizes transaction costs in dealing with resource providers in the
process of pursuing the opportunity (Williamson, 1985). These modes are networks,
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and early studies that have examined networks are more refined attempts to place the
entrepreneur within a social context. Social network theory relies on two basic
premises: first, the entrepreneurial process involves the gathering of scare resources
from the environment (Birley, Cromie and Myers, 1991); and second, resources are
usually obtained through contact with an entrepreneur's social network (Johannisson,
1996). The personal network of the entrepreneur should be regarded as his or her
major asset (Johannisson, 1996).
With the focus on the development and consequences of networks in the new
venture creation process, network content thus emerges as an important construct. This
content comprises interpersonal and inter-organizational relationships that supply
media through which entrepreneurs gain access to a variety of resources (Aldrich and
Zimmer, 1986; Ring and Van de Ven, 1994). These networks provide not only access
to information and advice, but also human and financial resources, with some contacts
providing multiple resources (Johannisson, 1996). A second construct, network
governance, undergirds and coordinates network exchange. For example, network
governance might constitute trust between entrepreneur and resource contact, which is
often cited as a critical element that in turn enhances the quality of the resource flows
(Larson, 1992). Network governance also relies on implicit and open-ended contracts
that are supported through social mechanisms such as power and influence (Thorelli,
1986). Similarly, implicit in the governance structure of the PSA programmatic
relationship is bureaucratic process and program entitlement (Jarillo, 1989; Starr and
MacMillan, 1990).
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Burt (1992) observed that entrepreneurs bring three kinds of capital to the
founding process: personal financial resources, personal skills, and social resources.
Prior entrepreneurial network research has focused on the third type of capital, social
resources, and the role these resources play in the founding of new firms. New firms
are seen as socially constructed (Granovetter, 1992), since they result from actions of
entrepreneurs who are themselves embedded in networks of personal relationships.
Relationships between entrepreneurs and their network members, and among network
members themselves, can be described as social structures.
Aldrich and Zimmer (1986) argued that that there was growing evidence of
cognitive limits on human behavior (an entrepreneur can't know everyone) and a
powerful influence of social factors on information processing (an entrepreneur can't
know everything), so that one cannot attribute new business formation to individual
acts. Thus, the entrepreneur is dependent upon his or her external network to provide
resources and capabilities on exchange terms other than traditional market transactions
(Jarillo, 1989; Dubini and Aldrich, 1991)
The social or informal network includes all those family, friends, and
acquaintances with which the entrepreneur relates to primarily on a social level
(Birley, 1985). The professional or formal network includes all those individuals and
organizations with which the entrepreneur has a relationship primarily concerned with
his or her business (Birley, 1995). Considering that the networks may overlap,
entrepreneurs tend to use their social networks to seek opportunities and acquire start
up resources, while they tend use their professional networks as formal sources for
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advice, asset acquisition and financing. Cromie et al. (1993) found that the organizing
context for many entrepreneurial ventures is the local environment, punctuated by
"community brokers" that have the potential to develop diverse personal contact
networks for business founders. But there are other networks as well: in contrast to
social and formal networks, artificial networks consist of agencies and organizations—
including PSAs— specifically designed to advise and assist the new, small firm
(Birley, Cromie and Myers, 1991).
Starr and MacMillan (1990) explore the role of social contracting strategies in
acquiring resources for independent start-ups and corporate ventures. The use of
resource cooptation ("winning over") is suited to the constraints of new ventures, such
as newness, legitimacy, asset parsimony, and scarce goods. Entrepreneurs build an
inventory of social assets by sharing information, solving and receiving help with
problems, giving and receiving favors, and creating opportunities for people to
demonstrate their skills and competence. Social assets used for contracting, including
friendship, likeability, gratitude, trust, and obligation, can be further leveraged by
building them into networks.
Interestingly, however, Granovetter (1973), through his theory of weak ties,
affirms that entrepreneurs are less likely to learn about opportunities or needed
resources from close friends (strong ties) than from someone with whom she or he is
acquainted (a weak tie), but who travels in different circles, such as a college
classmate. Close friends, who associate with many of the same people as the
entrepreneur, have access to the same contacts and information and thus provide
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redundant information, whereas acquaintances are bridges to new contacts.
As a part of instrumental action theory, Lin (1982) explains why certain goaloriented actions are more successful than others with respect to the use of networks.
He argues that a person in a position nearer the top of a structure has greater access
to and control of valued resources not only because they are intrinsically attached to
the position, but also because the position itself is a valuable resource: it is accessible
to positions at other (primarily lower) rankings. Lin (1999) proposes a theory
regarding position-generated resources in the networks that defines relationships
between embedded resources in social networks and socioeconomic attainment. In
this theory, valued resources are attached to network contact's occupied position.
Therefore social capital in terms of access and mobilization of embedded resources
becomes an important resource for entrepreneurs.
Access to resources is also influenced by issues of trust and malfeasance in
economic life (Granovetter, 1985). Most behaviors are closely embedded in networks
of interpersonal relations. To a large degree, networks of social relations, rather than
institutional arrangements, produce and maintain trust and order in economic life.
Trust contributes to lowering transaction costs. The nature of personal relations and
social networks between and within firms determines whether order or disorder,
honesty or malfeasance will prevail. This becomes important when exploring the
relationship between entrepreneurs and governmental agencies. Similarly, Uzzi (1999)
differentiates the entrepreneur's access to resources through the personal network
(embedded ties) and access to resources through PSAs (arms-length ties). He asserts

that the more resource transactions are embedded in these embedded ties, the more the
expectation of trust governs exchanges and reduces transaction costs. Arms-length
ties, lacking this expectation of trust and reciprocity, do not alleviate risk, nor do they
reduce transaction costs for access to public resources.
Inter-organizational Networks
At a basic level, government appears anti-entrepreneurial, a bias that can be
traced to its resistance to change, its failure to seek the greatest level of performance
for the least cost, its measuring outcomes by input instead of output, and its risk
aversion (Morris, 1996). To examine the behavior of government agencies, interorganizational relationship (IOR) theory (Van de Ven, 1976; Van de Ven et al., 1984),
Ring and Van de Ven (1994) provide a framework for looking at PSAs and
entrepreneurial firms in a social action system, each displaying behaviors related to
accomplishing their respective organizational goals. Entrepreneurial entities and PSAs
differ systemically, based on two main IOR principles adopted by PSAs: first,
resource transactions have highly formalized agreements based on codified
procedures, since the use of public funds requires accountability; and second,
information must be exchanged based on environments controlled by boundaryspanning employees in the PSA. Public agencies rely on prescribed processes to
negotiate with other organizations, to commit to and execute relationships for
achieving efficient and equitable outcomes, and to provide solutions to conflicts when
they arise (Van de Ven and Walker, 1979). Thus, even though individuals may rely on
trust in their "qua persona" relationships, they may not be able to do so when acting as
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agents for their government agencies. Also, public agencies may control critical start
up resources. Networks between firms and PSAs attempt to influence the social
definitions under which the public agencies operate (Jones, Hesterly and Borgatti,
1997). The ensuing IOR therefore becomes consistent with an institutional framework
that stipulates that firms do not have free rein to pursue resources, but must behave in
accordance with the laws and traditions of the public sector (Mizruchi and
Galaskiewicz, 1994).
Aldrich (1999) found that an important predictor of IOR resource transactions
was a government mandate to interact. Pages and Garmise (2001) observe that
government agencies cannot mandate the creation of entrepreneurial networks; nor can
they lead or dominate such organizations. If entrepreneurs view a sponsored network
as "just another government program," its prospects for success are limited. This
stance runs contrary to traditional government approaches that rely on new programs
funded and run by government agencies. It has been suggested that government should
"steer, not row."
By definition, new entrepreneurs have less experience and their firms have not
as yet established routine procedures and organizational forms. Thus they tend to have
a greater demand and need for interacting with and learning from peers and others
with expertise in start-ups. Formal networks can offer important brokering roles,
making introductions and linkages between entrepreneurs and resources until the
entrepreneur has established his or her own set of networks (Birley, 1995).
For government policy-makers, formal business networks can serve as
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sector partners and advisors for economic development efforts, resource pooling
and regular information sharing, providing contact with entrepreneurs can be made.
Successful networking is about building trust and building strong relationships.
People have relationships; firms do not. Therefore the entrepreneur, not the
business, should be the focus for public support communication (Malecki, 1997;
Pages and Garmise, 2001). Yet, in considering the complexity in establishing
relationships of government agencies to entrepreneurs and their firms, Malecki
(1997) suggests three conditions that discourage a network relationship: 1) social
bonds that are formed with a network agent are often person-specific rather than
firm-specific which mitigates trust; 2) the liability of "newness" risk for
entrepreneurs; and 3) insufficient time to progress beyond a trial period in which
understanding and credibility are mutually evaluated by the actors.
Networks also influence how enterprises are formed. Entrepreneurs' pre
formation behavior is governed by a number of processes, activities, and needs of the
start-up process. Reynolds and Miller (1992) report that the timing of four key
founding events (personal commitment, first sales, hire of first employee and first
outside financial support) can vary widely. Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio (2004)
established that even the creation of new firms is a process, as firms do not emerge
instantaneously. The process can be considered to have two phases: 1) the start-up
phase, where resources are assembled, products or services defined, a team is
organized and the strategy for implementing the new firm is developed; and 2) the
new-firm phase, the initial period after trading begins (first sales) when a new
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initiative is in the market competing with existing firms for customers. In these early
phases, networks are essential for a venture to be successful. According to Dubini and
Aldrich (1991) entrepreneurial networking should weave a seamless web in which the
distinctions between individuals, organizations and networks may be blurred or even
ignored. In practice, however, the distinction is drawn between personal networks
(centered on a focal individual) and extended networks (focusing on collectives).
Larson and Starr (1993) suggest that previous working relationships, voluntary
connections, and kinship and community ties lay the groundwork for independent new
ventures. Entrepreneurs first turn to prior business contacts, family, and friends for the
information, physical and capital resources sales, and social support needed to
translate an idea into a business reality for this early focusing stage of formation.
Since this informal friendship and family group may provide access to
essential resources for the firm, it has the potential for instrumental and economic
purposes. If these network relationships and resources are absent, however, they may
be sought from a PSA as the resource surrogate to support the entrepreneur in startup
phase. In referring to resource co-optation through social contracting at the early stage
Hansen (1995) asserts that a subset of people who are involved with the entrepreneurs
in founding new organizations (called network action sets) are activated until the goal
of firm formation is achieved or abandoned. Thus, to have an effect, Uzzi (1996)
suggests that the PSA must be among the entrepreneur's action set.
Resource Dependence
That strategy is based on resource strengths is obvious. Brush, Greene and Hart
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(2001) assert that the more important consideration, one that remains to be answered,
is what happens when entrepreneurs do not have any resource strengths. Entrepreneurs
in emerging organizations must first understand the gap between the resources that he
or she has and what the enterprise needs to acquire for start-up. The process begins
with the entrepreneur's careful inventory of human and social resources. Entrepreneurs
typically begin with a close network of contacts, but deal with more distant business
contacts as the new firm development moves forward. For an entrepreneur to attract
potential resource partners, there must be some connection between the founder and
potential resource providers. The entrepreneur's reputation, capabilities, commitment
and conduct as well as the components of human and social capital, are often the
determinants of his or her ability to attract resource partners (Brush, Greene and Hart,
2001).
Resource dependence theory relates to networks of power and influence, and
equates entrepreneurs and organization as one—both are players. These relationships
also must account for social capital, which is concerned with the significance of
relationships as a resource for social action. Social capital comprises the network, and
the assets that may be mobilized through that network, such as information, lead to
opportunities that may be acted upon (Burt, 1992). The concept of social capital as a
resource for action is one way of introducing social structure into the rational action
paradigm of forming a new venture.
Social capital in part informs resource co-optation via social contracting (Starr
and MacMillan, 1990), which applies social transaction concepts in acquiring
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resources for entrepreneurial start-ups. Resource co-optation is suited to the
constraints of new ventures, such as legitimacy, asset parsimony, and scarce goods.
Entrepreneurial assets employed in social contracting include friendship, likeability,
gratitude, trust and obligation. Hence, entrepreneurs build an inventory of social assets
by sharing information, solving and receiving help with problems, giving and
receiving favors and creating opportunities for people to demonstrate their skills and
competence. Social assets, once developed, can be further leveraged by building them
into networks (Starr and MacMillan, 1990).
Instrumental Action
Lin’s (1982) instrumental action theory explains why certain goal-oriented
actions are more successful than others. In the context of acquiring resources,
entrepreneurs undertake certain actions to achieve a goal for the benefit of the
entrepreneur. This is for a class of actions defined as instrumental in nature and that
also require a personal contact, e.g., searching for an individual in the community. A
personal contact becomes a requirement when the entrepreneur does not know the
target person or network contact directly. Thus, the theory applies in an imperfect
market where the diffusion of information about the goal is less than perfect—a
condition that covers most real market situations. At the top of the structure, a person
has more access to and control over resources, and to extend instrumental action as a
function of acquiring resources, the entrepreneur focuses on such position-generated
resources in his or her networks. The entrepreneur may also be concerned with
relationships between embedded resources in social networks and the process of new

venture formation for the entrepreneur. Resources in this context are defined as valued
goods in society, consensually determined. Therefore, valued resources attached to the
network contact's occupied position may be aggregated into the concept of an
entrepreneur's "rich" network (Lin, 1999). In other words, then, the resources directly
controlled by entrepreneurs frequently are not sufficient to ensure their new firm's
survival and growth. Instead, entrepreneurs must often supplement what they
personally control using their social capital—resources embedded in their social
relations with others—to obtain financing, expert advice, information and other
resources (Davis and Aldrich, 2000).
There is broad agreement as to the importance of networks to emerging firms,
but less agreement about what network characteristics are most advantageous in a
firm's early stages. Several studies show that emerging firms tend to leverage ties with
entrepreneurs' family members and friends to gain key resources to establish firm
viability, while Burt's (1992) view holds that it is the bridging of structural holes
within networks that confers advantages to the firm. In this view, emerging firms that
occupy key positions in sparsely connected networks would have the greatest chances
for success. Therefore, entrepreneurs must move beyond their close, cohesive
networks for long-term success (Hite and Hesterly, 2001). Further, Reese and Aldrich
(1995) suggest examining the micro-level of networking, exploring the entrepreneur's
use of specific network ties to people who control particular resources needed by the
firm.
Networks do not influence entrepreneurs alone, but for entrepreneurs, the
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quality of the network’s relationships is paramount. Granovetter (1985) argues that
virtually all economic behavior is embedded in networks of social relations that
condition economic processes. But Uzzi (1996) specifies how an entrepreneur's ability
to access opportunities of a network strategically depends on the quality of the
relationship that connects them and how it is managed. A key difference between the
economic and behavioral frameworks is that the unit of analysis is the relationships
among the entrepreneur and contacts. This unit of analysis shifts the focus from the
quality of the transaction to the quality of the relationship between entrepreneur and
network contact. Applying Uzzi's framework rationalizes how these properties vary
with the quality of social ties, the configuration of the entrepreneur's network, and the
contact's position-generated resources in the network.
Program Assistance at Stages of Firm Formation
Entrepreneurial firms are too diverse to permit generalization. Gartner (1985)
establishes a framework for describing new venture creation using four major
perspectives: characteristics of the individuals that start the venture, the organization
that they create, the environment surrounding the new venture, and the process by
which the new venture is created. Describing the start-up process itself, Katz and
Gartner (1988) specified four properties of firms: intentionality, resources, boundaries,
and exchange. Building on their work, Reynolds and Miller (1992) suggest four events
as markers for firm formation: commitment, first financing, first hire, and first sale.
Although any of the four events could occur first, implying non-linearity in the
process, no one pattern or sequence of events appeared common to emerging
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organizations. Entrepreneurs who got a business operating sought and acquired
facilities or equipment, invested their own money, prepared a business plan, asked for
and received financial support, organized a start-up team, formed a legal entity, and
devoted full-time to the business (Carter, Gartner and Reynolds, 1995).
Stressing the influence of environmental factors on firm performance, Covin
and Slevin (1991) devised a model comprised of external variables (the external
environment), strategic variables (the strategy and competitive tactics) and internal
variables (the organizational structure and resources) that interact with and influence
entrepreneurial behavior leading to firm formation and subsequent performance.
Three recently developed models supply a useful context to understand the venture
formation process. Timmons (1990) suggests that, in analyzing new entrepreneurial
ventures, it is not useful to rely solely on traditional models such as a psychological
model or a competitive strategy model. He argues that there are three crucial
components for a successful new venture: the opportunity, the entrepreneur or
founding team, and the resources to start the company and make it grow. If
entrepreneurs or firms do not own or control all of the resources necessary to pursue
an opportunity, they must deal with other resource providers in order to have access
to all the required resources. Theory posits that the entrepreneur will choose the
mode that minimizes transaction costs in dealing with resource providers in the
process of pursuing the opportunity (Williamson, 1985).
Thus, emerging firms need to gain access to external resources and know
how that cannot be produced internally. Given the lack of necessary capital or
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legitimacy to exchange using traditional market transactions, the emerging firm
relies on its external network to provide resources and capabilities on exchange
terms other than traditional market transactions (Dubini and Aldrich, 1991). As
firms move from emergence to early growth, they face three specific resource
acquisition challenges: identifying where needed resources are available, the ability
to access needed resources, and coping with the uncertainty of conditions
surrounding the firm. Uncertainty often makes access problematic in new firms
because established firms are reluctant to exchange resources with a new firm that
faces an uncertain future. Uncertainty also exacerbates search costs and difficulties
for available resources (Hite and Hesterly, 2001). These three resource acquisition
challenges vary across the strategic contexts of emergence and early growth stages,
but they also provide important opportunities for impact on various stages of the
firm formation process.
Stages of Formation
In both strategy and entrepreneurship research, organizational life cycles are
used to suggest that firms evolve through progressive stages of emergence, early
growth, later growth, and maturity. While a stage approach has clear limitations, this
perspective is useful in framing the general process of firm evolution and adaptation
over time, particularly during the pre-formation context of opportunity recognition and
business concept development (Bhave, 1994). Addressing the issue of stages in new
firm formation, Churchill and Lewis (1983) observed that emerging firms encountered
common problems arising at similar stages in their development. Their stage-based
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model offers a framework consisting of five stages through which new companies
pass: existence, survival, success, take-off, and resource maturity. In Moore (1986),
the entrepreneurial process is divided into four interactive stages: innovation, the
triggering event, implementation, and growth. Bygrave (1994) builds on Moore's
model by adding and interpreting the factors—personal, sociological, organizational,
and environmental—that give birth to the new enterprise. Bhave’s (1994) three-stage
venture process model is divided into the opportunity stage, the technology set-up and
organization creation stage, and the exchange stage. Katz and Gartner (1988) suggest
four emergent indicators that a firm is in process of coming into existence: intention to
create an organization, assembling resources to create the new firm, developing an
organizational boundary (incorporation), and exchanges of resources across the
boundary (sales). Subsequent explorations of stage-based frameworks have found that
no one pattern or sequence of events is common to all emergent firms (Carter, Gartner
and Reynolds, 1995).
Greve and Salaff (2003) find that establishing a new firm requires different
contacts and resources during different phases. Entrepreneurs build networks that
systematically vary by the phase of entrepreneurship. In analyzing the number of
their discussion partners or network contacts, entrepreneurs tend to limit their
discussion to their closest relations in the early conceptual phase, increase activities
and enlarge the discussion network in the planning phase, and reduce the size of the
social network to important, helpful members in the business implementation phase.
The emergence stage of the firm occurs when the organization is legally created
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(Gartner, Bird and Starr, 1992) and is part of the start-up phase (Reynolds, Bygrave
and Autio, 2004). Early growth or take-off is the point in the firm life cycle at which
a new firm makes clear strategic decisions to intentionally grow beyond survival or
sufficiency (Churchill and Lewis, 1983). These early growth firms are included in
the new firm phase (Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004) and require both more
extensive and a broader scope of resources than were previously needed,
necessitating a more extended search and the use of additional resources (Hite and
Hesterly, 2001).
Inputs to Formation
Early-stage phenomena, such as how opportunities are detected and acted
upon or how new firms come into being, are explored by Shane and Venkataraman
(2000). They emphasize that entrepreneurship consists of two related processes:
discovery of entrepreneurial opportunities and exploitation of such opportunities.
Within the new venture formation process, idea identification is distinguished from
opportunity recognition, as well as from importance of network size (Aldrich, Rosen
and Woodward, 1987), weak ties (Granovetter, 1973) and structural holes (Burt,
1992). These two individual steps of the process inaugurate venture inputs, because
social encounters between the entrepreneur and his or her network contacts are often
a source for new venture ideas. Singh, Hills and Lumpkin (1999) assert that idea
identification must take place before the opportunity can be recognized; they also
confirm the important role played by the network contacts in both input activities.
The entrepreneurial "action set," defined as a sub-set of the entrepreneur's social

network, is the group of members actively involved with the entrepreneur in
achieving a new venture start-up, and this changes as the entrepreneur progresses
through stages leading to a start-up (Hansen, 2000). Four stages, including
commitment to start, first product or service sold, first employee hired, and first loan
or investment obtained, constitute the new venture's early stages. The principal
development from stage two to stage three is the increase in size of the action set,
and Hansen (2000) argues that progressing to the third stage requires additional
resources that the entrepreneurs obtain by adding new action-set members.
Davidsson and Honig (2003) compared the importance of various contributions
and input factors such as personal networks, business networks, contact with
government assistance agencies and taking business classes, on the likelihood of
successful emergent activity. Significantly, their study of 380 nascent entrepreneurs
questioned the value of many of the government assistance programs. Contact with
agencies may have promoted bureaucratic activities, but contact alone failed to predict
the activities of successful emergence. Additionally, Davidsson and Honig (2003)
found that the deeper that entrepreneurs get into the start-up process, the more specific
and individualistic become their requirements for resources and information necessary
to successfully complete the process.
Goetz and Freshwater (2001) studied the independent effects of financial and
human entrepreneurial capital and ideas on entrepreneurial activity in the fifty states,
each state having varying proportions of three measured inputs, ideas and innovations,
human capital, and financial capital, which suggests that states follow different
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approaches to the firm formation process Although specific inputs account for a
considerable amount of the variability in the amount of entrepreneurship activity,
making more financial assistance available may not be the answer to stimulate
additional firm formations. New ideas and innovations produced by entrepreneurs are
needed to generate new products and production processes, but, significantly, they
require the presence of a sufficient entrepreneurial climate to materialize this.
Initial Firm Characteristics and Resource Dependence
Greve and Salaff (2003) observe that entrepreneurs require information,
capital, skills and labor to start business activities. While entrepreneurs hold some
of these resources themselves, they often complement their resources by accessing
their contacts (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; Cooper, Folta and Woo, 1995; Hansen,
1995). As noted above, the contacts that lead to successful outcomes form the basis
of the entrepreneurs' social capital and are a key component of entrepreneurial
networks (Burt, 1992). Entrepreneurial networks span relations to organizations,
clusters of firms, as well as other people that help them set up the firm (Hansen,
1995)
The entrepreneur must assemble resources to produce a plan that is both viable
and credible. Credibility is fundamental, and many would-be entrepreneurs are
thwarted at the outset because they cannot overcome the credibility merry-go-round.
Entrepreneurs need money to buy equipment, lease space, hire people, etc. But the
bank will not lend without an order, the customer will not place an order without
evidence that the product or service will be supplied, the supplier will not extend
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credit, the lessor requires a deposit and guarantees, and the skilled worker is reluctant
to leave guaranteed employment to join the new venture (Birley and Norbum, 1985).
The assembly of various resources is central to implementing entrepreneurial
opportunity and is grounded in the resource-dependency theory of the firm (Penrose,
1980; Rummelt, 1984). Resource dependence theory states that the need for external
resources and information determines the degree of dependency on the environment,
since the environment is seen as a pool of resources. Attracting resources into a
fledgling venture is perhaps the greatest challenge faced by entrepreneurs. The
venture's lack of a reputation and a track record creates a heightened perception of risk
on the part of potential resource providers. In the vast majority o f new ventures, initial
resource endowments are incomplete; entrepreneurs must act as if they are trustworthy
in order to gain access to other resources.
Resources may be sorted into four basic types: human, social, financial,
and physical, with technology and organizational added collaterally (Ardichvili
and Cardozo, 2000). Simple resources, such as financial, are tangible, discrete
and property-based, while complex resources, such as humans, are intangible,
systemic and knowledge-based. The entrepreneur's understanding of the
resource development pathway in terms of initial inputs (types of resources)
required and early uses (application of resources) is central to efficient,
effective, and timely management of the resource-building process (Brush,
Greene and Hart, 2001). Therefore entrepreneurs must establish personal
connections to and credibility with several of these groups, and they are
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compelled to return to the marketplace or seek government program assistance
to do so. In exploring how entrepreneurs obtain resource commitments to create
a new firm, Heilman (2000) suggests if the entrepreneur has low credibility,
little wealth, or a high private benefit in pursuing the venture, he or she will
prefer to enlist the highest value-added partner first, using a "shuttling"
technique contingent on the evaluation costs of the provider, the entrepreneur's
degree of credibility, and the fewer alternatives available. The entrepreneur with
high credibility, much wealth, and little private benefit will enlist the lowest
value-added partner first.
Public Sector Organizations
Characteristics that distinguish public sector organizations from private
firms have been explored by various authors (Bower, 1977; Murray, 1975;
Morris and Jones 1999). Recognizing that diversity exists among organizations in
both sectors, some key differences cited by Morris and Jones (1999) include the
fact that public sector agencies
•
•

•
•
•
•

are not guided by profit motives, but typically seek to achieve multiple and
diverse objectives, performance of which is difficult to measure;
have less incentive for cost reductions, operating economies, and efficient
resource allocation; resources tend to be allocated based on equity
considerations and political pressures;
receive funding indirectly from an involuntary taxpayer rather than directly
from a satisfied customer;
have difficulty in identifying the agency's "customer" as there are typically
several different public entities being served;
are subject to public scrutiny in decisions, which involve consensus and
consultancy with various interest groups and constituencies;
face trade-offs that favor avoiding mistakes.

Given these implicit differences between public sector agencies and private firms, the
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entrepreneurs are most comfortable in learning and obtaining advice from their peers
(in particular fellow firm founders). Yet they may not have the time or access to
develop effective peer networks, and therefore, may turn to public support agencies
(Fisher and Reuber, 2003).
Taken collectively, these comparisons illustrate differences in role and
behaviors of public sector agencies that govern relationships and interactions with
private-sector businesses. These differences are manifested in the nature and types of
assistance programs set up to support entrepreneurs and new firms seeking external
financial and non-financial resources. The first result is an equity argument for small
business exemptions, exclusions and phase-ins to offset government burdens that
disproportionately impact small firms, artificially upsetting the competitive balance
among large and small companies (Dennis, 2000). The second result is an argument
for economic assistance (subsidy) programs, e.g., loans, management assistance to
promote economic growth and employment. According to Dennis (2000a) most
small-business owners continually express frustration in dealing with the
government bureaucracy and its requirements, which are exacerbated by the key
differences as described above.
Government Financial and Non-Financial Assistance
At the Federal level, the U. S. Small Business Administration (SBA) provides
external assistance to small business owners and would-be entrepreneurs with a need
for business development assistance. Public support agency financial assistance
programs include loans, loan guarantees, federal contract set-asides, innovation grants
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and financing through small business investment companies. Non-financial assistance
programs include business counseling, skills training, education, information websites,
and federal procurement and trade advice. These assistance programs are provided
through resource partnerships with state and local agencies and volunteers (Gatewood,
2004; SBA, 2003)
Yet these assistance programs are not used as often as the entrepreneur's other
networks. In considering three categories of information sources (public, personal,
professional), Cooper, Folta and Woo (1991) assess the accessibility and richness of
each information source utilized by entrepreneurs in starting up firms from public
support agencies, personal networks and professional networks. Their findings rank
the sources of information as follows:

Table 3. Network Information Sources Ranking
Information
Provider

Entrepreneur Network Source
Public
Personal Professional
Support

Accessibility

Low

High

Medium

Richness

Low

High

Medium

Based on their study, Cooper, Folta and Woo (1991) assert that public sources may be
accessible in that many freely provide information; however, barriers exist to that
accessibility because these public sources require knowledge about their availability.
Accessibility o f government programs and courses may depend on whether the
entrepreneur is seeking information at a time and place when these are available. In
contrast with these short-term efforts, sources offering continued accessibility to the

entrepreneur also allow potential for the close interaction (face-to-face) needed for the
rich transfer of ideas. In general, however, public sources may be under-utilized;
indeed, Birley (1985) observed that professional sources (business advisors, business
organizations, institutions and government) were not used except when financing was
sought.
Public Support and Rate of Firm Growth
Entrepreneurship is a type of behavior that concentrates on the pursuit of
opportunities, then securing needed resources to exploit the opportunity, in contrast
with the behavior of small business owner-managers, which focuses on personal
goals and stability rather than growth of their firms. In the 1950s and 1960s, policy
in the U.S. was divided between allowing for the demise of small business on
economic grounds on the one hand, and preserving at least some semblance of a
small-enterprise sector for social and political reasons on the other. Small business,
it was argued, was essential to maintain American democracy in the Jeffersonian
tradition. Passage of the Robinson-Patman Act in 1936 and creation of the U. S.
Small Business Administration in 1953 were policy responses to protect lessefficient small businesses and maintain their viability.
However, the focus has shifted from small business as a social good that
should be maintained at an economic cost to small businesses as a vehicle for
entrepreneurship. Recent economic evidence suggests entrepreneurship is a vital
determinant of economic growth (Birch, 1979; Kirchhoff and Phillips, 1988). The
positive and statistically robust link between entrepreneurship and economic growth
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has been verified across a wide spectrum of units of observation, spanning the
enterprise, the industry, the region, and the country; and a cost in terms of foregone
economic growth will be incurred from a lack of entrepreneurship. In light of this
evidence, Thurik and Wennekers (2001) suggest there is room for two types of
policy interventions— one aimed at promoting the creation of technology-based
firms in selected industries, and the other aimed at providing newly created firms,
regardless of sector, with the financial, organizational and technological resources to
grow.
Small firms have been shown to be a major source of job creation. Public
policies can only be justified in a market economy in which it can be demonstrated
that the effect of government intervention is to lead to an overall net improvement in
welfare to the economy as a whole rather than leading to an increase in the number of
small firms and a reduction in employment in large firms (Storey, 1994). At the same
time, there is a market failure peculiar to small firms because of their comparative
weakness in the market-place and their relatively high cost of compliance with
government regulations, compared with larger firms with whom they compete. Hence,
government intervention in a market economy is often justified on the grounds of
providing assistance and services to those without market power, i.e., those on low
incomes (Storey, 1994). To justify intervention in a market economy, it is necessary to
identify precisely where the market failure exists, and whether it is possible to rectify
that market failure through intervention, the cost of which must be assessed and the
benefits o f which must be estimated; that is, it must be determined who will benefit
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from the intervention and who will lose (Bartik, 1990; 1991).
Technological progress drives how markets function. Unlike physical objects,
knowledge and technology are characterized by increasing returns; therefore,
knowledge drives growth. Unlike decreasing returns that result in increasing marginal
costs, knowledge is subject to increasing returns. As noted above, because knowledge
is not fully excludable, entrepreneurs are paid less than the full social value of their
knowledge, creating a disincentive to distribute it widely or invest in creating more.
Thus, government interventions may produce a potentially better set of outcomes with
respect to knowledge creation than the market alone, since policies to support an
emerging industry can create a self-reinforcing cycle that leads to the development of
enduring competitive advantage in that industry.
High Growth and Low Growth Firms
Each new firm that starts up in a given year falls into one of two groups:
/

income substitutors (low growth) and entrepreneurial businesses (high growth). The
first group, income substitutors, or lifestyle firms, comprises firms whose main
purpose is to provide an alternative source of income. Free-lance writers and
photographers, garage and beauty salon owners, and other workers whose main goal is
to avoid working for somebody else are probably income-substitutors. These
businesses can do well and be successful; they will hire three or four employees and
remain at that level for the life cycle of the firm (Birch, 1989). In contrast, the second
group, entrepreneurial businesses, is founded for the purpose of growing, displays
ascending trajectories, and is responsible for 90 to 95 percent of all job creation in the
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U. S. (Birch, 1989; White and Reynolds, 1996).
An early distinction between the small business owner, who establishes and
manages a business for purpose of furthering personal goals, and the entrepreneur,
who establishes and manages a business for purposes of growth and profit and is
characterized by innovative behavior and strategic management practices, was
developed by Carland, Hoy, Boulton, and Carland (1984). This distinction further
suggests a need for a policy partition in program support for low-growth and highgrowth firms. According to Jarillo (1989) the use of external resources is a
determinant of long-term growth. The fastest growth firms tend to make use of
external resources, 64 percent more than the industry average, while slow growth
firms tend not to use external resources. Findings from the National Commission on
Entrepreneurship (NCOE, 2001) indicate that high growth firms, commonly known as
gazelles, are fewer than one in twenty U. S. businesses; these firms achieve high
growth rates, growing their employment at least 15 percent per year or doubling their
employment over five years. Most fast-growing entrepreneurial companies, found in
all regions of the U.S., are widely distributed across all industries and not concentrated
in only high technology sectors (NCOE, 2001; Martin and Birch, 2002).
In attempting to decipher government's approach to an entrepreneurship policy
in a ten-nation study, Lundstrom and Stevenson (2001) developed an entrepreneurship
typology model that encompassed three alternative paths: a policy extension to small
and medium enterprises (SME), a niche policy that targets efforts around specified
groups within the population, and a new-firm creation policy. They observe that the
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predominant U. S. policy revolves around a niche approach of adding entrepreneurship
"bits" to existing small business programs, targeting disadvantaged groups, e.g.,
women, and people with the highest potential for starting high-growth potential firms.
From their multi-nation survey, Stevenson and Lundstrom (2002) compare specific
features of small business and entrepreneurship policy, illustrating the following
distinctions among policies that support low growth or small business and those that
support high growth or entrepreneurship.

Table 4. Government Policy Attributes for Emerging Businesses
Feature
Objective

Small Business Policy
Firm growth, productivity

Targeting

"Pick winners" growth
sectors, firms
Direct financial incentives
loans, guarantees)

Levers

Approach
Results orientation

Generally passive
More immediate (4 years)

Entrepreneurship Policy
Motivate more new
entrepreneurs
General population subsets
(i.e. women, minorities)
Non-financial, business
support (networks, education
counseling)
Pro-active outreach
More long-term

In a report of state entrepreneurship policies and programs, with thirty-seven
responding states, Kayne (1999) defines entrepreneurs as "individuals who blend
innovation with sound business practices to commercialize new products and services
that result in high growth firms." Kayne’s (1999) findings conclude that only four
states had clearly defined entrepreneurship development objectives that were focused
on the emergence and growth or new firms, while thirty-three states merely draped
their existing economic development programs in the mantel of entrepreneurship. The
preponderance of states had programs designed to serve a broad range of businesses,
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and while entrepreneurs could take advantage of these programs, these programs did
not address the unique needs of start-up firms with high-growth potential. Oregon was
a non-respondent to the survey request.
Contrary to the broad implications at the nation-state level outlined by
Stevenson and Lundstrom (2002), which link high growth with small business
policy and with targeting and picking winners, the implications at the state level
reported by Kayne (1999) link generic business assistance programs with small
business policy, untargeted and available to all firms. Sporadic state programmatic
initiatives that supported entrepreneurs, which function as a proxy for high growth,
focused on existing businesses that had a heavy emphasis in technology
development.
Conceptual Model of Firm Formation
It is well documented that new business formation is a critical driving force
in economic development, creating hundreds of thousands new jobs (Birch, 1979;
Birley, 1987, Kirchhoff and Phillips, 1988). During the critical time leading up to
and after formation, some firms wither and die, others survive with stunted growth,
and yet others grow, develop and have enduring economic impact. Thus, as
suggested by Chandler and Hanks (1993), research should concentrate on not only
the factors influencing organizational birth, but also on performance during the
early stages of development. Research that identifies the factors having the greatest
impact on new firm formation and development will aid entrepreneurs in the
decision-making process to improve a start-up firm's probability of success and

public support agencies in developing programs that contribute to successful
venture formation. To identify and substantiate the correlates and antecedents of
new venture performance, it is important to also identify the most relevant
performance dimensions and explore the vital relationships between independent
variables and successful formation.
There are several challenges inherent in measuring new venture
performance. New ventures are privately held and are under no obligation to
divulge performance information; thus traditional financial measures are often
unavailable. There is no consensus on emergent firm performance measures
(Cooper, 1993). In examining why some individual entrepreneurs survive and
others do not, Holtz-Eakin et al. (2001) defines the total output of the firm as
receipts of the enterprise or revenues. Research has tended to focus on growth as a
more accurate and accessible performance indicator rather than traditional
accounting measures, since growth is multidimensional in nature and it is
advantageous to integrate different dimensions of performance in empirical studies
(Acs and Audretsch, 1990; Wiklund, 1999). A consensus has been reached among
scholars that sales revenue is an appropriate growth measure, as it reflects both
short and long term changes in the firm, is obtainable, and is a common
performance indicator among entrepreneurs themselves (Hoy, McDougall and
Dsouza, 1992; Wiklund, 1999).
Research examining predictors of new firm performance is clearly of interest
to entrepreneurs and to those who provide advice and funds for them from the private
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as well as the public sectors. Challenges that arise in attempting to predict contributory
factors include dependence on environmental development, concentration of risk on a
few products or services, narrow markets, and a few key resources (Bygrave, 1994).
These well-conceived ventures can fail because of the liability of newness,
environmental shocks and the lack of deep pockets to ride out the hard times. These
same factors can cause new firm performance to vary widely, confounding attempts to
identify predictors of successful performance (Cooper, 1993). If it can be determined
which factors influence new firm formation, this will have implications for assessing
the contribution of public support agencies to new firm formation. Theoretical
frameworks for analyzing new firm performance are not well developed. Cooper
(1993) suggests considering sets of variables that can be studied at start up:
entrepreneurs characteristics, founding processes, environmental conditions and initial
firm attributes. However, a major problem in theory building posed by complex,
diverse phenomena such as new firm formation activities concerns identifying,
classifying, and developing relevant variables. One approach to assist theory building
involves specifying key theoretical constructs that indicate a sequence of formation
events or activities within an entrepreneurial process; this sequence of activities can
then be used to group specific variables relevant to the theoretical construct (Wiklund,
1998). Several empirical studies have substantiated the positive relationship between
entrepreneurial process or founding activities and new firm performance (Sandberg
and Hofer, 1987; Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon, and Woo, 1994; Carton, Hofer and Meeks,
1998; Wiklund, 1999; Kaulio, 2003).
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The conceptual model guiding this study is informed by activities and
components of various entrepreneurial process models: the entrepreneurial venture
process (Bygrave, 1994; Bhave, 1994), the start-up-new firm phase model
(Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004), the opportunity recognition model (Ardichvili
and Cardozo, 1994), and the entrepreneurial components model (Dorf and Byers,
2005). These components are broadly consistent with the Timmons (1990) model,
which combines opportunity, resources and team in a linear relationship. Numerous
specific founding variables may be grouped under each broad construct (Gartner,
1985). Integrating constructs and key variables within constructs is supported by
other conceptual studies (Naffziger, Hornsby and Kuratko, 1994; Herron and
Robinson, 1993; Herron and Sapienza, 1992; Moore, 1986; Covin and Slevin, 1991;
Chrisman, Bauerschmidt and Hofer, 1999).
Timmons (1990; 1999) proposed a model of venture creation based on three
driving forces of entrepreneurship: (1) the term (entrepreneurs), (2) the resources to
found the firm, and (3) the recognition and exploitation of the opportunity. Only when
all three elements converge and fit can the entrepreneurship process occur. The
challenge for the entrepreneur is to influence and manipulate the surrounding factors
in real time to improve the chances for success of the venture. Opportunities are
influenced through opportunity recognition and evaluation, innovation and prior
knowledge (Singh, Hills, and Lumpkin, 1999; Shane, 2000; Almeida, Dokko, and
Rosenkopf, 2003).
As discussed earlier, the conceptual model developed by Timmons (1990) is
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extended by the Bygrave (1994) model, which focuses on opportunity in the venture
formation process. The linear Bygrave model reflects the presence of a number of
environmental factors that influence the entrepreneurial process in addition to personal
attributes of the entrepreneur, sociological characteristics and organizational elements.
Within the environmental factors is the broad influence of government policy, which
influences all the entrepreneurial process elements except innovation. PSA programs
are an extension of government policies at the federal, state and local levels and are
established to be accessed by entrepreneurs when available and if qualified.
As a further development to the opportunity component, Bhave (1994)
introduced the opportunity recognition sequence (Figures 1 and 2), which
differentiates the externally stimulated opportunity (market need) from the internally
stimulated opportunity (decision to start). Ardichvili and Cardozo (2000) build upon
the opportunity recognition process to illustrate the interaction of the entrepreneur's
work and personal experience. Prior theory development and empirical research has
made available additional conceptual models to complement and extend various
aspects of the new firm formation process. The present study seeks to assess
contributions to new firm formations by public support agency programs, and thus a
new concept model, based on predictive factors, will be developed to enhance the
Timmons (1990) model. The rationale for developing the emergent conceptual model
includes: (1) to facilitate development of predictive variables for successful firm
formation (Bygrave, 1994; Cooper, 1993), (2) to explore the influence of the
opportunity recognition process (Bhave, 1994; Ardichvili and Cardozo, 2000; Singh,
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Hills, Hybels and Lumpkin, 1999, (3) to enhance the concept of the team element by
introducing the notions of networking, entrepreneurial competence, management and
business skills (Birley, 1985; Johannisson, 1996; Reese and Aldrich, 1995; Hite and
Hesterly, 2001; Dorf and Byers, 2005; Delmar and Davidson, 2000), and (4) to
distinguish between the start-up and the new-firm (Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio,
(2004).
The new firm formation model is conceptually depicted in a linear fashion to
suggest that there may be relationship between opportunity, resources, entrepreneurial
competence, founding team and local context as independent variables and successful
new firm performance as the dependent variable representing success in the formation
of a new firm.

Opportunity

New Firm
Performance
(Sales)

Resources

Entrepreneur
Competence

Team

Context

New Firm Formation Model
+ Dependent variable ( b o l d )
+ Independent variable {italics)

Figure 4. New Firm Formation Model.
The conceptual model of how the entrepreneurship process is organized
permits the introduction of public support agency programs as indicators of
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financial, informational and counseling resources. Three types of measures are
typically used to evaluate contributions of entrepreneurship assistance programs:
subjective satisfaction, performance attribution, and objective measures (Chrisman
and McMullan, 2000). It is widely acknowledged that there is difficulty in designing
program assessments or evaluations, but the use of objective performance measures
such as sales values as a broad measure of growth and economic performance is
preferred over subjective or attribution measures (McMullan, Chrisman and Vesper,
2001; Wiklund, 1998; Dahlquist, Davidsson and Wiklund, 2000).

CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Management research generally aims to describe, understand, explain or
predict phenomena related to organizations. A simplified way of representing these
phenomena is modeling, which is just as useful for describing or understanding
phenomena as it is for explaining or predicting them. An analysis is considered to be
causal when it studies cause and what constitutes it or what it implies it. Such analyses
aim to establish causal relations relationships between concepts at the theoretical level
and variables at the empirical levels (Mbengue and Vandangeon-Derumex, 2001).
Causes refer to the components that induce phenomena to occur or change (Zaltman
et. al., 1973). Various types of models are possible (descriptive, explanatory,
predictive or simulation) but explanatory models are the only models to which causal
analysis is appropriate.
New venture formation, the phenomenon under study (and the contributions of
public support agency programs to its success), begins with a conceptual model in
which firm formation, considered the dependent variable, is hypothesized to be
explained by multiple causes, considered the independent variables. Three types of
relationships are possible between the two types of variables: simple causal, reciprocal
causal and association-indeterminate as to cause (Davis, 1985).
Specifying a model's concepts and variables may occur on two levels. One is
conceptual and the other is operational, which permits the researcher to move from
concepts to variables that result from field operation. An inductive approach
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(particular to general) specifies conceptual and operational levels simultaneously. A
particular characteristic of qualitative methods is that they do not necessitate a
numeric evaluation of the model's variables. Specification involves describing the
model's concepts without quantifying them. However, concepts can be evaluated by a
number of forms they can take, and there is no reason why researchers should not use
quantitative data to specify certain of their model's concepts (Mbengue and
Vandangeon-Derumex, 2001).
In employing a qualitative-inductive method, field data are used to draw out
the concepts that represent the phenomena under study. Glaser and Strauss (1967) call
this "open coding," which enables the process of breaking down, comparing,
conceptualizing and categorizing data to occur (Strauss and Corbin, 1990). Miles and
Huberman (1994) suggest a process that, while remaining inductive, gives researchers
a statistical tool for analyzing field data: factoring. This process reduces a large
number of observed variables to a smaller number of concepts that are not directly
observed. Measurement of these variables may be nominal, which involves using
numbers as labels to classify attributes into different categories, or ordinal, which
conveys the amount of a particular attribute. This methodology will utilize categorical
coding for the independent variables and ordinal coding for the dependent variable.
The choice of a research style for a particular study depends on the overarching
aim of the research, the specific analysis objective, and its associated research
question. Qualitative methods usually are used for identification, description, and
generation. The analysis objective of explanation-generation is interpretative, and it
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deals with questions such as: What is happening here? What patterns exist? How do
the phenomena differ and relate to each other? How does it work? How does
something occur or happen? (Miller and Crabtree, 1992).
This study is based on narrative analysis. The telling of an informant's story—
for example, an entrepreneur describing his or her venture formation processes—is not
new to qualitative social scientists. It is the stories told by entrepreneurs, as well as the
encounters and events that the informants create about them that focus our attention to
the start-up world "out there." While a variety of approaches to textual analysis exist
in the social sciences, narrative analysis has to do with how protagonists, in these
cases entrepreneurs, interpret things (Bruner, 1986). Because this approach gives
prominence to human agency and imagination, it is well suited to studies of
entrepreneurial subjectivity and identity, typically following a chronological sequence
(Riessman, 1993). Such research then produces a document describing the
interpretative schemes that a people or community use to establish the significance of
past formation events. The research does not construct a new narrative: it merely
reports existing ones (Polkinghome, 1988).
The choice and definition of the unit of analysis is essential for the
appropriateness of different theories. Recent entrepreneurship research has favored
micro-level analysis, using the firm or the individual entrepreneur as the unit of
analysis (Davidsson and Wiklund, 2002). Bhave (1994) was one of the first to attempt
to describe what entrepreneurs actually do through the process of launching a new
venture using a three-stage model involving the opportunity stage, organization
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creation stage, and exchange stage.
Paulin, Coffey, and Spaulding (1982) state that exploratory research, a form of
qualitative research, is essentially inductive and descriptive. From the research
methodology literature, this research framework will rely primarily on Creswell
(1994) for the general methodological framework involved in a qualitative study; on
Miles and Huberman (1994) for sample selection, data collection and analytical
techniques; on Bernard (1994) and Yin (1994) for informants, interviewing and fieldnote technique; and Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe, (1991) for interview structure
and technique.
Morgan and Smircich (1980) assert that in manipulating data through a
sophisticated quantitative approach such as multivariate statistical analysis, social
scientists essentially attempt to solidify the formation process by reducing the complex
role of the founder to elements that are subject to the influence of a deterministic set of
forces. Such an approach is less informative, and they conclude that interview
structure and techniques achieves richness in capturing the formation process.
Creswell (1994) observes that qualitative research is based on a few cases and many
variables, whereas quantitative research works with a few variables and many cases.
In their discussion of qualitative methods, Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and Lowe (1991)
cite the use of the critical incident technique in conjunction with in-depth interviews to
mitigate the natural tendency of individuals to use hindsight in rationalizing the past.
Similarly, Curran and Downing (1993), when considering business owner relations
with government, designed interviews-as-conversations around a set of core issues that
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could be amplified to enable respondents to be brought out fully. Keeley, Knapp and
Rothe (1996) used an exploratory study design to examine venture formation
processes. This retrospective study relied on semi-structured interviews with ownermanagers and entrepreneurs as the primary method for gathering data. During the
interviews, which were one and a half hours on average, the chief executive officers or
entrepreneurs acted as company historian.
In the present study, such semi-structured interviews have been used to gather
survey data that will be coded using an emergent approach. Inferential statistics will
be utilized to apply analysis of variance and multiple regressions to examine nonfinancial and financial variables as predictors of performance (in this case, sales
values). The rationale is to use the quantitative analysis to supplement or illustrate the
qualitative assessment the cases of individual entrepreneur, using triangulation as the
“methods" approach in the study of the same phenomenon. The use of complementary
methods is generally thought to lead to more valid results (Jick, 1979).
The primary outcome of this research, given the interview approach, is a
qualitative assessment. Given that a qualitative assessment was the initial purpose of
the research, was there a further methodological outcome beyond qualitative analysis
that could be achieved? Quantitative analysis would engender the possibility of
understanding underlying components of success in new firm formation, if the
explanatory outcome of the case study is to determine the three or four factors that
drive successful firm formation and evaluate whether PSA programs have contributed
to that success. The qualitative analysis relies on the researcher’s interpretative
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abilities, while quantitative analysis relies on being methodologically driven.
Research Question Restated
The research question—to what extent do public support agencies contribute to
the success (performance) of local firm formation? —is based upon firms that have
organized through the start-up phase (formation) process and have "survived" to the
new firm phase (that is, their trading has commenced) since inception of the research.
Initially, a qualitative study explored the entrepreneur's network interactions with
social, business and PSA contacts and eight research propositions were developed to
be examined through case analysis. Subsequently, a theoretical-based conceptual
model was developed in order to explore the new firm creation process and establish
factors that may explain the phenomena of successful formation. Based on
entrepreneurial process theories and empirical studies, specific indicators representing
categorical variables for each factor were developed for statistical models in order to
be tested as predictors for firm formation success. In order to assess the inputs of PSA
programs, categorical variables representing program contributions are included as
predictor variables.
Research Design
In considering an appropriate research design for the study of entrepreneurial
start-ups and contributions of public support programs to new firm formations, there
were two strategies to consider: (1) to gain access to a dataset with a large number of
observations, which would not provide much insight into the human and
organizational issues, or (2) to utilize a fewer number of observations from which

deeper insights could be developed into human and organizational issues. Each
strategy has its own advantages—in the case of the large number of observations,
establishing a statistical relationship is the primary objective; in the case of fewer
observations, a case-study perspective enables deeper insight.
Statistical techniques permit the identification of patterns and relationships.
But its primary benefit is not a deeper understanding of organizational issues,
entrepreneurial characteristics and the new firm’s relationship with PSA programs,
which requires an analysis of the interactions of entrepreneurs seeking financial or
non-financial assistance. Therefore, the research design should contain sufficient
observations to determine if patterns emerge through statistical analysis, and the
methodological challenge is to mount a combination of statistical techniques to cope
with a limited number of observations to produce patterns.
There are two possible approaches to studying the new venture formation
phenomenon: content-based and processed-based research. Content-based research
proposes an analysis based on the nature of the subject under study, that is, what it's
composed of. Process-based research analyzes the phenomenon in terms of its "flux,"
revealing its behavior over time. Content-explanatory research often uses the
hypothetical-deductive approach combined with a quantitative method and is often
used in management research (Grenier and Josserand, 2001). The aim is to explain the
variance in the dependent variable and to understand why it is in a given state.
Quantitative hypothetical research aims for high external validity and presents two
limitations. First, the use of numerical data often requires proxy variables to be
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defined, which transforms reality. Second, the rigid framework of this hypotheticaldeductive process can impede the emergence of new ideas. A qualitative process may
be used to rediscover all the subtlety of the reality studied (Grenier and Josserand,
2001).

The research design is the framework through which the various
components of the research project are brought together: research question,
literature review, data, analysis and results. Within the positivist paradigm (theories
are accepted if they correspond to reality as understood through empirical
observation), a theory cannot be confirmed, only corroborated (Royer and
Zarlowski, 2001). However, according to Guba and Lincoln (1994), there is not one
sole reality, but multiple realities, the product of individual or mental constructions
that are likely to evolve over the course of time—hence forming the basis on which
the conceptual model is developed.
O f the three generic research approaches (experimentation, ethnography and
grounded theory), this study selects the grounded theory approach for the purpose of
constructing an explanatory model about a social phenomenon—new venture
formation—based on the identification of regularities, using multiple case studies as
the method. Accordingly, data collection is an iterative process with interaction
among the data, analysis, and theory. Methods used are interviews plus written
material and observation. Analysis comprises qualitative combined with quantitative
analysis (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Strauss and Corbin, 1990; 1994).
Given the exploratory and inductive nature of the research purpose and
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question, this qualitative investigation focuses first on new firm formation from the
perspective of the entrepreneur, using a cross-case analysis. A qualitative research
methodology has been selected because entrepreneurship involves the study of the
processes of discovery, evaluation, and exploitation of opportunities, as well as the set
of individuals who discover, evaluate, and exploit them (Shane and Venkataraman,
2000). Entrepreneurial activities are complex, multi-faceted phenomena, as are the
heterogeneous individuals who carry them out. The role of the individual entrepreneur
is central in each of the process steps. From the definitions of entrepreneurship, it is
clear that entrepreneurship is a process, rather than an event, and the pursuit of
opportunities is central to entrepreneurship. Shane, Kolereid and Westhead (1991)
argue that firm formation should be investigated at the firm-founder level, while Baron
and Markham, (2000) suggest that the study of interactions of entrepreneurs with
external persons in the performance of tasks crucial to success in forming new firms
may be valuable.
The research in entrepreneurial networks and assembling resources has taken
two distinct approaches for analysis: (1) counting the contacts entrepreneurs have,
using quantitative methods (Aldrich and Zimmer, 1986; Birley, Cromie and Myers,
1991; Larson and Starr, 1993), and (2) examining the content of links using qualitative
methods of analysis (Mitchell, 1973; Blackburn, Curran and Jarvis, 1990; Curran,
Jarvis, Blackburn and Black, 1993) Both methods are well grounded and have ample
evidence for methodological support.
This research design focuses on two levels: qualitative case studies and
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quantitative exploration of predictors of performance in new firm formations so as to
evaluate the contribution of PSA programs. Typically, the exploration of the research
question involves what type of data to collect, the data collection method used, the
nature of the observation field and the sample, and data sources. In this circumstance,
the data collection was accomplished through a semi-structured interview process that
documented the key event interactions within the entrepreneur's network while in the
process of forming a new firm. This data collection technique provided access to
entrepreneurs and a rich source of information not usually achievable solely through
the use of questionnaires and other structured techniques. This approach is supported
by Curran and Blackburn (1994), who chose a qualitative methodology to focus on
particular events as a means of exposing the character and content of entrepreneurial
linkages between small business owners and others within the social and economic
community. The owner-managers were interviewed face-to-face and asked to recall
events in the business that provided various critical incidents by which linkages-that
is, networks-were investigated. Curran and Blackburn (1994) characterize their results
as offering a much more detailed, empirically secure characterization than is possible
with macro-level analysis based on aggregate data. Further, Dollinger (1985) asserts
that the entrepreneur's contacts with a wide variety of people in the environment tend
to improve the firm's performance.
Under this research scenario, given the rich source of information, the research
design question became: what are some ways to analyze this information when the
data are a given but the method of analysis becomes the unknown? Royer and
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Zarlowski (2001) maintain that an acceptable research design can undergo significant
modification according to difficulties encountered or opportunities seized. The design
may change or even be reformulated along the way. The original intent of the research
design began with contextualized case studies and evolved into exploring the
confirmatory aspects of quantitative analysis to understand what was behind the
general drivers of firm formation success as described by the conceptual model. The
outcome of the quantitative techniques, e.g., cluster and factor analysis, is to
distinguish the three or four factors that bear on successful firm formation.
Apart from the challenges of sampling at different stages of development and
attrition of the sample over time, there are additional challenges associated with
measurement and data analysis. Central concepts in entrepreneurship to date have no
validated measures. As a consequence, the standard package of statistical analysis
methods is the most appropriate tool for analyzing the entrepreneurship phenomenon.
This means the researcher must find methods that better match the research questions
and the data characteristics at hand (Davidson, 2005).
Key events in the entrepreneurial process expose the character and content of
the entrepreneur's network linkages (Curran and Blackburn, 1994). Further, the key
events in the firm's formation can be analyzed using qualitative content analysis
(Morgan, 1993) and critical incident technique (Chell et al., 1991; 1998) to explore
how entrepreneurs use their network contacts to exploit the opportunity and acquire
resources for start-up (Powell, Smith and Doerr, 1994).
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Limitations to Research Design
Two issues are important to address in discussing the limitations of the
research design and approach: the survivor status of the entrepreneurs and new firms,
and perspective bias and retrospective accuracy of interviewed participants. With
regard to the research design, only new firms that have commenced trading as a new
venture activity and have generated sales revenue are included in this study. A design
limitation is that the research sample contains only entrepreneurs and firms that are
existing businesses (survivors) that demonstrate firm performance through sales
growth. In order to build a research model applicable across organizational types, the
researcher relies on theoretical sampling—to purposefully select diverse
organizational cases from a survivor population (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Eisenhardt,
1989).
The entrepreneur’s perspective has the potential for bias regarding the
contributions by PSA programs. However, the literature supports several reasons to
expect individuals as firm founders to accurately recall their firm’s past formation
strategies (Golden, 1992). First, formulating and implementing a firm’s founding
strategy is typically a high-involvement activity for its CEO, both behaviorally and
cognitively; the CEO should be able to recall it accurately (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986).
Second, in this sample, the continuing firm’s performance is enduring, and thus the
CEO may be continually reminded of earlier formation decisions. Third, in a firm that
has recently altered its formation strategy, the founder would be acutely aware of
whence the firm came, as the change process is often disruptive, conflict-ridden, and

expensive in the short run (Pennings, 1985). Not withstanding the above, a small
number of management researchers have implied that pitfalls may be associated with
retrospective accounts. Data supplied through the entrepreneurs’ perspective may be
influenced by an attempt to project a socially desirable image, unintentional hindsight
bias regarding the diminishment of a PSA program’s input or conscious attempts to
maintain self-esteem. Relative to firm performance, the sales revenue data are
expected to be corroborated through company documents, business plans and external
documents.
Founding Activities and Variables
In order to assess the contributions of PSA programs using the proposed
conceptual model, specific measures relating to firm performance must be developed.
Such integrating of conceptual constructs and key variables within the constructs is
supported by several earlier conceptual studies (Moore, 1986; Cooper, 1993; Bygrave,
1994) as well as empirical studies (Van de Ven, Hudson and Schroeder, 1984; Birley
and Westhead, 1992; Reynolds and Miller, 1992; Reese and Aldrich, 1995; White and
Reynolds, 1996). Entrepreneurial founding activities represent the basis for developing
key indicators (variables) to explore firm performance (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and
Woo, 1994). Therefore, a construct of entrepreneurial founding components that can
be studied at start-up has been organized to provide independent variables for testing
through quantitative techniques, as follows in Table 5. They are based on the six
referent models in Table 1 that serve as the basis for conceptual model and PSA
programs.
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Table 5. Conceptual Model Components and Independent Variables
for Analysis
Conceptual Model Components
Independent Variables

Opportunity

Incubator
Innovation
Market acceptance
Market potential
Manufacture/Service
High technology
Private funding
PSA funding
Start-up funds
New firm funds
Private information
PSA information
Private external advisors
PSA external advisors
Opportunity recognition
Industry connections
Business network
PSA network
Prior founder experience
Product knowledge
Growth/Lifestyle
Business skills
PSA training
Co-founders
Industry experience
Management
Industry cluster
PSA economic develop.
PSA key industries
Firm age
Legend
PDC
OECDD
ORTDF
OMBI
SBA
SBIR
SBDC
SCORE

Resource

ECompetence

Team

Context

X
X
X
X
X
X

PSA
Prog.
F

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

ABCDF

DEG
DH
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

EGH
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Code
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

AB
B

Public SuDDort Agencv
Portland Development Commission and local government agencies
Oregon Community and Economic Development Department
Oregon Research Technology Development Fund
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative
U. S. Small Business Administration
Small Business Investment Research
Small Business Development Center
Service Corps of Retired Executives
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Conceptual Model Component Variables
On the basis of the conceptual model and an extensive literature review,
variables enhancing and restricting new firm growth and performance were developed.
The ability to predict new firm performance based on observable factors has been of
interest to entrepreneurs, academic researchers, and those who provide advice and
funds for their ventures, including public support agencies. Cooper (1993) asserts that
a growing body of research has examined the influence upon performance of such
variables such as entrepreneurs’ characteristics, processes of founding, venture
attributes and environmental characteristics, with mixed results. Cooper, GimenoGascon and Woo (1994) reviewed sixty-three studies that considered relationships
between predictors and new firm performance. Fundamental to research on predictors
of performance is an assumption that initial resources (including such intangibles as
entrepreneurial preparation and the firm’s knowledge base) will exert subsequent
influence, even though the environment and the firm may continue to change. Firms
with stronger resource positions are in a preferred situation to survive environmental
shocks and overcome bad decisions. Entrepreneurs with stronger preparation and
competence, founding teams and superior opportunities are more likely to deal with
the problems that arise as their ventures develop, even problems that could not have
been foreseen at the time of founding (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and Woo, 1994).
Research to date has tended to focus upon variables that are relatively easy to
gather information about or to measure. Yet these variables may not bear the most on
performance (Cooper, 1993). The five conceptual model components in this study
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extend the four groups of initial capital—general human capital, management know
how, industry-specific know-how, and financial capital (Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon and
Woo, 1994)—to develop thirty categorical variables as measures of firm performance.
The five conceptual model components are opportunity, resources, entrepreneurial
competence, team, and context.
Opportunity
Six variables are employed to measure the opportunity component (Timmons,
1999; Singh, Hills and Lumpkin, 1999). The incubator variable addresses whether the
start-up arises from a corporate or business incubator, technology transfer, or hobby of
the entrepreneur (Rice, 2002; Gassman and Becker, 2006). Innovation is based on the
commercialization of a new technology and can include new products, new processes,
new services, or new ways of doing business (Dorf and Byers, 2005). Disruptive
innovation transforms the relationship between the supplier and the customer,
restructures markets, displaces current products and often creates new product
categories. Radical innovation often comes from an individual in a firm that has a
breakthrough idea. Start-ups backed by venture capital appear to be based on a great
idea, one that defines a major new business or dramatically changes an existing
industry (Keeley, Knapp and Rothe, 1996). In contrast, incremental innovation, often
generated out of experience with customers, is an improvement and follow on to what
firms are already producing and is considered modest novelty (Leifer et al, 2000).
Market acceptance is considered the degree to which new products or services
are absorbed into intended markets (Fox, 1974). The speed at which later growth
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occurs in the market follows the ^-adoption curve representing the cumulative market
penetration or sales (Rogers, 1962). Innovative products and services are typically
acquired by early adopters looking for a radical shift, while the early majority seeks
productivity improvement (Moore, 1991). Independent entrepreneurial firms, focusing
on disruptive technologies and discontinuous innovations, take that much longer to
achieve market acceptance and revenue generation (Christensen, 1997). Market
potential represents the total addressable market and growth potential for the product
or service (Churchill, 1979; Timmons and Spinelli, 2004). As an antecedent predictor,
market potential is defined as the anticipated growth in customers’ demand in the
marketplace and determined to be a dominant driver of performance (Henard and
Symanski, 2001).
Manufacturing, as in the production of a product, is a determinant for growth
among new start-up firms (Honjo, 2004; Robson and Bennett, 2000). Opportunities
arising from manufacturing new technologies seem to favor better-equipped, largescale enterprises rather than small suppliers (Nassimbeni, 2003). The volume of
production, the capital of the firm, and uncertainty of demand are considered
determinants of a firm’s employment, which is positively related to sales (Papinikos,
2004). New manufacturing firms upstream in the industry value chain will have better
chances for survival than new retail and service firms downstream in the industry
value chain (Steams et al., 1995). High technology firms are dependent on access to
knowledge as a key resource and the manner in which knowledge is facilitated through
external knowledge spillovers (Audretsch and Lehman, 2006). The Small Business
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Innovation Research (SBIR) program, a public policy program has the goal of
generating innovative high-technology firms and promoting competitiveness and
growth as a source of national comparative advantage (Audretsch, 2003). New
ventures rely on the discovery of opportunities, securing resources, bootstrap
financing methods and obtaining legitimacy and are distinguished by the degree of
high and low technology in entrepreneurial success (Elfring and Hulsink, 2003;
Auken, 2005; Keeley, Knapp and Rothe, 1996). Incubator organizations, spin-offs,
formal and informal networks, physical infrastructure, and regional culture are related
and interact to form a system conducive to dense high technology entrepreneurial
activity (Neck, Meter et al., 2004).
Resources
Eight variables are employed to measure the resources component (Timmons,
1990; Bygrave, 1994; Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004). Resource dependence
theory states that the need for external resources and information determines the
degree of dependency on the environment, since the environment is seen as a pool of
resources (Penrose, 1980). Because of lack of access to capital, entrepreneurial firms
are less likely to survive and more likely to be undercapitalized (Holtz-Eakin and
Rosen, 2001). In a framework developed for entrepreneurial environments, Gynawali
and Fogel (1994) distinguish between financial and non financial assistance as key
dimensions. Six variables are employed to measure funding and information. Private
funding is derived from the entrepreneur’s social or business networks. Nascent
entrepreneurs will avoid using external funding sources and instead utilize internal
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sources. In the case when internal sources are insufficient, entrepreneurs will utilize
financial capital from sources that are responsive to their unique situation, which
consist of professional lenders such as banks, and finance companies, team member
sources, family and friends and rarely, venture capitalists (Stouder, 2002). Funding
difficulties in the debt and equity markets are a consequence of the information gaps
between the entrepreneurs and investors (Lemer, 2002). Public support agency (PSA)
funding is compromised of state and local finance programs, industrial bonds and
targeted incentives, in addition to federal programs of loan guarantees, fixed asset
investments, microloans, innovation research and small business investment capital
(Kayne, 1999; Isserman, 1994; SBA, 2003).
Entrepreneurs consistently identify start-up problems that could be minimized
or resolved through publicly subsidized assistance. Entrepreneurs and government
agencies both agree that only a tiny percentage use government finance programs to
start or operate a business (Dennis and Reynolds, 2004). Private information is
provided through the entrepreneurs’ network of personal and business relationships.
Aldrich and Zimmer (1986) assert that due to cognitive limits on human behavior and
influence of social factors on information processing, new business formation cannot
be attributed to individual acts. The entrepreneur is dependent on his or her external
network to provide information and capabilities on exchange terms other than tradition
market transactions (Jarillo, 1989: Dubini and Aldrich, 1991). Strong ties (close
friends) are important channels for information and weak ties (extended
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acquaintances) provide access to finance (Granovetter, 1973; Jenssen and Koenig,

;.

2002

Public support agency (PSA) information encompasses programmatic
information, application assistance, intra-agency referrals in addition to explanations
of support services (Dennis and Reynolds, 2004: Gnyawaili and Fogel, 1994). Most of
what is known about the use and value of PSA programs to encourage the formation of
new firms from the perspective of the beneficiaries comes from entrepreneur-owners.
Reports from PSA and other information providers vary substantially from those of
owner-entrepreneurs, especially given that greater usage are claimed by PSA programs
than by entrepreneurs (White and Reynolds, 1996). Such program sites offer userfriendly access to information, but to use them, entrepreneurs still require significant
knowledge of the right services and support that will fill the need. The end result is
sometimes referred to as the “run-around” because the services are unknown to the
entrepreneur (Pages and Garmise, 2003). Current PSA efforts to promote
entrepreneurial development are thus missing the mark A plausible explanation may
be that the further the entrepreneur gets into the start-up process, the more specific and
idiosyncratic will be the information resources needed to achieve successful
completion of the formation process (Davidsson and Honig, 2003).
Start-up (phase) funds acquisition, especially financial capital, is a critical task
facing entrepreneurs in the formation of the new firm. Inadequate initial capitalization
is often mentioned as a reason for business failure (Greene and Brown, 1997). It is
widely held that new entrepreneurs will avoid external funding sources and instead
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utilize internal sources. In cases where internal sources are insufficient, new
entrepreneurs will utilize financial capital from sources or markets that are responsive
to their unique situation (Stouder and Kirchhoff, 2004). The creation of new firms is a
two-phased process: the start-up phase where resources are assembled, a team is
organized, and a strategy for implementation is developed, followed by the new firm
phase (Reynolds, Bygrave et al., 2004). New firm (phase) funds are sought once the
initial phase after trading begins—as the opportunity is exploited when the new firm is
in the market competing for customers with existing firms (Reynolds, Bygrave et al.,
2004; Choi and Shepard, 2004). As firms become larger, older, and more
informationally transparent, their financing options become more attractive (Gregory,
Rutherford et al., 2005). Regardless of the size of initial investment, new firm owners
indicated the lack of credit seriously constrained their ability to grow their business
(Taub and Gaglio, 1995; Watson, 2006). Debt financing sources, less likely to be
available for start-up firms, are more likely to become available to existing businesses
(Timmons, 1990). Similarly, small business financial programs traditionally have
targeted operating enterprises (Stouder and Kirchhoff, 2004).
Entrepreneurial Competence
Nine variables are employed to measure the entrepreneurial competence
component. Dorf and Byers (2005) define entrepreneurial competence as the ability to
recognize and envision taking an advantage of an opportunity and accessing and
managing resources. Together with entrepreneurial commitment, these abilities
comprise entrepreneurial capital. Zook (2005) extends the concept of entrepreneurial
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competence to include of two types of tacit knowledge crucial to the entrepreneur:
knowledge about technology, strategy, and markets, or “know-how”, and knowledge
o f key individuals and organizations, or “know-who.” Entrepreneurial competence
comprises knowledge and various functional skills for discovering and successfully
exploiting the opportunity (Davidsson, 2005; Bird, 1995). Ensley, Carland and
Carland (2000) contend that the lead entrepreneur has different characteristics, skills,
and abilities from other members of the team.
Opportunity recognition includes three distinct phases: (1) perceiving market
needs or underemployed resources, (2) discovering a fit between needs and resources
and (3) creating a new fit in the form of a business concept between needs and
resources that had previously been separate (Hills, 1995; Ardichvili, Cardozo and
Sourav, 2003). The entrepreneur’s traits and experience, social networks, and prior
knowledge of markets and customer problems are antecedents to the process
(Ardichvili and Cardozo, 2000). Idea identification must take place before the
opportunity can be recognized; network contacts play an important role in both
opportunity identification and recognition (Singh, Hills, and Lumpkin, 1999).
Industry connections are demonstrated through industry specific know-how
and trust relationships that play important roles in how business is done in a specific
context of suppliers, competitors and customers. The insights gained through
experience in a specific industry should lead to a greater ability to develop business
ideas relevant to that industry as a response to a market need or opportunity
(Dahlquist, Davidsson and Wiklund, 2000; Coulter and Coulter, 2003). Major
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determinants of a new venture’s success are the entrepreneur’s knowledge of the
product, the market and industry, and a reputation gained by working successfully in
that space or one closely analogous (Brush, Greene and Hart, 2001).
Business network is the formal or professional network that includes all those
individuals (e.g. bankers, accountants, lawyers) and organizations (industry
associations, chambers of commerce, local governments) with which the entrepreneur
primarily has a business-focused relationship (Birley, 1995). An individual in a
position nearer the top of an organizational structure has greater access and control of
valued resources, not only because resources are intrinsically attached to the position,
but also because of the position’s greater accessibility to positions at similar or lower
rankings (Lin, 1982). To a large degree, networks of social relations rather than
institutional arrangements, produce and maintain trust and order in economic life.
Trust lowers transaction costs. (Granovetter, 1985).
Public support agency networks may be examined within a framework of IOR
theory for looking at PSAs and entrepreneurs in a social action system as each side
displays behaviors related to accomplishing their respective organizational goals (Van
de Ven et al., 1976; 1984: Ring and Van de Ven, 1994). Public support agencies may
control critical start-up resources. Networks between firms and PSAs attempt to
influence the social definitions under which the public agencies operate (Jones,
Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997). The ensuing networked relationship becomes consistent
with an institutional framework that stipulates that firms do not have free access to
resources, but must behave in accordance with the laws and traditions of the public
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sector (Mizruchi and Galakiewicz, 1994). Artificial networks, consisting of
government agencies and organizations, are specifically designed to advise and assist
new small businesses (Birley, Cromie and Myers, 1991). However, Pages and Garmise
(2001) report that government agencies cannot mandate the creations of networks with
entrepreneurs, nor can they lead or dominate such sponsored networks.
Prior founder or a serial entrepreneur is defined as a habitual entrepreneur who
engages in multiple start-ups, management buy-outs, or management buy-in activities
(Wright, Robbie and Ennew, 1997) To really learn about entrepreneurship and new
business formation, MacMillan (1986) recommends studying habitual or repeat
entrepreneurs, as they have learned from prior founding attempts by analyzing what
went wrong and what went right, essentially amassing the experience curve. It is often
assumed that experienced business founders start businesses that outperform firms
started by novice founders. Yet contrary to expectation, empirical studies to date have
not established a positive relationship between prior business start-up experience and
enhanced performance of firms owned by serial entrepreneurs (Kolvereid and Bullvag,
1993; Birley and Westhead, 1993). Looking at public support policy implications,
Westhead, Ucbasaran, and Wright (2003) examined whether new firms started by
novice entrepreneurs differed in performance and size, organizational structure and
external finance from those started by serial entrepreneurs. Serial entrepreneurs were
associated with higher levels of initial capital, tended to utilize founding teams and
offered more attractive growth prospects through performance than other
entrepreneurs.
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Product knowledge is considered among the major determinants of a new
venture’s success (Brush, Greene and Hart, 2001). But how technology and market
knowledge can be effectively incorporated into a firm’s approaches to innovation is
not known (McAdam, Reid and Keough, 2006). Most of the revolutionary new ideas
o f the past two centuries have been provided by independent technical entrepreneurs
essentially operating small business enterprises (Baumol, 2004). New service
introductions are significantly associated with collectively held tacit knowledge,
whereas explicit collective knowledge is associated with service improvements
(Leiponen, 2006). Many innovative new products are introduced by entrepreneurs
with prior industry experience (Audia and Rider, 2005).
Growth as an entrepreneurial orientation is contrasted with a lifestyle
entrepreneurial orientation relative to size and type of the business created, and firm
performance (Wiklund, 1999: Birley, 1995). The growth orientation is important,
since it is thought to be a resource-consuming orientation requiring extensive
investments by the firm (Covin and Slevin, 1991). Greene and Brown (1997) propose
that differing kinds of entrepreneurial efforts require different levels of family and
individual social capital, depending on the rate of growth and innovation. Firms with
low rates of growth and that are not particularly innovative tend to be based on social
capital from the family. Firms that have high rates of growth but are not particularly
innovative rely on the use of individually developed social capital. The odds for
survival and a higher level of success improve dramatically as the entrepreneur
pursues opportunities with growth potential (Timmons and Spinelli, 2004).
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Business skills are combined with management competencies to develop a
solid base and wide breadth of management skills and know-how achieved over time
working in different areas (sales, marketing, manufacturing and finance (Timmons and
Spinelli, 2004). Business skills operationalized in previous research include alertness,
or the ability to recognize, envision, and act on an opportunity (Chandler and Jansen,
1992); social skills, or perceptiveness, persuasion, impression management (Markman
and Baron, 1998); and functional skills—that is, marketing, management, and
financial control. Herron and Robinson (1993) found that entrepreneurs’ current
business skills could predict the performance of their ventures and that their predictive
ability varied across economic environments. A low level of technical and business
skills could prevent motivated entrepreneurs from starting a new venture (Davidsson,
1991; Vesper, 1990).
Public support training has been established using an efficiency rationale for
government assistance to education and an economic development rationale for
entrepreneurial training and small business development to reduce barriers to
opportunity and assist nascent entrepreneurs in pre-venture preparation (Bartik, 1991;
Homsby, Kuratko and Naffziger, 1998; Chrisman, Hoy and Robinson, 1989; SBA,
2003). Technical and business skills training, counseling and education activities are
provided through Small Business Development Centers (SBDC) and the Small
Business Administration (SBA, 2003). White and Reynolds (1996) found that most
clients of advisory and training programs are not owners of functioning firms. Unless
entrepreneurs are well equipped with technical and business skills, they may not be
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able to overcome various problems they encounter at different stages of their business
development (Gnyawali and Fogel, 1994).
Team
Eight variables are employed to measure the opportunity component
(Timmons, 1990; Bygrave, 1994; Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004). Co-founders
are those individuals who were founders of the firm and worked full time in executive
level positions at the time of founding. The presence of partners leads to a greater
breadth and depth of experience (Cooper, 1993). Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven (1990)
found that the number of founders, joint experience at a prior firm and heterogeneity
of industry experience were linked with high growth in sales and exploiting growth
markets. Knowledgeable practitioners such as venture capitalists believe that
founders’ experience is important to the success of a new venture (MacMillan, Siegal
and Subba, 1985). Chandler and Hanks (1994) found that founders’ skills moderate
the relationship between (1) the abundance of an opportunity in the economic
environment of the venture and (2) venture performance. Reuber and Fisher (1999)
deem that the stock of experience or experiential background improves the ability to
specify expected relationships a priori with the development of expertise and skills
and start-up characteristics.
Industry experience relates to the knowledge of a specific industry and grows
out of the founding team’s previous experience, including tacit knowledge of products,
processes and technology. This investment is costly to build from scratch and cannot
be transferred independently of the entrepreneurs in whom it is embedded. The lack of
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this industry-specific know-how is a major determinant to the liability of newness
(Cooper, 1993). Prior knowledge of an industry or market plays an important role in
opportunity recognition (Baron, 2006). Knowledge of industry structure refers to
industry level market characteristics such as product differentiation, barriers to entry,
numbers of buyers and sellers, cost structures, and the degree of vertical integration,
and it is an important factor in performance (Baum, 1995; Keeley and Roure, 1990;
Chrisman, Bauerschmidt and Hofer, 1999). Industry experience also carries
performance implications for founding management teams. Previous research suggests
that perceptions of founding entrepreneurs formed by broader industry experience
through tenure in multiple industries enhanced their range of strategic choices and
improved firm performance (Stone and Tudor, 2005).
Management experience, previously accrued at various levels, is an important
variable in that founding team members who have supervised managers or managed a
business prior to launching the current venture should do better. Management
experience may also provide the opportunity to cultivate skills for monitoring diverse
functions and interacting with different constituents and to develop contacts with
potential customers and suppliers (Cooper, 1993). Previous start-up experience and
participation in start-up training are conceptually related; this management knowledge
should improve the odds in getting things right (Dahlquist et al., 2000). But
entrepreneurial management is different from corporate management in that growth
drives a tremendous increase in the amount of managerial work (Stevenson and Jarillo,
1990; Roberts, 1993). A critical ingredient for successful firm performance, a sound
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foundation in traditional management skills is a requirement for an entrepreneurial
team. Successful entrepreneurs build teams based on the functional experience
required by the opportunity and to complement and balance the lead entrepreneur
(Timmons, 1975). The major cause of venture failure is probably management and its
inability to recognize the marketplace and accurately assess market size and
accessibility (Zacharakis et al., 1999).
Private advisors, such as venture capitalists, angel investors, chief executives
and boards of directors, and professional advisors such as attorneys and accountants,
can make expertise available to the entrepreneur (Cooper, 1993). The facilitation of
entrepreneurial access to and adsorption of external knowledge spillovers bestows a
competitive advantage to the new firm. Two factors—geographical proximity and a
spillover conduit (e.g., a private advisor)— enhance the acquisition of needed
technological, advisory and financial resources (Audretsch and Lehmann, 2006). A
high level of social capital, built on a favorable reputation, relevant previous
experience and direct personal contacts often assist entrepreneurs in gaining access to
highly knowledgeable and influential human capital and, collaterally, to embedded
resources (Baron and Markham, 2000; Lin, 1999). Social capital variables were found
to be strong and consistent predictors of successful emergent firm formation activity
(Davidsson and Honig, 2003). Access to this level of talent may be reflected in more
comprehensive planning, a higher degree of managerial sophistication, and access to
more financial resources (Aldrich, Rosen and Woodward, 1987). The position
generated resources theory proposed by Lin (1999) asserts that valued resources are
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attached to the network contact’s occupied position. A positive relationship between
the use of professional advisors and firm performance is hypothesized by Cooper et
al., (1994). Skillful entrepreneurs find ways to add to their initial stock of social
capital, e.g. their board of advisors, as they move through the start-up process to stages
requiring additional resources (Hansen, 2000).
PSA advisors serve as an external knowledge resource for entrepreneurs who
have insufficient social capital from which to enhance the viability of their new
business (Chrisman and McMullan, 2004; Davis and Aldrich, 2000). The value of
outsider assistance and counseling primarily comes from the opportunity for
knowledge generation that is provided to an entrepreneur in the context of a specific
venturing decision (Chrisman and McMullan, 2004). The comparative importance of
various contribution factors such as personal and business networks and contact with
designated PSA assistance agencies was studied by Davidsson and Honig (2003) and
revealed that contact with agency internal advisors failed to predict activities
indicative of successful firm emergence. Because external knowledge gained through
outsider assistance is contextual, and thud hard to codify and replicate, it possesses
properties of value, rarity and inimitability, qualities that Barney (1991) suggests are
necessary for sustainable competitive advantage.
Context
Four variables are employed to measure the context of the firm component
(Bhave, 1994; Dorf and Byers, 2005). Industry cluster is a geographically bounded
concentration of similar, related or complementary businesses with active channels for

,
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business transactions, communications and dialogue that share specialized
infrastructure, labor markets and services and that are faced with common
opportunities and threats (Rosenfeld, 1997). This infrastructure consists of networks of
firms that provide expertise and technical knowledge, concentrations of research and
development that enhance opportunities by providing knowledge of new scientific
discoveries and applications and business services (Feldman and Florida, 1994).
Clusters are geographic concentrations of interconnected companies and institutions in
a particular field, including suppliers of specialized inputs. Competitive advantage
rests on making more productive use of inputs, which requires continual innovation,
and which can provide cost advantages to new firms as if they had greater scale.
Needed assets, skills, inputs and staff are often readily available at the cluster location,
waiting to be assembled into a new enterprise (Porter, 1998).
Key industries or concentration of employment in a single industry ignores the
functional relationships between industries and the interdependent and dynamic
relationships that characterize clusters (Doeringer and Terkla, 1995; Rosenfeld, 1997).
In the early to mid 1990s, Oregon operated a key industry program that assisted
fourteen traded industries in particular because they offered well-paying, productive
jobs and were internationally competitive. The PSA program organized groups of
firms and industry trade associations, and it helped them craft and implement
strategies to solve common problems and pursue opportunities (Hovee, 1996;
Cortright, 2003). Whereas geographic concentration of production related key
industries is often due to the location or natural resources, ease of transportation or
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historical inertia, the location of innovation related to clusters is due to knowledge
externalities and subject to increasing returns (Feldman and Martin, 2004).
Economic development is conventionally defined as policies that seek to
increase the wealth of a metropolitan area or state by providing direct assistance to
business in the form of, for example, finding plant sites, tax abatements, business
incubators, export assistance, and industrial extension services et al. (Bartik, 1991).
The traditional approach emphasizes job growth as the unifying goal for regional
policy, focusing on the export base. The modem approach, in contrast, emphasizes
innovation as the unifying goal; with this approach, resources are invested in
developing entrepreneurship and human capital programs that encourage small
business start-ups and growth, technology development, and business modernization
(Bartik, 1991). Eisinger (1988) would see these as supply-side (promoting growth by
lowering production-factor costs through subsidies of capital and land and through low
taxes) and demand-side (promoting growth by discovering, developing or creating
new markets for local goods and services) distinctions in approach and contrast them
as public benefit (location incentives) and private benefit (employment multiplier)
models. Although the modem approach of innovation receives more media attention,
the traditional job growth approach receives the bulk of the economic development
resources in most state and local governments (Bartik, 1991).
Firm age is a predictor of new firm survival in all the industries examined by
Paul Reynolds (1987). Various researchers over the years have developed models for
examining businesses utilizing age of the firm (Bygrave, 1994; Reynolds et al., 2004;
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Timmons and Spinelli, 2004). Each uses business size as one dimension and company
maturity or stage of growth as the second dimension (Churchill and Lewis, 1983).
Performance measurement is critical to understanding new venture success and failure,
including critical variables such as industry, age, size of the firm (Murphy, Trailer and
Hill, 1996; Mohan-Neill, 1995; Dunne and Hughes, 1994). First sales may be an
optimal choice for the birth date of a new firm (Reynolds and Miller, 1992).
Firm Performance as Dependent Measure
Sales growth is measured in this study as the difference in sales through 1997
(see data collection) relative to sales at founding. However since sales at founding
were zero for all firms, the measure of growth in any year reduced simply to the sales
in that year. The absence of any significant correlation between sales and firm age
suggests that new firms do not start with the same potential for development
(Reynolds, 1987). Sales growth is the most common indicator of firm performance,
reflecting a short and long term change in the firm; it is easily attainable and used by
entrepreneurs themselves (Wiklund, 1999; Hoy et al., 1992; Barkham et al., 1996).
When researchers are required to use self-reported measures of venture performance,
growth and business volume are dimensions of performance most familiar to and most
commonly referenced by entrepreneurs (Chandler and Hanks, 1993). Total annual
sales (firm size) represent an increase in intensity of the relations with the market,
because this means a modification of the managerial complexity of the firm, which in
turn influences the development of relations with the external context (Minguzzi and
Passaro, 2000).
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Sample Selection and Size
Selection of cases is an important aspect of building theory from case studies
as selection of an appropriate population controls extraneous variation and helps to
define the limits for generalizing the findings (Eisenhardt, 1989). Such cases are
chosen to fill theoretical categories and provide examples of diverse types. Pettigrew
(1988) notes that, given the limited number of cases that can usually be studied, it
makes sense to choose cases in which the process of interest, new firm formation and
performance is transparent and observable. Initially, early discussion regarding
sources of sample firms with the Manager of Policy and Research at the Oregon
Economic and Community Development Department (OECDD) indicated that new
firms could be identified through OECDD programs such as regional strategies, key
industries, business finance, and small business development centers. Interviews were
conducted with OECDD officials representing these programs as potential sources for
referral of new firms for the sample. However, listings of new firms involved in
OECDD programs could not directly be made available, due to confidentiality issues.
Alternatively, OECDD referred the names of several consultants acting as independent
contractors to OECDD-supported programs as potential sources of participants. As the
research question deals with the contribution of PSA programs to new firm
formations, it was recommended that the research sample should constitute
entrepreneurs that had direct or indirect contact with a PSA or supported program
(Hansen, 1995).
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It was determined, therefore, that the names of the entrepreneurs and new firms
would be referred by Oregon key industry trade associations, consultants to OECDD
programs, city and county economic development organizations, commercial service
providers to new firms, and entrepreneurial membership organizations.
Representatives from each source category were identified and interviewed to
ascertain whether referrals of new firms or entrepreneurs known to have had contact
with PSAs or supported programs could be made. Once referred, entrepreneurs were
contacted by the researcher and invited to participate in the research study on a
voluntary basis.
In order to control for biases in the new firm sample, the following stipulations
were enacted: for location bias, entrepreneurs or new firms were selected from eight
Oregon counties and two southwest Washington counties; and for referral sources
bias, entrepreneurs or new firms were sought from seven discrete sources. To control
for public agency bias, entrepreneurial contacts occurred through four levels of
government agencies: Small Business Administration (federal); Oregon Economic and
Community Development (state); Small Business Development Centers (federal and
state); and Portland, Beaverton, Hood River economic development units
(municipalities).
This method of sampling has precedence in the literature. Markusen and Teitz
(1985) investigated the small business environment by interviewing a sample of
twenty-eight San Francisco Bay area business owners chosen at random. Curran and
Blackburn (1994) investigated small business owner networks and networking
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linkages to the social and economic communities by interviewing a sample of fortyfive owner-managers.
Considering the limited sample size in the present study of sixty-two subjects
and the number of independent variables developed as measurable indicators from the
conceptual model, it was determined that exploratory factor analysis could be
employed to reduce to ten the number of variables. To determine adequacy of sample
size, Kim and Mueller (1978) suggest that the sample contain at least fifty-one more
cases than the number o f variables under consideration. That is, N - n - 50, where N is
the sample size, (62) and n is the estimated number of variables (10). With respect to
the sample size for factor analysis, Polit (1996) states that there should be at least five
cases per variable.
Descriptive Statistics of Sample
The number of observations in the sample should be of a sufficient size (thirty
to fifty) to reach a threshold for statistical significance. However, this discussion of
sample size is not about the floor, but rather about the ceiling, especially since large
databases require careful interpretation so that significance is not trivialized. Here, the
sampling size and procedures are consistent with empirical studies of entrepreneurs
conducted by Markusen and Teitz (1985) and Curran and Blackburn (1994).
Structuring the Survey Instrument
Entrepreneurs savor telling stories: they do not savor filling in questionnaires.
For in-depth interviewing, Bernard (1994) and Yin (1994) suggest open-ended
questions, keeping the conversation focused on a topic that gives the informant—here,

the entrepreneur—room to define the content of the discussion. Easterby-Smith,
Thorpe and Low (1991) suggest interviews in which the primary purpose is to
understand the meanings that respondents attach to issues and situations in contexts
that are not structured in advance by the researcher's assumptions. In focusing on the
entrepreneur, the purpose is to understand and gain insight into how he or she
constructs the meaning and significance of r network interactions during the venture
formation process and from complex personal framework of beliefs and values.
Instrumentation is the catch phrase for the structured part of collecting information.
Miles and Huberman (1994) present compelling arguments for a little or a lot of
instrumentation, depending on the situation. Drawing from their prior instrument
decision factors, the minimalist survey instrument for this study will be used as a
topical interview guide and the researcher-as-instrument implementer will draw on his
familiarity with entrepreneurial phenomena and settings.
The survey instrument (see Appendix D) is designed to organize data
acquisition in two content areas: (1) the new venture formation process, which focuses
on the use of the entrepreneur's network to acquire resources, including the agency
interaction subset; and (2) entrepreneurial background, employment history, and
attributes of the new firm.
Bernard (1994) describes the difference between field work and field
experience as field notes, which cover interview method and technique, description,
and analysis. Topical coding is recommended and is used for data reduction. The
survey instrument is the framework for the interview "write-up" and is the basis for
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the coded themes and salient points to be explored in the data analysis section. Coding
occurs on two levels: first-level, to summarize data from the field notes, and secondlevel, which groups the summaries into constructs and themes. Qualitative research
depends heavily on on-going analysis, and coding is the device for supporting that
analysis.
The initial coding to support analysis of critical factors for starting a new
enterprise was developed from the entrepreneurial process model of BygraveMoore (Bygrave, 1994) and entrepreneurial characteristics developed from
Cooper and Dunkelberg (1987) related to level of education, parents as business
owners, startup related to previous work or industry, and location where they are
already living and working. The survey instrument of five interview topic areas
for the interview and subsections containing the data coded from the
entrepreneur’s survey instrument are provided in Appendix G.
Data Collection
Miller and Crabtree (1992) avow that within qualitative data collection
techniques, types of interviewing are distinguished by exploring three dimensions:
Who? (individuals) How? (semi-structured) About what? (in-depth interviews
intensively plumb a particular topic). Semi-structured interviews are guided,
concentrated, focused, and open-ended communication events that are co-created by
the researcher and interviewee and occur outside the stream of everyday life. The
questions, probes and prompts are written in the form of a flexible interview guide as
the survey instrument. Data for this study were collected using face-to-face, in-depth
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interviews with entrepreneurs, which were conducted on-site by the researcher in a
semi-structured retrospective format that ranged in duration from one and a half to
four hours. Historical documentation such as resumes, company brochures, business
plans, company prospecti, and press clippings were requested to provide factual
validation. During the interview, the researcher wrote extensive notes covering the
five topical areas of inquiry: family background, career history, the firm's product or
service and markets, the venture formation process, and the entrepreneur's primary
network.
Hansen (1995) established sampling criteria, number of interviews, industry
sectors (high tech and low tech) and retrospective data collection in his study of
entrepreneurial action sets and initial organization growth. Butler and Hansen (1991)
initially used structured interviews with twenty-nine entrepreneurs in their study, but
changed to semi-structured as they ascertained that founders preferred to provide
information in a less structured manner.
To reduce anxiety and encourage candor, the researcher did not employ a
recording device. The entrepreneur spoke; the researcher wrote notes, occasionally
probing for clarification; the transcript was word-processed and subsequently returned
to the entrepreneur to review for completeness and accuracy. Permission was sought to
recontact the participant and clarify as necessary. Ram (1999) suggests that the
exchange process of research interview acts as an important facilitator in the often
unpredictable arena of the small firm, and managing fieldwork roles in such context is
as much of a creative act as it is a scientific procedure. The interview content was
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accumulated through the use of an in-depth interview protocol, encompassing five
subject areas: personal and family background, firm data, the venture formation
process, and the individuals and organizations involved.
For the analysis as to the presence and contribution of PSAs in the
entrepreneurs' network, the critical-incident technique (Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and
Lowe, 1991) was used in conjunction with the depth interviews to link the network
participant or organization with the effect on the formation of the new firm. Formal
sources of help (Birley, 1995) identify three categories of PSAs (local, state or
regional, federal) in the entrepreneur’s formal network.
For purposes of this research, the interview information was collected and
developed under a previous research project conducted by the researcher at Imperial
College, University of London, and is considered secondary data for this research.
Creswell (1994), Bernard (1994) and Miles and Huberman (1994) along with
other experienced researchers whose opinion was solicited, recommended the use of a
pilot study to test referral access, interview procedures, informant and sample
selection, logistics, multiple sources of evidence and data validity. This pilot study
was conducted with seven British entrepreneurs referred through venture capital,
industry association officials and privatized government agencies.
These semi-structured interviews have been used to gather survey data coded
using an emergent approach. Inferential statistics will be utilized to apply analysis of
variance and multiple regressions to examine non-financial and financial variables as
predictors of performance (in this case, sales values). The methodology rationale is to
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use quantitative analysis to supplement or illustrate a qualitative assessment of
entrepreneurial cases, using triangulation as the methods approach in the study of the
same phenomenon. The use of complementary methods is generally thought to lead to
more valid results (Jick, 1979).
The primary outcome of the research methodology strategy, given the
interview approach, is a qualitative assessment. Given that a qualitative assessment
was the initial purpose of the research, was there a further methodological outcome
beyond qualitative analysis that could be achieved? Using the confirmatory aspects
of quantitative analysis would engender the possibility of understanding what is
behind the general drivers of success in new firm formation if the explanatory
outcome of the case study is to determine the three or four primary factors that drive
successful firm formation and evaluate whether PSA programs have contributed to
that success. The distinction is made that qualitative analysis relies on the
researcher’s interpretative abilities as a founder of two new firms, while the
quantitative analysis relies on being methodologically driven.
Sixty-two entrepreneurs were recruited as participants based on their new
firm's location in Oregon and Washington counties and inclusion among industry
clusters designated as key industries by the Oregon Economic and Community
Development Department (Hovee, 1996). The industries include high technology,
biotechnology, agriculture, professional services, software, and metals. These targeted
industries are classified as strong, growing, or developing industries.
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Cluster Analysis
Multivariate A-means clustering is employed as the methodology by which
entrepreneurial typologies within the sample are established. Differences in the
entrepreneurs’ resource base, local environments and founding strategies reflect the
diversity of independent new ventures formed by discrete groups of entrepreneurs,
typically described as “mom and pop” businesses, stable high-payoff firms and highgrowth ventures (Vesper, 1990; Cooper, 1993).
To characterize and differentiate the sixty-two entrepreneurs in the study, the
plan for this section revolves around the extent to which a grouping of entrepreneurs
can exemplify the access and use of PSA programs in the formation of new firms. The
agenda to be addressed in the entrepreneurial typologies section include:
• Rationale and use of k-means cluster analysis as a suitable multivariate
methodology
• Definition of cluster dimensions and variables
• Determination of F values and significance of the variables
• Contribution of variables for differentiating entrepreneurial clusters
• Cluster results
• Entrepreneurial cluster interactions with PSA programs
Entrepreneurial Typologies
Early entrepreneurial research focused on how characteristics of entrepreneurs
may contribute to the success and eventually development of the new firm formation
(Cooper et al., 1987; Van de Ven et al., 1984). Increasing attention has been devoted
to how groups of entrepreneurs differ from each other. According to the Cooper
(1993) framework for analyzing influences on new firm performance, entrepreneurial
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characteristics influence the founding processes and firm performance, as illustrated in
Figure 5.

Environment

Entrepreneurs’
Characteristics

Founding
Processes

Initial Firm
Characteristics

Firm
Performance

Figure 5. Cooper’s firm performance analysis framework.
Prior research in entrepreneurship has emphasized characteristics of
entrepreneurs, such as gender, the need for achievement, management experience, and
goals, that have been examined in relation to prospects for success. But entrepreneurs
also pursue personal goals, some of which are non-economic in nature. Assessment of
firm performance is further beset by decisions about whether to found ventures, how
robustly to grow them, and whether to abandon marginal start-ups. New ventures that
appear to satisfy valued non-economic goals (such as being independent) may have
lower threshold levels for firm performance. Conversely, strong preparation on the
part of the entrepreneur may increase the probability for success and also impose a
higher threshold level of firm performance (Cooper, 1993; Bhave, 1994). A venture
revolves around the founder as the key provider of skills, capital, motivation and
direction. As the central enactor of the venture, the entrepreneur’s characteristics
cannot be replaced without altering the capabilities and reasons for the venture’s
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existence (Cooper et al., 1994). Such characteristics also influence abilities for and
levels of networking activity to acquire start-up resources. Resource dependence
theory, premised on the notion of scare resources and reciprocal exchange, suggests
that entrepreneurial effectiveness rests on the ability to control critical and scare
resources through favorable transactions with network contacts (Rumelt, 1984; Starr
and MacMillan, 1990).
Cluster analysis is employed to examine how different entrepreneurial
classifications permit characterization, based on membership in a typology group,
about the likely behavior of entrepreneurs with regard to the access and use of PSA
programs. Entrepreneurs are diverse, and understanding can be advanced through
grouping them according to certain common characteristics (Cooper and Dunkelberg,
1987; Davidsson, 1991). Typologies are systems of classification that consider
packages of attributes (gestalts) that can characterize groups of entrepreneurs or
environmental settings. The advantages of systems that consider these gestalts include
a better recognition of the interdependence of variables that may be independent, as in
a bivariate linear regression analysis, but are collinear with respect to one another in a
multivariate analysis. Entrepreneurs within each typology share common traits, but
differ appreciably from those of other types. Identifying key differences within this
study will permit more holistic and meaningful portrayals for classifying
entrepreneurs, based on membership in a typology, about likely behavior and outreach
to seek access to assistance from PSA programs. Typologies are sensitive to the
classification criteria chosen; therefore, constructs applied in the past shall be
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purposefully inspected. Recognizing the limitations of the widely-accepted and
cautious two-group solution, Cooper et al. (1991) encourage consideration of
additional categories even though these may not have been clearly identified or
consistently employed in the past.
Classification is the science of developing typologies or arranging phenomena
into categories. Typologies are developed through empirical analysis or conceptual
formulation and are often defined along multiple dimensions, leading to a more
comprehensive understanding of the subject. Properly derived typologies are intended
to illuminate essential differences or major sources of variance across subjects, with
the resulting types to serve as explanatory or contingency variables (Cooper et al.,
1991).
Early entrepreneurial studies formed typologies based on a priori conceptual
formation and seemed to play a central role in developing literature on venture start
up, management and subsequent performance; however, recent studies have been
based on multi-attribute empirical analysis (Davidsson, 1991; Cooper et al., 1991).
Respondents in the Cooper and Dunkelberg (1987) study were divided into craftsmen,
growth-oriented, and independent entrepreneurs. Despite apparent agreement across
studies to the craftsmen and growth-oriented typologies, one difference of
fundamental importance relates to the variables used in the classification of
entrepreneurs. None of the studies on entrepreneurial typologies has employed the
same set of criteria (Cooper et al., 1991).
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Clustering analysis generates descriptions of the boundaries segregating
groups. Previous studies appear to fall into two groups: (1) special classification
(which is based on a small number of attributes) where the interest is in the
implication of specific factors and (2) general classification (which is based on a
comprehensive set of characteristics) where the interest is in the derivation of generic
types or profiles of the underlying population. As the purpose of this research is
supplemental, seeking to provide reinforcement to the central research question (to
what extent do PSA programs contribute to local firm formation and performance), the
special classifications will assign non-zero weights to only a few dimensions. As such,
special classifications predetermine the contributions of different attributes and force
differentiation among sample members to take place along a restricted set of
characteristics. For example, if entrepreneurs are classified according to prior
education, then the typologies will differ along this dimension (Cooper et al., 1991).
Further empirical studies of entrepreneurial typologies include Ensley, Carland
and Carland (2000), who utilized entrepreneurial activities, characteristics and skills in
their study of the impact of 115 lead entrepreneurs/founders on firm performance.
Duchesneau and Gartner (1990) concluded that lead entrepreneurs attained higher
levels of education, obtained prior start-up and managerial experience and had strong
business skills. Although their research stopped short of examining a predictive
relations ship between skills and new venture performance, their conclusions suggest a
linkage.
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In a study of strategy dimensions of 2500 new ventures, Carter et al. (1995)
utilized cluster analysis as the appropriate analytic tool to identify patterns of strategic
attributes because it offered two distinct advantages. The first advantage is that it
overcomes limitations in prior research such as weighting of dimensions (variables)
since it classifies data on the basis of patterns of observed differences and similarities.
The second advantage is that, unlike discriminant analysis, it made no prior
assumptions about the differences in the population being studied. Jenssen and Koenig
(2002) developed six cluster profiles based on individual and organizational
characteristics to identify multiple types of employment contracts. Employing cluster
analysis in a study of 1530 entrepreneurs, Cooper et al. (1991) established that
different classification criteria produced different grouping of entrepreneurs, noting
the only variation was in the choice of clustering criteria.
In summary, the a priori groupings of entrepreneurs illustrated in early
strategic management research by Porter (1980) and Cooper et al. (1994) provided a
fair start when describing strategic groups, and members of each group could have
been selected on the basis of key dimensions which researchers theorized. These
classifications could have been effective whether a priori or statistical techniques were
applied, but typologies lack the statistical rigor of taxonomies, which are empirically
derived classification schemes.
In this characterization stage of the study, developing an understanding of the
entrepreneurial typologies revolves around the central question to what extent would
the grouping of entrepreneurs characterize the access and use of PSA programs in new
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firm formation? If the grouping of entrepreneurs is robust and not sensitive to the
choice of classification variables, then statistical difference across types would vary
depending on what variables are used for classification groups. In that event, the PSAs
need not be concerned about the differences in programs that are provided. However,
if the classification procedures are not robust, statistical difference across types would
vary depending on the variables used for classification. Then PSAs could address the
differences in the programs provided by targeting assistance to differentiated types of
entrepreneurs.
K-Means Clustering
The rationale for the overall research design is to use a cluster analysis
methodology collaboratively with the quantitative methodology, which combines
factor analysis and multiple regression analysis. There are two components to
clustering methodology: dimensions and clustering variables. Dimension selection will
affect how well the analysis describes the critical differences among the number of
entrepreneurial groups. Cluster variable selection will determine the fineness of the
group’s descriptions and networking activities, including interactions with PSA
programs. Dimensions and clustering variables are described later in Table 6.
Data clustering is a common technique for statistical data analysis, which is
used in many management fields, including pattern recognition, market research,
industry differences, strategic alternatives and social network analysis. There are
several statistical methods available for identifying groups, including factor analysis,
two-step, k-means and hierarchical cluster analysis, and discriminant analysis. Data

clustering algorithms can be hierarchical (using previously established clusters) or
partitional (determining all clusters at once). The classic k-means algorithm,
operationalized by Wong and Wu (2001), is relatively straightforward: given a number
of k clusters a priori, observations are assigned to respective clusters so that the means
across clusters (for all variables) are as different from each other as possible.
K-means clustering uses a partitional algorithm, which maximizes inter-cluster
(or minimizes intra-cluster) variance. In general, the k-means method will produce
exactly k different clusters of greatest possible distinction with the goal to 1) minimize
variability within clusters and 2) maximize variability between clusters. This is
analogous to “ANOVA” in reverse in that the significance test in ANOVA evaluates
the between-group variability against the within-group variability, when computing
the significance test for the hypothesis that the means in the groups are different from
each other. In k-means clustering, the program tries to move cases (entrepreneurs) in
and out of clusters (groups) to attain the most significant ANOVA results. As a result
o f k-means clustering analysis, the means for each cluster on each dimension
(variable) are examined to assess how distinct the k clusters are. Ideally, different
means are obtained for most, if not all dimensions (variables) used in the analysis. The
magnitude of the F values from the analysis of variance performed on each dimension
(variable) is another indication of how well the respective dimension discriminates
between clusters (Lewicki and Hill, 2006). Unlike hierarchical clustering, there is no
option for a range of solutions; instead the researcher must re-run k-means clustering,
specifying a different number of clusters. The researcher may experiment to obtain
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different clusters when the number of cases (here, entrepreneurs) in each cluster table
shows highly imbalanced clusters or clusters with very few members (Norusis, 2005).
O f particular note is the distinction between factor analysis and cluster
analysis. Factor analysis is used to reduce a large number of variables into a small
number of factors that describe these variables. Cluster analysis is typically employed
to combine cases into groups (George and Mallery, 2000).
There is a growing body of evidence that a firm formation is more often
supported by a team of entrepreneurs than by an individual (Gartner et al., 1992).
Timmons (1990, 1999) has argued that teams have almost always had lead
entrepreneurs who should have different characteristics, skills or abilities from the
team, which supports the notion of entrepreneurial competence as factor is firm
performance, which was earlier established. Cooper and Dunkelberg (1987)
established the concept of entrepreneurial typologies.
In a subsequent chapter, the results of this multivariate analysis will be used to
produce a qualitative appraisal using four significant predictors (business expertise,
opportunity stimulants, firm age and growth drivers) in a cross-case analysis to
illustrate their effect with four entrepreneurial cases that represent the centers of the
four cluster groups. Defined in detail below, these groups are: opportune edu-cats,
high-powered switchers, grooved performers and struggling venturers. The goals for
analysis will be (1) to assess the impact of the four predictors on individual firm
performance of the four cluster-center cases by comparing predictor component
coefficients from Table 15, and (2) to illustrate the extent to which PSA-provided
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assistance aided in the firm formation process as the four entrepreneurs types
interacted with PSA programs.
Dimension and Variable Definition
Assuming that an acceptable scale can be developed and that a range of the
appropriate number of clusters can be estimated, researchers who employ cluster
analysis must choose the dimensions for clustering and appropriate variables for
measurement. If a parsimonious solution using the fewest variables to enhance
interpretation is sought, selecting the most appropriate dimensions becomes a vital
part of the analysis. Here, equally important are dimensions that characterize the
interactions of the entrepreneurs with PSA programs. The selection of dimensions
focuses on (1) the traits and behaviors of entrepreneurs, where differences in
entrepreneurship could be explained by differences in individuals (Thornton, 1999),
(2) the availability of key financial resources in the environment (Larson and Starr,
1993; Jarillio, 1989), (3) interactions within the entrepreneur’s network while in the
process of forming a new firm (Blackburn et al., 1990; Minguzzi and Passaro, 2000)
and (4) characteristic components of firm-level behavior (Churchill and Lewis, 1983;
Covin and Slavin, 1991; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1990).
Curran et al. (1993) focused on network interactions as a means of exposing
the character and content of small firm owners and others of entrepreneurial linkages
within the social and economic community. Curran and Blackburn (1994) characterize
their results as offering a much more detailed, empirically secure characterization than
is possible with macro-level analysis based on aggregate data.
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To the extent possible, the choice of dimensions’ variables for demographic
entrepreneurial characteristics and business start-up activities are consistent with
precedents from prior literature (Carter, Gartner and Reynolds, 1995; Dennis and
Reynolds, 2004). The dimensions’ variables selected for the k-means cluster analysis
include the entrepreneur’s gender; age at start-up; managerial, industry and prior start
up experience; growth or lifestyle intent; co-founding team members; personal funds
invested; networking activities to acquire resources; financial and non-financial
assistance provided during the startup and new firm phases; and sales values, firm age,
manufacturing and technology as firm characteristics (Gynawali and Fogel, 1994;
Robson and Bennett, 2000; Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio, 2004; Stouder and
Kirchhoff, 2004).
The clustering variables are organized within the four dimensions that were
previously established: (A) entrepreneurial characteristics, (B) firm characteristics (C)
resources and (D) networking. Procedurally, the nominal coding values of the
variables are subsequently standardized and the corresponding variable z-scores are
employed in the k-means cluster analysis as recommended in Carter et al. (1995) and
George and Mallery (2000).
Reconciling the Craftsman - Opportunist Classification
To place the definitions of these dimensions and variables within the context of
entrepreneurial typology literature is important, since the use of classification
attributes encompasses the organizational and management practices of the venture
and subsequent success. Woo et al. (1991) assert that the need for consistency and
careful consideration of the definition of types must precede the development of
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integrated and validated portrayals of entrepreneurs. This study draws on the three
dimensions (entrepreneurial goals, background, and management style) employed in
the Woo et al. (1991) study and augments them with three additional dimensions (firm
characteristics, resources, and networking). The rationale for the additional
dimensions relies on two premises: (1) that properly developed typologies are intended
to illuminate essential differences and major sources or variance and (2) typologies are
defined along multiple dimensions, leading to a more comprehensive understanding
and richer portrayal of entrepreneurs (Davidsson, 1991).
Further Woo and co-authors (1991) assert that when a small number of criteria
are used to define groups, within-group variances of the classification dimensions tend
to be low. Therefore, if entrepreneurs are classified within two cluster-groups
(opportunist-craftsman) according to limited measures (goals, background, and
management style), then, by employing three additional dimensions (firm
characteristics, resources, and networking), the four cluster-groups may demonstrate
some variance along each of these dimensions within each group and prospectively
raise within-group variances. Therefore, based a larger set of dimension variables, the
four cluster-groups should find greater differentiation.
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Table 6. Variables Coding and Definitions
V a r ia b le s

(6 A ) E n tr e p r e n e u r ia l C h a r a c te r is tic s D im e n s io n
D e s c r ip tio n
Sym bol
C ode

Gender

Gend

Entrepreneur
age
Education
Prior start-up

Entrep Age

Growth

Grow Life

Co-founder

Management
Experience

Industry

2
1
20-66

Male
Female
Youngest to oldest age at start-up

Co-Found

0-10
3
2
1
2
1
3

Mgmt

2
1
10,9

Post secondary years o f education attained
Serial lead entrepreneur; has previously founded firms/s
Previously a part of start-up team
No previous experience as founding principal
Intent to pursue growth o f firm
Intent to conform firm to needs of personal lifestyle
Founding team member with industiy or technical
expertise
Founding team member; not just investor
No founding team members
President, large or medium sized firm

Indus

9, 8,
7
8, 7,
6/5
7/6,
5,4
4,3,3
2,1,0
3

Educ
Prior Start

2
1

Senior corporate executive-large or medium sized firm
Owner/Manager -small firm
Department management-large or medium firm
Senior management-small firm
Manager or Professional-large/medium firm;
Technical/functional management-medium or small firm
Sales, Purchasing, Training-large, medium, small firm
Clerical- large, medium, small firm
Directly involved; knows customers, products and
markets
Allied involvement; knows some of the above
Minimal: new industry entry

(6 B ) F ir m C h a r a c te r is tic s D im e n s io n

Hi Tech

4
3
2
1
2

Manufacturing requiring facility and equipment
Light manufacturing
Distribution
Services and software firms
Firm in high technology sector

Firm Age-1997
Sales

Firm Age
Sales

1
1-20
actual

Firm in traditional sectors
Actual years since firm's birthdate (first sale) to 1997
Firm’s sales values as of 1997

Personal Funds
Private Funds
PSA Funds

Pers Fund
Priv Fund
Psa Fund

actual
actual
actual

Manufacturing
Service Sectors

Mfg Serv

High
Technology

(6 C ) R e s o u r c e s D im e n s io n

Entrepreneur’s personal funds invested in initial venture
Funds raised from private and business sources
Funds acquired through public sector agencies
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Table 6. Variables Coding and Definitions (con’t).

V a r ia b le s

Sym bol

(6 D ) N e tw o r k in g D im e n s io n
D e s c r ip tio n
C ode

Entrepreneur’s
Network
Activity

PrePvtFin

actual

PostPvtFin
PrePsafin
PostPsafin
PrePvtNoFin
PostPvtNoFin

actual
actual
actual
actual
actual

PrePsaNoFin

actual

PostPsaNoFin

actual

FinCtc2Sale

actual

Private financial contacts made before trading
commences
Private financial contacts made after trading commences
PSA financial contacts made before trading commences
PSA financial contacts made after trading commences
Private non-financial contacts made before trading begins
Private non-financial contacts made after trading
commences
PSA non-financial contacts made before trading
commences
PSA non-financial contacts made after trading
commences
Financial contacts made prior to beginning of trading
(sales)

The cluster models propose that the generation of new firm properties is a
function of three factors: (1) assets and attributes of the individual entrepreneur; (2)
the opportunities and resources that reside in the external environment; and (3) the
social systems in which entrepreneurs are embedded (Brush et al., 2001). In addition
to the partitioning effects of the entrepreneurial demographic variables for cluster
development, three substantive considerations are also germane: (1) sales values and
personal funds, (2) requirements for financial and non-financial assistance, and (3) the
formation phase in which the resources are provided.
In selecting variables to aid in delineating the entrepreneurial clusters, firm
sales and personal funds were initially included, since increases in sales revenue
would typically require an increase in investment funds. The sources of these funds
would likely be internally generated from personal funds or sought externally using
the entrepreneur’s network. A critical task facing entrepreneurs is to acquire and
manage resources to start the firm (Greene and Brown, 1997), especially financial
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capital resources. Foremost is the extent to which nascent entrepreneurs will avoid
external funding sources and instead utilize internal sources (Stouder and Kirchhoff,
2004). The ability to invest additional personal funds would mitigate the need to
acquire external funds. Additional resources, including financial and non-financial
assistance, may be provided through contacts within the entrepreneur’s personal
network (private) or sought through contacts with PSAs. Addressing the formation
phase in which the assistance is sought, whether in the start-up phase or new firm
phase (after trading begins) may have a bearing on the type and timing of assistance
provided with regard to the liability of newness, risk propensity, access, and imperfect
information.
Factor Analysis
A number of theoretical objectives or goals of factor analysis might include
interdependencies among a set of variables, a parsimonious description of a set of
data, to determine the structure of a domain, to classify, to scale, to test hypotheses,
to transform data, to explore a domain, or to build theory (Rummel, 1970). The
choice and implementation of these goals is implicitly or explicitly related to a
theory or theories about the domain of interest, in this case, new firm formation. The
research question forms a bridge between the goals of the design and its
operationalization into methodology to achieve the goals. The interrelationship or
interdependencies among several variables is a basic concern of the factor analysis
question. An interest concerning interrelationships rather than dependency has been
suggested as a criterion for applying factor analysis in combination with regression
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analysis. Factor analysis is concerned with the dimensions of variation in the
variables, as in component factor analysis, or with the dimensions of the common
parts of the variables, as in common factor analysis. This research seeks to
authenticate the principal components of new firm formation, based on the
conceptual model, so that it may further explore the variables making a contribution
to successful new firm formation and performance and measure to what extent PSA
programs do contribute.
A priori variables that stem initially from the entrepreneurship and government
small business research literature are appended to the conceptual model as
measurement indicators of the components. While there are many ways to classify and
structure the data, these methods are generally grouped into two types: cluster analysis
and factor analysis. As noted above, cluster analysis falls into the domain of
taxonomy—the science of classification. Factor analysis can be used in the context of
confirmatory or exploratory research (Stewart, 1981). Researchers who are examining
the statistical validity of observable measurements of theoretical concepts
(Venkatraman et al., 1989) turn to factor analysis for confirmation. This procedure is
also followed by researchers in an exploratory context who do not specify the structure
of the relationship between their data sets beforehand. This structure emerges from the
statistical analysis, with the researcher commenting upon and justifying the results
obtained. This approach was adopted by Garrett and Dussauge (1995) when they
studied the strategic configuration of inter-organizational alliances (Donada and
Mbengue, 2001).
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In a 1967 article entitled, Derivation o f Theory by Means o f Factor Analysis or
Tom Swift and His Electric Factor Analysis Machine, J. S. Armstrong warned social
scientists against misplacing faith in exploratory factor analysis when the intent is to
develop theory from data. Armstrong concluded that because exploratory factor
analysis was employed with no a priori theory, Swift had no criteria by which to judge
his results. Factor analysis would be better suited to evaluate a prior conceptual model
rather than to generate a new theory (Preacher and MacCallum, 2003).
Factor analysis is similar to other multivariate procedures in the sense that it
involves the formation of linear combinations of variables, but differs in that factor
analysis is used primarily to determine the structure of a set o f variables. Factor
analysis provides an empirical way to determine the underlying dimensionality or
group of interrelated characteristics of a large set of measurable indicators and does
not endeavor to determine causality (Rummel, 1970; Polit, 1996)
Mathematically, a factor is a linear combination of variables in a data matrix
consisting of scores on k variables for N subjects, which is defined by the following
equation:

Fi =biXi + b2X2 + . . . + bkXk,
where Fi
= a factor score for Factor 1
k
= number o f original variables
bi to bk
= weights for each k variable
Xi to Xk= raw data on the k variables

Factor analysis solves for the b weights (factor loadings) to yield factor scores for the
major underlying dimensions (Polit, 1996). Information on factors is almost always
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used in subsequent analysis. An eigenvalue is the sum of the squared loadings for a
specific factor, and an index of how much variance in the factor solution is explained
by a given factor. The variables in a factor analysis are generally measured on a scale
that is an interval or ratio. A basic requirement for factor analysis is that the
correlation matrix is factorable—that there should be a number of sizeable correlations
between the variables in the matrix. If the correlation matrix consists mainly of
correlation coefficients with an absolute value of less than 0.30, there is probably
nothing to factor analyze. A visual inspection of the correlation matrix can identify
potential problems. Although highly sensitive, the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin test for
sampling adequacy and the Bartlett’s test of sphericity for determination of an identity
matrix are also available in SPSS
The goal of factor extraction is to seek clusters of intercorrelated variables
within the correlation matrix and to extract as much variance as possible from the
common factors. A widely used method of factor extraction is the principal
components methods (PCA), which factor analyzes all the variance from the observed
variables, rather than just the common factor variance. The principal components
method creates successive linear combinations of the observed variables. The first
factor or principal component is the linear combination that accounts for the largest
amount of variance using the least-squares criterion. The second component is formed
from the residual correlations, and so on. The total amount of variance explained by
each factor is contained in its eigenvalue, which is the value equal to the sum o f the
squared weights for a linear composite (factor) indicating how much variance in the
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solution is explained. Factor rotation is employed to achieve factors that are as pure as
possible, such that the variables have high loadings (as close to 1.00) as possible on
one and only one factor. Varimax rotation is employed to maximize the variance of the
loadings within factors, across variables. The varimax method strives to minimize the
number of variables that have high loadings on a factor, which facilitates the
interpretation of the factors. Usually loadings with an absolute value of 0.30 or greater
are considered sufficiently large to attach meaning to them. Loadings in excess of 0.70
(which means at least a fifty percent overlapping variance between the variable and
the factor) are especially desirable for interpretive purposes (Green, Salkind and Akey,
2000).
Factor scores are each case's score on a latent variable (factor) and as such
represent estimates of the scores the cases would have received if it were possible
to measure the constructs directly. The factor score coefficient matrix may
produce coefficients that allow certain scores to be saved as variables, having
positive and negatives values, as latent variable inputs (Mbengue and
Vandangeon-Derumez, 2001).
Stevens (1986) introduces the concept of regression analysis on factor scores,
which reduces the number of predictors through the use of principal component
analysis, as a common technique that makes good statistical and conceptual sense for
two reasons: (1) it reduces the number of initial predictors as parsimoniously
desirable, improving the N/k (cases to factors) ratio for cross-validation, and (2) it
solves the multicollinearity issue (a major cause of unstable regression equations), as
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the new predictors are uncorrelated. Since the new predictors are uncorrelated, the
contribution of each predictor in accounting for variance ony permits a more
straightforward interpretation of the importance of each predictor. A factor score co
efficient matrix displays the component score coefficient in the output (Green, Salkind
and Akey, 2000), which becomes the component coefficient when the component is
employed as an independent variable in multiple regression analysis.
Factor analysis has been used in conjunction with multiple regressions in several
empirical studies regarding newly formed businesses, including the following four
studies researching new or emerging firms with limited sample sizes. Seeking to
identify and substantiate the correlates and antecedents of new venture performance,
Chandler and Hanks (1993) discusses the use of factor analysis to the most relevant
dimensions of firm performance in a study of forty-five emerging firms. Regression
analysis was subsequently used to study relationship between the independent
variables and new venture performance. In a seminal study on investment in new
ventures, Tyebjee and Bruno (1984) used factor analysis to reduce the twenty-three
characteristics of the deal to five underlying dimensions in forty-one new firms
seeking funding. Regression analysis was used to analyze the predictive capability of
the dimensions. In exploring the underlying dimensions of entrepreneurial strategymaking in the performance of thirty-two entrepreneurial firms, Dess, Lumpkin and
Covin (1997) first assessed the independence of strategy-making factors through
factor analysis. In the second phase, regression analysis was used to test hypotheses
concerning the performance implication of the variables of interest. To evaluate fifty
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high technology firms, Shane and Cable (2002) conducted factor analysis to develop
theoretical predictors that substantiated the measurement model and subsequently
employed regression analysis for predicting the investment decision.
In this study, there is a degrees of freedom issue, as the entrepreneur sample is
composed of only sixty-two cases. Therefore factor analysis is employed as a data
reduction technique to reduce the number of variables to a number of factors to twelve
or fewer based on the minimum of five cases per factor (Wong and Wu, 2001; Polit,
1996).
Judge et al. (1980) suggests that principal component analysis is useful to
remedy multicollinearity. However, due to the orthogonal rotation within factor
analysis methodology, in this case the use of varimax rotation, multicollinearity will
not be a concern. The minimum sample size should be such that there should always
be at least five cases per variable.
Multiple Regressions
A fundamental task of research is to explain phenomena—to discover or devise
explanations of natural events, such as the founding of a new firm—that are complex,
with many contexts and causes. In a research-analytic context, “complex” means that
the phenomena have several sources of variation. In order to study or construct a
variable scientifically, the sources of variation must be identified. Generally, in
attempting to explain variance in the phenomena under study (the dependent variable),
the researcher studies its relations or covariations with other variables (independent
variables), and information from the independent variables is brought to bear on the
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dependent variable. Various analytic techniques have been developed for the study of
the effects of the independent variables on the dependent variable, including simple
and multiple regression analysis. When more than one independent variable is used, it
is possible to apply simple regression to each independent variable and the dependent
variable. However, this overlooks the possibility that the independent variables may be
intercorrelated or that they may interact in their effects on the dependent variable.
Multiple regression analysis is suited for analyzing collective and separate effects of
two or more independent variables on a dependent variable.
In addition to continuous or quantitative variables, there is another class of
variables known as categorical or qualitative variables. Conventionally, categorical
independent variables have been analyzed through the analysis of variance. However,
Pedhazur (1997) makes two points with regard to multiple regressions: (1)
conceptually, both types provide information about the status of an individual or
organization and (2) multiple regression is applicable to designs in which independent
variables are continuous, categorical, or a combination of both. Analytically, it is
necessary to code categorical variables such that subjects classified in a given category
are treated as being alike. Three coding methods are available: dummy (dichotomous),
effect (reference group), and orthogonal (nonrelationship). The most widely used
coding scheme for regression analysis is dummy coding, which involves the creation
o f a series of dichotomous variables that contrast members in one category with
everyone else (Polit, 1996).
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Prediction and explanation are central and complex concepts in research. In
predictive research the main emphasis is on practical applications, whereas in
explanatory research, the main emphasis is on understanding phenomena. In predictive
research, the goal is to optimize the prediction o f criteria; the choice of variables is
determined by their contribution to the prediction of the criteria. Although the
usefulness of variables in a predictive study is customarily empirically determined,
theoretical considerations are valid guides in selecting criteria, predictors and
measures (Pedhazur, 1997). The basic multiple regression equation is an extension of
simple regression:
Y* = a + biXi + b2X2+ . . . + bkXk,
Where Y ’
a
k
bi to bk
Xi to Xk

= predicted value for variable Y
= intercept
= number of independent variables
= regression coefficients for the k independent variables
= the k independent variables

Regression concerns the prediction of dependent variables (y), the hypothesized
consequence from independent (x), the hypothesized cause. The most basic statistical
test in a multiple regression is the test of the null hypothesis that the value of R
(multiple correlation coefficients) is zero. This is equivalent to testing the null
hypothesis that all the regression coefficients are zero. The total amount of variability
in the dependent variable is partitioned into contributing components, and an F ratio is
constructed.
There are several analytic strategies for selecting and entering independent
variables in regression equations based on variability among correlated independent
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variables and the order of entry of predictors: simultaneous, hierarchical, and stepwise.
Stepwise multiple regression is employed as it is best suited to exploratory work. The
basic stepwise model enters the predictors in the order in which the increment to R is
the greatest (Polit, 1996).
Multiple regression has been used in conjunction with factor analysis in several
empirical studies regarding newly formed businesses, including studies researching
new or emerging firms with firm performance (sales values) as the dependent
measure. Hoy, McDougall and Dsouza (1992) identified with multiple regression a
consensus among academics that sales is the best growth measure, reflecting both long
and short term changes in the firm. To determine explanatory variables of small firm
performance across several manufacturing industries as compared with large firms,
Acs and Audretsch (1990) developed a regression model to test the significance of
financial and human capital, advertising, innovations, productivity, and unionization
as possible determinants for changes in sales values. In a study of one hundred thirtytwo cases involving predictors of new firm performance over sustained period,
Wiklund (1999) employed multiple regression analysis to assess important variables
using sales values as the growth measure Studying twenty-seven entrepreneurs to
assess performance, Lumpkin and Erdogan (1999) employed stepwise regression to
distinguish among several independent variables as predictors of financial
performance.
In assessing a new firm’s initial conditions as predictors of new firm
performance, Dahlquist, Davidsson and Wiklund (2000) used multiple regression
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analysis to test twelve independent variables based on five factors (human capital,
management know-how, industry know-how, financial capital and access to markets
and resources) as to their effect on new firm survival and performance. This study
reaffirms that arriving at strong predictive models for new venture performance is a
difficult task (Cooper et al., 1994; Birley and Westhead, 1992).
The underlying principle for the overall test in a multiple regression is the
same variability in the dependent variables that is attributed to the independent
variable is contrasted with the variability attribute to other factors or error. However, a
predictive relationship does not mean jc causes y. The R-square value identifies the
proportion of the variance in the dependent variable accounted for by the independent
variable. R square change represents the amount of variance explained by the addition
of a predictive variable, in addition to variance explained by the initial predictive
variable.
Regression models are applied in this study to the factor scores coefficients
developed from the secondary data (as referred to in the earlier section) using the
SPSS software, with the goal of explaining the variation in the success of venture
formation using firm performance (sales values) as the dependent variable.
Qualitative Analysis
The present study uses two forms of qualitative analysis: qualitative
content analysis and critical incident technique. Qualitative content analysis is
distinctly qualitative in both its approach to coding and its interpretations from
counts of codes. It has been determined to be useful to count codes (ranging from

20 to 200) from texts such as interview transcripts or narratives. When generating
codes, the researcher is more likely to use the data that emerge as the source of
codes (emic). Even when beginning with pre-existing coding systems drawn from
research literature (etic), the researcher often modifies those codes, adding new
ones to capture the specifics of their data. In qualitative content analysis, counts
and tabulations summarize what is known about the data, and then the method
takes the further step of interpreting the pattern that is found in the codes (Morgan,
1993). This form of categorical data analysis is accomplished by analyzing twoway contingency tables formed by cross-classifying categorical variables, by
calculating chi-square vales testing for the independence of the variables involved
(Sloane and Morgan, 1996). The basic strategy involved in this concept is to fit
models to the observed frequencies in the cross-tabulation of categorical variables.
The preferred model should distinguish the pattern in the table from the sampling
variability and provide a substantively defensible interpretation (Sloane and
Morgan, 1996). This amounts to a division of work between the quantitative and
qualitative uses of counts (Yin, 1994). The former seeks to answer questions about
what and how many; the latter seeks to answer questions why and how the patterns
in question emerged. These counts are a way to summarize the patterns in what is
often a unique data set, as contrasted to the very different goals involved in either
generalizing to larger populations or test of statistical inference (Morgan, 1993).
Chell (1998) introduces the critical incident technique (CIT) as a basis for
investigating organizational analysis, in this case new venture formation, using a
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social constractionalist approach to distinguish different approaches to the
development and maintenance of the entrepreneurial business venture (Chell et al.,
1991; Wheelock and Chell, 1996). The CIT is context-rich, but unlike participant
observation, the context is developed entirely from the subject's perspective—here,
the entrepreneur's interview. As was accomplished in this study, it is good practice
to use documentary sources to check narrative statements. Further, CIT enables the
researcher to relate context, strategy, and outcomes to look for repetition of
patterns of ways of doing, and thus to build up a picture of management tactics for
handling situations (Chell, 1998). An extant conceptual framework developed
through literature review (etic) suggests a preconceived set of categories for which
evidence may be sought in the data. Such a framework may be explored and
extended using the CIT methodology (Chell, 1998). Following the identification of
the central idea, in this case new firm formation, the research has a set of aims—
the use of networks to acquire resources—the results from which a set of central
themes or constructs is deduced. The CIT enables the coder to examine how this
was handled and what form the contribution took. To examine how this was
handled is to identify which key events or network contacts took place, from the
entrepreneur's narrative related to formation, subsequently reviewing and
reflecting upon a number of key issues and events (Chell, 1998). The CIT enables
the researcher to gain insights both into particular cases and across a sample of
cases. This analytical tool is particularly useful for comparative work as
entrepreneurial case studies are built up of specific organizational contexts, critical
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incidents, the strategies adopted to handle them, and the outcomes (Chell and
Pittaway, 1998). In summary, CIT is a capable framework for extending and
understanding and the ability to explain organizational behavior in the context of
the entrepreneurial—PSA and private network interactions to acquire resources in
support of the firm formation process.
A descriptive process model is developed to portray the entrepreneur’s
acquisition of resources utilizing private and public support agency networks (Critical
Incident - Key Resource Model) and the manner in which the data is categorized is
depicted in Chapter IV Research Findings in the Critical Incident and Content
Analysis section.
Reliability and Validity
As suggested by Jick (1979), the issue of sample and data validity was
addressed by utilizing multiple sources of referrals of entrepreneurs or new firms, as
well as by corroborating the narrative information through historical external and
company documents as multiple sources of evidence. From the entrepreneur's
interview transcript, the researcher extracted key events that were significant to the
firm formation process, which became the data for the entrepreneurial interactions
with PSA programs. Subsequently, a research methodology process, member
checking, was employed to submit the key event data within the transcripted narrative
to the entrepreneur for review of accuracy and completeness. The qualitative
researcher can only present an interpretation of the formation events recounted to
them. The worth of this approach is that it yields insights into the processes that shape
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entrepreneurial behavior, and that as a coherent account it makes sense, that is, it has
face validity (Chell, 1998). The advantage of adopting the CIT is that this technique
permits a degree o f replication. Further, explains Chell, while individual firm’s
circumstances may be unique, the type of critical formation event and the context,
strategy and outcomes as a pattern of related activities may in general terms be
apparent in other entrepreneurial businesses. The integrity of research is maintained by
either permitting public access or disseminating sufficiently widely, enabling wider
public debate and critical appraisal to occur.
Summary of Methodology
The following framework represents the path of qualitative and quantitative
analytical techniques employed to assess the contributions of PSA programs to firm
performance and to facilitate firm formation:
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Process Models--^
Firm Formation
Conceptual Model

Structured interviews 62
entrepreneurs - OR/WA

Cluster Analysis for
62 Entrepreneurs

Exploratory
Factor Analysis-^
Interview Data
Synthesis

Qualitative Content Analysis &
Critical Incident Technique->
Network & Resource Dependence
Multiple Regression
Analysis-^ Testing
Contingency Models
Case Study Analysis
Entrepreneurial Cluster
Centers

Contributions by PSA
Programs

Figure 6. Research Methodology Framework.

Predictors of New
Firm Performance

CHAPTER IV

RESEARCH FINDINGS
Introduction
The ability to predict new firm performance based on observable initial factors
is intriguing to researchers in entrepreneurship and small business public policy. The
benefit of such facility would accrue to society at large as well as its entrepreneurs,
investors and government agency programs which aid in the formation of new firms,
since it could prevent resources from being used in vain or with less than an optimal
allocation. However, all forms of forecasting have their limitations and in this case the
chief obstacle is the inherent stochastic nature of new business venturing. No matter
how well the entrepreneurial team is prepared, the unforeseen is bound to happen
sooner or later. At the margins of either end, there is serendipity unique in the
circumstances of certain entrepreneurs, explainable outside the context of the
predictive model, such as the chance-dominated model (Alchian, 1950) with an
element of randomness that rewards the lucky and punishes the unlucky. Adverse
events are often overcome by the enterprise but eventually some of the new ventures
will confront the inflection point where the resources available simply do not match
the requirements. Challenges that arise in attempting to predict contributory factors to
firm performance include dependence on environmental development, concentration
of risk on a few products or services, narrow markets, and a few key resources
(Bygrave, 1994). These well-conceived new ventures can fail due to the liability or
newness and smallness, environmental shocks and the lack of deep pockets to ride out

hard times. These same factors can cause new firm performance to vary widely,
confounding attempts to identify predictors of successful performance (Cooper, 1993).
If it can be determined which factors influence successful performance in new firms,
these findings have implications for determining the contribution of PSA programs to
new firm formation.
As noted by several authors, entrepreneurship studies are largely incompatible
(Cooper et al., 1994; MacMillan, 1986; Storey, 1994; Wiklund, 1998). During the
critical time leading up to and after formation, some firms wither and die, others
survive with stunted growth, and yet others grow, develop and have enduring
economic impact. Thus, as suggested by Chandler and Hanks (1993), research should
be concentrated on not only factors influencing organizational birth, but also on
performance during the early stages of development.
Data Analysis
In this section, factor analysis and regression analysis are used in combination
to discern relevant predictors in new firm formation. While factor analysis and
multiple regressions have some common objectives, there are considerable differences
in what they can be expected to be accomplished. In multiple regression analysis, a
data matrix is available which is used to determine the intercorrelations among
predictor variables and also correlations of the predictors with one or more dependent
variables, such as measures of success. The object of the multiple regressions is to
pick a subset of the predictor variables that will best predict the dependent variable
and to determine their relative contributions to that prediction (Comrey, 1973). Factor
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analysis can be a very useful supplementary method of analysis in a more extensive
effort designed to improve the prediction of a given dependent variable. Although
factor analysis can be of great practical value in this way, multiple regression analysis
still represents the major statistical tool in this study.
Factor analysis essentially involves three steps: choosing an analysis
algorithm, determining the number of factors, and validating the factors obtained.
Factor analysis involves the linear combination of variables and is used to capture the
underlying dimensionality of a set of measures—that is, to shed light on how variables
cluster together to form uni-dimensional constructs of theoretical interest. As in this
study, researchers have an a priori notion based on underlying theoretical models
about which elements combine to form a uni-dimensional conceptual model, but are
unsure if their notion is valid. Factor analysis provides an empirical method to
determine the underlying dimensionality of a large set of measures. Factor analysis
determines the structure set of variables by analyzing the intercorrelations among
them. The underlying dimensions, factors, are latent variables that are assumed to
underlie the concrete measures, indicators.
This section discusses connecting the analysis of survey data to the
independent variables subsequently developed from the conceptual firm formation
model. Baron and Markham (2000) assert that entrepreneurial interactions with the
network contact are the key to the acquisition of resources and information. Effective
interactions may assist entrepreneurs in performing tasks that are crucial to their
success, such as raising needed capital, attracting and selecting competent employees,
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and persuading others to aid the company under favorable terms. For these reasons,
the data structure focuses on the network contact, his or her position, the resource
sought whether provided or not, and the interaction outcome, which, in turn
contributed to the success of the new venture formation. Template analytical
techniques all share the use of a template or analysis guide that follows a template
developed prior to data collection (Miles and Huberman, 1994) or created after data
collection has begun as in ethnographic content analysis (Miller and Crabtree, 1992).
Coding developed prior to data collection (etic) was initially applied to entrepreneurial
characteristics, new firm attributes, and the venture formation process, while coding
emerging from the data was used to develop the three process models: the
entrepreneur's network resource model, PSA interaction model, and PSA program
efficacy model. The choice of analysis style depends for the most part on the research
question and goal. When the goal is subjective understanding, exploration, or
generation of new insights, the more interpretive styles are preferable (Miller and
Crabtree, 1992). Therefore the interpretive template analysis style seems most
appropriate to develop categories of data for this analysis. In using the survey
instrument as a protocol for the entrepreneurs' interviews, five categories of data were
used to develop for exploring the research propositions: venture formation process;
entrepreneur's personal and family background; entrepreneur's career and employment
history; the new firm's products, services, and markets; and the entrepreneur's personal
and business network. Referring to the earlier Research Design, these five data
categories support the investigation of the contribution or impact by PSA programs to
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local new firm formation using the following thematic concepts in parentheses as
frameworks:

Venture formation process, or the role of entrepreneurial networks in acquiring
resources
• PSA interactions with entrepreneurs, or the role of PSA programs
• Efficacy of PSA programs, or the role of PSA programs
• Entrepreneur's background and employment history, or the determinants of
interactions with PSA programs
• New venture's attributes or determinants of interactions with PSA
programs.

Coding and Measurement of Performance Variables
The thirty independent variables and one dependent variable, based on the conceptual
model and grounded in the earlier section, Theoretical Foundation of Variables
Selected, are defined and coded as follows in Tables 7 and 8:

Table 7. Data Set Variables for Factor Analysis.
Variables

Code 1 Description

Incubator

2
1
2
1
2
1
2

O p p o r tu n ity (c a te g o r ic a l v a r ia b le s )

Innovation
Market acceptance
Market potential

1

Manufacturing
High Technology

2
1
2
1

Start-up from prior employers or hobbv o f entrepreneur
Not applicable
Innovative product, service or process: new to firm and to industry
Routine business exhibiting modest noveltv or imitative
Higher acceptance proxv: growth rate of CAGR o f 20% or higher
Lower acceptance nroxv: CAGR less than 20%
> $50 M: investment bv VCs. SBIR. corporate, institutional, angels
< $50 M: informal investors
Manufactured products based firm
Service based firm
Business defined as computer related eauipment and/or software
Other firms
R e s o u r c e (c a te g o r ic a l v a r ia b le s )

Private funding

2
1

Private information

0
2
1
0
2

PSA information

2

PSA funding

1

External capital and investment funds > $125K
External capital and investment funds < S125K
Not accessible or provided as reauested
Grant, loan guarantee, financing > $125K
Grant, loan guarantee, financing < $125K
Not accessible or provided as reauested
External counsel, advice, consulting, seminars, information, referrals
Not accessible or provided as reauested
Internal information, referrals, brochures, pamphlets, seminars
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Start-up funds
New firm funds

1
2
1
0
2
1
0

Not accessible or provided as reauested
Start-up phase funds > S125K prior to trading commencement
Start-up phase funds < $125K prior to trading commencement
Not accessible or provided as reauested
New firm phase funds > $125K after trading commences
New firm phase funds < S125K after trading commences
Not accessible or provided as reauested

E n tr e p r e n e u r ia l C o m p e te n c e (c a te g o r ic a l v a r ia b le s )

Opportunity recognition
Industry connection
Business network
PSA network
Prior founder
Product knowledge
Growth style
Business skills
PSA training

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Internal; stimulated awareness of unmet customer need in the market
External; stimulated bv personal and environmental circumstances
Connected to the “trade” in same industry as previously employed
Peripheral connection or new to industry
Formal source of aid, e.g. professional association, bankers. NFIB
Informal coterie o f friends, neighbors
Outreach by boundary-spanners & events
Passive signposting; indirect means e.g. mailers
Serial entrepreneur; has previously founded firms
No previous experience as founding principal
Technical knowledge for developing & producing product or service
Basic or tangential
Entrepreneurial growth business model
Lifestyle venture; own goals primary; small business
General management skills: strategic, financial, enterprise-wide
Functionary skills; perspective limited to department
Introductory business training, education, coursework
Internal, informal advice; none
T e a m (c a te g o r ic a l v a r ia b le s )

Firm co-founders
Industry experience
Management
Private advisors
PSA advisors

2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1

Co-founder with direct expertise in firm’s products or markets
None; criteria not met
Direct experience with customers, suppliers, etc in firm’s industry
Tangential or no industry experience
Functional (marketing, operations) and technical management
Professional (engineer, programmer"), non-managerial staff
Highly sought advisors. VCs. directors associate with firm
Substitutes or functionaries
External consultants, SCORE executives
Internal technical support or none
C o n te x t o f th e fir m (c a te g o r ic a l v a r ia b le s )

Industry cluster
Economic development
Key industries
Firm age

2
1
2
1
2
1
3
2
1

Strategic co-located firms integral to industry
Individual firms; trade association members
Successfully accessed formation enhancing programs as
Shadow programs or not available
OECDD designated industries based on employment concentration
Industry not designated
Age of firm > 6 years from initial trading to 1997
Age of firm 3 to 5 years from initial trading to 1997
Age of firm 1 to 2 years from initial trading to 1997

Table 8. Dependent Variable Definition for Multiple Regression
Variable
Firm performance
(continuous)

Code
Sales
(actual)

Description
Firm revenue as measured from founding year (zero) to sales
values in 1997
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The firm revenue (sales) measure was selected for the firm performance
dependent variable because it measures the absolute change in size of each firm over
time from a common starting point, the founding of the firm (Eisenhardt and
Schoonhoven, 1990).
Entrepreneurial Typology Findings: Four Major Clusters
In the development of each of the classifications, ic-means cluster analyses were
performed to derive entrepreneurial types. The advantage of using a cluster analysis is
the inclusion of more than two dimensions for sorting entrepreneurs into typological
groups. The clustering algorithm examined differences among the entrepreneurs along
four dimensions as previously depicted in Table 1: (A) entrepreneurial characteristics,
(B) firm characteristics, (C) resources, and (D) networking are used in combination
with three a priori sets of cluster groups (3,4, and 5). The k-means algorithm assigns
each case to the cluster whose center (centroid) is nearest. The center is the average of
all the points in the cluster (i.e. its coordinates are the arithmetic mean for each
dimension separately for all points in the cluster). The basic structure of the clustering
algorithm (Hartigan and Wong, 1979) is:
•
•
•
•

to randomly generate k clusters and determine the cluster centers
assign each case to the nearest centroid
recomputed new cluster centers
repeat until some convergence criterion is met.

The implied distance measure employed by this method is the squared Euclidean
distance. Variables are standardized to eliminate the differences in scales of
measurement. Determination of the appropriate number of groups or typologies is a
key but an arbitrary decision in cluster analysis. Guidance is provided by the increase

in within-cluster distances as groups are merged. Relatively large increases signify the
merging of less similar clusters (Woo et al., 1991). Despite such indications, the
decision is largely subjective in nature (Hartigan and Wong, 1979).
In this analysis, the cluster solutions are dependent on the number of cluster
groups preset, the variables selected in the dimension classifications and the number of
cases distributed into the cluster groups. One of the expected benefits of using a
clustering algorithm in conjunction with a priori groupings is a more objective
categorization of entrepreneurs where there are many observations, several variables
involved as clustering criteria, and a desire to minimize the differences along all these
dimensions for similar entrepreneurs simultaneously.
Three proposed cluster-solutions were tested for the four discrete dimension
classifications: (A) entrepreneurial characteristics, (B) sales values, (C) resources, and
(D) networking in combination as follows in Table 9.

Table 9. Entrepreneurial Cases by Preset Clusters & Dimensions.
Tr
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

I

Preset
Clusters
Three
Three
Four
Four
Four
Four
Four
Five
Five

Cluster Dimensions Employed
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Resources
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Networking
Entrepreneur Characteristics, Networking
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Resources
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics
Entrepreneur Characteristics, Resources,
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Networking,
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Networking,
Entrepreneur and Firm Characteristics, Resources

Entrepreneurs per cluster
4
5
1
2
3
51
1
10
11
32
19
1
5
50
6
1
36
23
2
8
32
5
17
1
38
8
15
11
20
25
6
4
24
6
10
18
2
12
31
1
16

The appropriate number of clusters will be a trade-off between parsimony and the
research’s need for detail (Hartigan and Wong, 1979). A rule of thumb in selecting the
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number of clusters is to look for a pronounced increase in the tightness of the clusters,
as measured by mean-square error, as the algorithms progressively combine groups
An effective test for clustering is one that takes into account the fact that the objective
of clustering is to minimize the within-group variance and to maximize the between
group variance, as shown below in Tables 10 and 11 respectively:

Table 10. Range Variance within Groups.
Cluster

1 (n=6)

2 (w=l 1)

3 (71=20)

4 (77=25)

1

—

.250

.501

.412

2

.250

-

.531

.437

3

.501

.531

-

.089

4

.412

.437

.089

-

Table 11. Distances between Final Cluster Centers.
Cluster

1 (77=6)

2(77=11)

3 (77=20)

4 (77=25)

1

-

4.302

3.675

3.872

2

4.302

-

2.538

3.669

3

3.675

2.538

-

3.344

4

3.872

3.669

3.334

-

Based on the comparative calculations in Tables 10 and 11 for the &-means
cluster analysis, the Trial G configuration of dimensions and number of clusters most
favorably minimizes the within-group range variance and maximizes the distance
between-group cluster centers for the dimensions employed. The tightness of an
entrepreneurial group’s structure (within-group variance) suggests its relative
homogeneity and stability.
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Significant Variables to Define Clusters
Twenty-four variables were originally selected for consideration from Table
12. The selection of criterion variables is most important in generating a preliminary
solution of measurable variables as depicted in Table 7. The composition of the
variables was tested for significant differences in establishing the entrepreneurial
clusters, using F-ratio comparisons of variances about the mean of the criterion
variables.

Table 12. Significance levels of characteristics variables in the kmeans cluster analysis
4 Cluster Solution (z-scores) - Trial G
Prior
Grow
CoEntrep
Educ
Found
Age
Start
Life

Cluster
Variables

Gend

F values

2.020

1.057

6.075

7.003

6.180

2.028

19.769

Significance

.121

.375

.001

0.000

.001

.120

0.000

Cluster
Variables
F values

Indus

Significance

Mgmt

4 Cluster Solution (z-scores) - Trial G
High
Firm Age
Mfg Serv
Sales
Tech

4.359

3.389

2.648

11.223

3.270

.008

.024

.057

0.000

.027

Table 13.Significance levels of networking variables in the k-means
cluster analysis
4 Cluster Solution
Pre-trade
PSA
Financial

(z-scores) - Trial G
Post-trade
Post-trade PSA
Private
Financial
Financial

Cluster
Variables

Pre-trade
Private
Financial

F values

3.577

1.694

1.588

6.043

Significance

.019

.178

.202

.001
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Table 13.Significance levels of networking variables in the k-means
cluster analysis cont’d

F values

4 Cluster Solution (z-scores) - Trial G
Pre-trade Private
Pre-trade PSA
Non-Financial
Non-Financial
4.210
11.448

Significance

.009

Cluster Variables

0.000

Post-trade Private
Non-Financial
7.432

Post-trade PSA
Non-Financial
9.911

0.000

0.000

In the use of analysis of variance, the F tests are used for descriptive purposes because the
clusters have been chosen to maximize the differences among cases in different clusters.
The observed significance levels are not corrected for this and thus cannot be interpreted
as a test o f a hypothesis that the cluster means are equal.

Personal funds, private funds, PSA funds and financial contacts made prior to first sale
(the four variables aligned with sources and levels of investment) of the original
twenty-four variables were excluded from the cluster typology solution as non
contributory to cluster definition. These variables were removed to correct for (1)
highly imbalanced cluster results, and described in trials A, D and F in Table 9 and (2)
to insure adequate representation (F-values) of PSA program-related variables were
contributed in the cluster definition. The balance of twenty input variables as exhibited
in the above table were standardized for &-means clustering and are presented in Table
13, which depicts each variable’s standardized coefficient for the four entrepreneurial
clusters. The clustering output, which generates the entrepreneurial typologies, is used
for interpreting the differences embedded within the cluster groups.
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Table 14. Differentiating Variables Standardized Coefficients
(Z-scores)
______________________________________
Cluster Groups
Cluster Members
Differentiating
Variables
Gender

One

Two

Three

Four

6

11

20

25

.10480

.28940

.26724

-.36628

Entrepreneur age

-.41338

.42899

.04865

.05062

Education

.70275

.43615

.26285

-.57085

Prior start

-.39395

.90525

.20368

-.46670

Growth-Lifestyle

-.35095

.48593

.48593

-.51883
-.07005

Co-founder

-.43198

.62090

-.12434

Management
Industry
Experience

.22926

.75267

.57111

-.84308

-.37718

-.17558

.61064

-.32073

ManufacturingService
High Tech

-.19147

-.03730

.52928

-.36106

-.23575

.54943

-.40185

.13631

Sales

-.45877

1.20012

.05029

-.45818

Firm Age

-.77613

.10374

.44391

-.21450

Cluster Groups
Pre Private Finance
Pre PSA Finance
Post Private
Finance
Post PSA Finance
Pre Private NonFinance
Pre PSA NonFinance
Post Private NonFinance
Post PSA NonFinance

One

Two

Three

Four

-.72217

.33578

.39226

-.28823

.38415

-.10116

.30202

-.28931

-.59018

.47429

-.02912

-.04375

-.40228

-.40228

.69808

-.28491

1.12174

.18378

-.00555

-.34564

-1.79688

-.49006

-.14702

-.09801

-1.15192

-.11795

-.26871

.54333

-.58380

-.37203

-.49421

.69917

Categorizing Assistance from Networking Activities
In this supplementary analysis, the evaluation of divergent entrepreneurial
classification clusters revolves around the question to what extent would the grouping
of entrepreneurs characterize the access and use of PSA programs in new firm
formation? K-means cluster analysis was performed to derive the entrepreneurial
groupings. Three sets of dimensions, (A) entrepreneurial characteristics, (B) firm
characteristics, and (C) networking activity and their corresponding variables were
used. As referenced and discussed earlier, the determination of the appropriate number
of cluster groups is a key but arbitrary decision in cluster analysis.
From Table 9, distributions of entrepreneur cases per cluster were developed
from the nine sets of clusters groups (A - 1) and corresponding dimensions. Although
previously included in Table 13, the resources dimension (personal, private and PSA
funds variables) ultimately generated conflicting and inconsistent cluster membership
over all three of the preset cluster configurations (3,4, 5), and was subsequently
eliminated from the prospective solutions.
From Table 12, seven entrepreneurial and firm characteristic variables are
identified that are evaluated as significant at a = 0.01 levels, including education, prior
start-up experience, growth-lifestyle intent, management, industry experience and
sales values. Two firm characteristics variables that are evaluated as significant at a =
0.05 levels include firm age and manufacturing.
To categorize the assistance provided by the entrepreneur’s network activities
from Table 13, four measures are employed: pre-trading and post-trading (start-up and

new firm phases), financial and non-fmancial resources. PSA network activity
variables evaluated as significant at the a = 0.01 level include financial assistance for
the post-trading phase, and non-financial assistance for pre and post-trading phases;
private network activity variables evaluated as significant at the a = 0.01 level include
financial assistance for the pre-trading phase and non-financial assistance for the preand post-trading phases. The descriptive F-values rank variable contributions as
differentiators for cluster formation:

Table 15. Contribution of Differentiating Variables.
Contribution level
Primary

Variable
Management
PSA pre-trading non-financial
Sales
PSA post-trading non-financial
Private post-trading non-financial
Prior start-up experience
Growth motivation
Education
PSA post-trading financial
Industry experience
Private pre-trading non-financial

Dimension
Entrepreneur Characteristics
Networking
Firm Characteristics
Networking
Networking
Entrepreneur Characteristics
Entrepreneur Characteristics
Entrepreneur Characteristics
Networking
Entrepreneur Characteristics
Networking

Secondary

Private pre-trading financial
Manufacturing
Firm age

Networking
Firm Characteristics
Firm Characteristics

Six of the fourteen variables contributing to cluster differentiation are
associated with the entrepreneur’s use of networking to acquire resources in pre
trading and post-trading phases as follows in Table 16.

Table 16. Pre- and Post-trading Resources.
Network resources

Pre-trading

Post-trading

Financial

Private network
PSA network
Private network
Private network
Non-financial
PSA network
PSA network
a. Bold denotes primary importance variables
b. Italics denotes secondary importance variables
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The pattern suggests that entrepreneur’s use of networks is an important
differentiator in the composition of the cluster groupings, more in the quest for nonfinancial than financial resources. This may also speak to the munificence or paucity
of resources controlled by actors in the entrepreneur’s private network (social and
business) in the pre-trading phase of the new firm. The PSA network is a clear
differentiator in the post-trading phase where the firm must be established to qualify
for PSA financial and loan guarantee programs, excepting, for example, Small
Business Innovation Research grants and state venture capital investments.
The three entrepreneurial characteristic variable differentiators suggest that
tacit-based variables, including management, prior start-up and industry experience,
appear to make a higher level of contribution to cluster group delineation than the
remaining two characteristic-based variables, which describe entrepreneurial growth
preference over lifestyle goals and highest education level attained.
Sales values, firm age and manufacturing variables are the contributing
differentiators to characterize cluster groupings based on the firm’s annual revenue
level attained, the years since the commencement of initial trading, and an emergent
firm’s core competency for manufacturing a product rather than providing a service.
Cluster Characterization Results
In the development of the entrepreneur clusters, k-means cluster analyses were
performed to derive cluster types based on the twenty differentiating variables and
standardized coefficients portrayed in Table 14. The characterization of the cluster
groups is developed through the interpretation of the variables, their coefficients’ signs
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and values and the segregation of the sixty-two entrepreneurs into the four cluster
groups.
The first entrepreneurial cluster is labeled Opportune Edu-cats. The six
entrepreneurs comprising this group are likely to be young, well-educated with largefirm management experience and no prior start-up experience. They possess minimal
prior experience in the new firm’s industry, and are seeking to organize lifestyle-type,
non-technology firms. They are relying on themselves in terms of networking
activities and have not recruited co-founders to the start-up team as yet. In terms of
acquiring necessary financial resources, they have been unable to attract adequate
private financial assistance, and have turned to PSAs in seeking start-up funds. As
they are seeking to enter a new industry, they have sought and have been successful in
acquiring non-financial resources from their private and PSA networks at the early
stage. Through the use of private networks, their industry contacts continue to develop
and expand; hence, they are relying less on PSA contacts.
The second entrepreneurial cluster is labeled High- Powered Switchers. The
eleven entrepreneurs comprising this group are likely to be older, educated, with
senior level management experience, and substantial prior start-up experience. They
are leveraging their prior corporate experience into a new firm and industry, seeking to
organize high-growth, technology-related firms. Relying on co-founders with industry
or technical expertise, they are additive to the enterprise in terms of business skills and
business networking activities. Adept at attracting financial and non-financial
resources from private network contacts, these entrepreneurs are likely to eschew
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PSAs and their programs. Ultimately, more than half of these entrepreneurs
transitioned their companies through initial public offerings to support high growth
trajectories.
The third entrepreneurial cluster is labeled Grooved Performers. The twenty
entrepreneurs comprising this group are likely to be middle-aged, educated, seasoned
with heavy functional management experience and occasional start-up experience.
They are leveraging their prior industry experience into a new firm within the same or
allied manufacturing sectors, seeking to build high growth businesses in conventional
industries. Equipped with an industry track record, these lead entrepreneurs are
successful at acquiring start-up financial resources through private network contacts as
well as accessing specialized public support programs. Subsequent new-firm-phase
funding appears more likely to be accomplished through qualifying for PSA financial
programs than conventional financing. Industry and trade-related associations appear
more likely to supply non-financial assistance during the start-up and new firm phases.
The fourth and largest entrepreneurial cluster is labeled Struggling Venturers.
The twenty-five entrepreneurs comprising this dichotomous group are likely to be
middle-aged, as likely female as male, moderately educated, without management
experience or prior start-up experience. Typically, they do not possess prior
experience in the new firm’s industry, and are seeking to establish lifestyle-type,
technology, or service-related firm s. Somewhat unlikely to have co-founders and illequipped for networking in the start-up phase, they are reliant on securing substantial
advice and counsel from private or PSA sources after the new firm has started. The
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combination of lower sales performance and young-firm-age sales levels suggests that
these entrepreneurs are seeking advice from private professionals and PSA counselors,
perhaps to gain entry into markets, to improve operating processes, or to rectify
financial distress. The sales levels indicate the firm has not been able to secure
necessary financial resources through private or PSA networks. Therefore, new firm
performance may be emerging for some of the entrepreneurial start-ups, while others
continue to struggle and face long odds.
The function of qualitative content analysis, introduced previously in the
qualitative theory section and described in Morgan (1993), is to codify the narrative
data into categorical variables emerging from the narrative data as it undergoes coding
procedures performed by the researcher, consistent with Miles and Huberman (1994)
and Miller and Crabtree (1992). A Content Analysis framework for this application
would be:
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Four Entrepreneurial Clusters

Network
Contacts

PSA
Network
Contacts

Private
Network
Contacts

Private
Network
Nonfinancial
Contacts

Private
Network
Financial
Contacts

PSA
Network
Financial
Contacts

PSA Network
Nonfinancial
Contacts

Figure 7. Entrepreneurial Clusters.
Entrepreneurial clusters were devised in an earlier section and are utilized as
an additional data category for this analysis. Crosstabulation was performed and
Pearson Chi-Square analysis was conducted for the above categories with data drawn
from the sixty-two entrepreneurs’ 985 networking activities to secure resources. To
meet crosstabulation criteria as to cell minimums, resources are initially aggregated
into financial (financial sponsor and operating assets) and non-financial (advice,
referral, information, training, key persons and promotion support). Not-provided
resources were redistributed according to original type.

Table 17. Entrepreneurial Network Contacts.
Cluster
Educats
High Power
Grooved
Struggling
Totals

N
firms
6
11
20
25
62

Private
contacts
63
163
261
326
813

PSA
contacts
20
19
46
87
172

Total
contacts
83
182
307
413
985

% of
firms
9.7
17.7
32.3
40.3
100.0

Private
7.7
20.1
32.1
40.1
100.0

% of Contacts
PSA Total
11.6
11.1
26.7
50.6
100.0

8.4
18.5
31.2
41.9
100.0

Table 17 describes the categories of entrepreneurial clusters, the number of
entrepreneurs in each cluster group, their network activities in seeking resources
through private and PSA contacts, the percent of firms represented in each cluster and
the corresponding number of contacts made by the respective cluster. Overall, the
private networks account for 82.5 percent and the PSA network for 17.5 percent of all
contacts made by the entrepreneurs— a ratio of 4.7 private network contacts for each
PSA network contact. This is consistent with the literature, as entrepreneurs tend to
leverage ties with family members and friends to gain information and key resources
embedded within those direct contacts. To achieve success, entrepreneurs must
supplement those resources acquired through their close, cohesive networks by
extending to professional and business networks through the use of “weak” ties to
organizational contacts with capability to deliver more substantial and diversified
resources. The pattern of network use varies slightly among the clusters, but generally
in relationship similar to the number of firms within the clusters, with opportune
educats and grooved performers having proportionally slightly fewer contacts and
high-power switchers and struggling venturers slightly more contacts.
The pattern variance occurs in examining the differences between the private
and PSA network contacts by cluster groups. Within the private network activities,
opportune educats tend to make fewer contacts (less developed-early career personal
networks), while high-power switchers tend to make more contacts (more matureestablished business networks). Grooved performers and struggling venturers have
private network contacts in proportion to the relative percent of firms. Within PSA
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network activities, opportune educats tend to have more contacts (under-developed
private networks), while high power switchers and grooved performers tend to have
fewer contacts (more richly resourced networks). The struggling venturers have
disproportionately more PSA contacts, suggesting the need to locate resources not
available through their earlier private network contacts. This situation may be due to
the inability of their private network to deliver needed resources, lack of capacity
within private network contacts or unattractiveness of the entrepreneurs’ opportunity.
For the struggling venturer, the PSA network may be the last, best chance. Table 18
extends the comparative investigation of the entrepreneurial clusters use of private and
PSA networks to access financial and nonfinancial resources.

Table 18. Cluster Descriptors.
Opportune educat

Young, well educated, large firm mid-management, no prior
startups

High power switcher

Older, educated, executive management, substantial start-up
savvy

Grooved performer

Mid-aged, educated, skilled functional managers, industry
experience

Struggling venturer

Mid-aged, moderate education, no management or startup
experience

Clusters
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fable 19. Entrepreneurial C usters—Private & PSA Network Contacts.
Cluster

Network
Private

Opportune Educats

PSA

Total

Private

High Power Switchers

PSA

Total

Private

Grooved Performers

PSA

Total

Private

Struggling Venturers

PSA

Total

Counts
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% o f Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% o f Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% o f Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% o f Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total
Observed
Expected
% of Total

Resources
NonFinancial
Financial
47
16
15.2
47.8
56.6%
19.3%
16
4
15.2
4.8
19.3%
4.8%
63
20
63.0
20.0
24.1%
75.9%
76
87
86.0
77.0
47.8%
41.8%
9
10
9.0
10.0
5.5%
4.9%
96
86
96.0
86.0
52.7%
47.3%
144
117
137.7
123.3
46.9%
38.1%
18
28
24.3
21.7
9.1%
5.9%
162
145
162.0
145.0
52.8%
47.2%
211
115
228.9
97.1
51.1%
27.8%
8
79
61.1
25.9
1.9%
19.1%
290
123
290.0
123.0
70.2%
29.85

Total
63
63.0
75.9%
20
20.0
24.1%
83
83.0
100.0%
163
163.0
89.6%
19
19.0
10.4%
182
182.0
100.0%
261
261.0
85.0%
46
46.0
15.0%
307
307.0
100.0%
326
326.0
78.9%
87
87.0
21.1%
413
413.0
100.0%

Developed using the content analysis framework, Table 18 presents the data of
entrepreneurial clusters’ use of private and PSA networks to secure financial and
nonfinancial resources. Crosstabulation is employed to discern the patterns within the
private and PSA contacts and the cluster groups. The chi-square statistic provides an

analysis of observed values versus expected values among cluster groups relative to
financial and nonfinancial contacts accessed through private and PSA networks.
Preliminary examination indicates that observed values and expected values for
opportune educates and high power switchers are quite similar. However, there is
some variance to a lesser extent between the values for grooved performers and to a
greater extent for struggling venturers using both private and PSA networks. The most
significant variance occurs with the struggling venturers cluster in the private network
counts for financial resources (115 actual and 97.1 expected) and for non-financial
resources (211 actual and 228.9 expected). This variance pattern is reversed for the
PSA networks counts for financial resources (8 actual and 25.9 expected) and for non
financial resources (79 actual and 61.1 expected). Even without calculating the chisquare statistics, it is anticipated that when observed values and expected values do
not differ significantly for opportune educats and high power switchers that networks
and resources appear to be independent of each other for both clusters. Since variances
do exist for the grooved performers and more significantly for the struggling
venturers, chi-square statistics and tests for significance were calculated for all clusters
and are summarized as follows in Table 20:

Table 20. Significance Values for Clusters.
Cluster

Chi-square value

Significance
(2 -sided)
Opportune Educats
.242 a
.623
High Power Switchers
.246
.620
.044
Grooved Performers
4.038
Struggling Venturers
22.337
.000
a. 1 cell has an expected count less than 5. Minimum expected count is 4.82.
b. Degrees o f freedom for all clusters is 1.
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As the chi-square value increases, so does the likelihood that the two variables
(networks and resources) are not independent, as in the grooved performers (4.038)
and struggling venturers (22.337) clusters above. These chi-square values were
statistically significant (p < .05) and suggest that the resources (financial, non
financial) acquired are dependent on the network utilized by the grooved performers,
and even more so for the struggling venturers.
Entrepreneurial Clusters and PSA Programs
To address which cluster groups have a propensity to seek specific types of
resources within PSA programs, an analysis of the PSA program resources presented
in a matrix (Appendix B) with their respective government agencies was conducted.
Case numbers of the entrepreneurs in the four cluster groups represent the number of
interactions with the respective agencies. The following findings summarize the
propensities of the entrepreneurial clusters in seeking types of resources from the
respective government agencies:
•

Local PSAs providing information/advice and economic development
assistance are utilized most frequently by the Grooved Performers and
Struggling Venturers.

•

Oregon Economic and Community Development Department programs
providing financing and economic development assistance are utilized most
frequently by the Grooved Performers.

The Oregon Business Marketing Initiative program providing external advice and
consulting assistance to adolescent-aged firms are most frequently utilized by
Struggling Venturers.
•

The Oregon Technology and Development Funding program provides venture
capital investment to new and promising high tech firms is most frequently
utilized by Grooved Performers.
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•

Small Business Development Center programs provide education and advice
are most frequently utilized by Struggling Venturers.

•

The Small Business Administration programs provide loan guarantees,
financing and advisory assistance are most frequently utilized by Grooved
Performers.

The High-Powered Switchers group (Cluster 2), leveragers of extensive
corporate experience, tended toward the fewest PSA program contacts. When
accessing PSA programs, they gravitated toward economic development and SBA
loan guarantees. The Opportune Edu-cats group (Cluster 1) relied extensively on PSA
and private network contacts for non-financial assistance in the pre-trading phase of
their firm formation. Their probing and limited PSA contacts were ubiquitous across
the PSA programs. Nine of the entrepreneurs did not contact PSA for assistance in
forming their new ventures. Five were categorized into the High Powered Switchers
cluster and four into the Grooved Performers cluster.
Conclusions of Cluster Analysis
The analysis showed that different classification criteria (dimensions and
differentiating variables) produced different groupings of entrepreneurs, previously
unidentified in the literature. Prior studies, such as that by Woo et al. (1991), had
developed classifications leading to two widely accepted types of entrepreneur:
craftsmen and opportunists. Craftsmen usually came from a blue-collar background
with limited education and managerial experience. In contrast, opportunists are
characterized by broader experiences and higher levels of education. Findings from
this study suggest that entrepreneur groups may be expanded to four typologies to

address contributions by public support agency programs to new firm formation. The
increase to four entrepreneurial typology groups is important so that variables
comprising (1) interactions with PSA programs, (2) entrepreneurial characteristics, (3)
interactions with the entrepreneur’s personal network and (4) the firm’s characteristics
are included as the basis for cluster characterization.
The Woo et al. (1991) study concluded that different cluster groupings result
from different classification frameworks. Additionally, the conclusions note that the
definitions of craftsman and opportunist as evaluative tools have not been resolved
and assume as many variations as the number of studies on the topic. Further, the
study concludes that the findings of prior studies have not been corroborated by the
findings in other analyses. Lastly, the study concludes that while the craftsmanopportunist classification appears to serve as a useful gauge for measuring potential
behavior and likely success of entrepreneurs, its applicability and scope may have
been exaggerated to this point.
The findings in this study indicate that four cluster typologies rather than the
two established typologies (craftsman and opportunist) are necessary to portray the
characteristics and behaviors of the sixty-two entrepreneurs and their firms relative to
the use of networks to acquire start-up resources and contributions of PSA programs to
firm formation. The following table sets forth a mapping and relationship of this
study’s four-typology solution with the antecedent two-typology (craftsmanopportunist) solution cited in the Woo (1991) study. From a technical sense, four
clustering-groups using a larger dimension set with variable attributes should find
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greater differentiation than a two cluster-group using fewer dimensions and variable
attributes .The two-typology solution is contrasted with the four-typology solution,
using corresponding dimensions and variables utilized in Woo, et al. (1991) and in
Table 6 of this study:

Table 20 A. Mapping Two and Four Typology Classifications
Two typology solution
Dimensions
Variable attributes
Motivation: Pursue
Goals
personal goals or firm
growth
Education: High
school or less;
graduate
Background Managerial
experience:
Supervisory; owned
prior business

Management
Style

Presence of partners
Operational:
Technical or
functional issues
Processing:
Opportunity;
information
processing

Four typology solution
Dimensions
Variable attributes
Scope
Growth: Pursue
personal lifestyle or
Correspond
Entrepreneurial firm growth goals
Characteristics Education: Post
secondary years
Correspond
attained
Management
experience &
Management
position importance;
Correspond
size of firm ; Prior
start-up experience;
Serial entrepreneur
Co-founders
Correspond
Industry: direct
involvement: &
Related
experience
External activity: pre/
Networking
post trade financial & Related
non-financial
Resources
Firm
Characteristics

Personal, Private,
PSA funds
High technology;
sales; manufacturing

Additional
Additional

Woo, et al. (1991) study and Tables 12 and 13
In addressing the corroboration topic raised by Woo and co-authors (1991), this table
demonstrates that two additional dimensions (resources and firm characteristics) are
now supported by the development of a four-cluster solution, which also upholds the
dimension and variables scope operationalized in a two typology solution. From an
interpretative perspective, the differentiating results of the coarse two-cluster group
solution (craftsman-opportunist) become more refined and robust by using the four
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typology solution (opportune educat, high power switcher, grooved performer and
struggling venturer). A comparison of the cluster descriptors from Table 18 with the
definitions of craftsman (blue collar background with limited education managerial
experience, personal autonomy) and opportunist (broader experiences, higher levels of
education, seeking financial and organizational success), suggests that three of the
cluster groups (opportune educats, high power switchers, grooved performers) may
correspond to the opportunist antecedent, and the struggling venturer group may
correspond to the craftsman antecedent.
Group differentiation was achieved through the employment of characteristics
and firm growth variables, including education, prior start-up experience, growthlifestyle intent, management, and industry experience, sales, manufacturing-service
and firm age. To evaluate the contribution by PSAs, entrepreneurs’ private and PSA
network activity variables were assessed. The principal difference for entrepreneurs
acquiring financial assistance was through the private network in the start-up phase
and through the PSA network in the new firm phase. Non-financial assistance was
accessed through both networks in both the start-up and new firms phases. When the
entrepreneurial groupings were introduced into the matrix of public support agency
programs categorized by government agency (Appendix B) using corresponding case
numbers, the results were more discrete and demonstrate the effects of the cluster
group profiles in ascertaining contributions by program in non-financial and financial
categories as summarized. The data set for Table 21 cluster composition excludes the
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nine entrepreneurs, principally residing in cluster groups two and three, who did not
seek resources from PSA programs nor were approached by an agency.

Table 21. Cluster Groups Interaction with PSA Agency and
Program Resources.
PSA Resources

PDC

OECDD

Government Agency / Programs
OMBI
ORTDF SBDC

1,1

Grant / Investment

X

1,1,3,3,
3,3,4
X

X

X

4,4,4

SBA

FED

2,2,3

X

X

1,2,3,3,3

Information

4

4

X

Economic Incentive

3

4,4

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1,4,4,4

3,3,3,
4,4,4
2,3,3

Finance
Education

Loan Guarantee
Advice / Counsel

3,4,

X

2,4,4,4,
4,4
4,4,4,4

3
X

X
2
X

X
X
3
Consulting
X value denotes resource not offered in this program; cell not feasible
a. Entrepreneurial cluster groups: (1) Opportune Edu-cats, (2) High Powered Switchers, (3)
Grooved Performers, (4) Struggling Venturers.
b. 9 entrepreneurs did not access PSA agencies / programs: 5 in cluster (2); 3 in cluster (3);
1 in cluster (4)
c. PSA Legend:
PDC
Portland Development Commission and local cities
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department
OECDD
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative
OMBI
Oregon Research Technology Development Fund
ORTDF
Small Business Development Centers
SBDC
SBA
Small Business Administration, Service Corps of Retired
Executives
Small Business Innovation Research
SBIR
FED
Federal Departments

The results of the PSA program interaction analysis (Table 21) can be segregated
into two main resource types (financial and non-financial), comprising four financial
categories (grant/investment, finance, economic development, loan guarantee) and
four non-financial categories (education, information, advice/counsel, consulting).
•

Cluster 1 (opportune edu-cats) predominately seeks financial resources (ratio

•

Cluster 2 (high-powered switchers) is about evenly divided (ratio 3:3).

5 : 1 ) -
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•
•

Cluster 3 (grooved performers) primarily seeks financial resources (ratio 13:4).
Cluster 4 (struggling venturers) mainly seeks non-financial resources (ratio
18:6).
To acquire financial resources, six opportune edu-cats applied for start-up

phase grants from Oregon Economic and Community Development Department
programs and sought venture capital investments from Oregon Research and
Technology Development Funds. Absent industry experience, advice for market-entry
connections was sought from the Small Business Development Centers’ internal staff.
Three of the high- powered switchers approached PSA programs for financial
resources to supplement start-up funds acquisition efforts in the private sector, with a
SBIR grant being the sole successful acquisition. Approaching PSAs for financing
appears to be a “covering-all-the-bases” fundraising strategy for these experienced
corporate executives. The remaining three entrepreneurs in this cluster sought
industry-related advice and contacts through PSA sponsored trade events to support
business development initiatives.
Seventeen Grooved Performers, with seasoned and functional management
experience, prior start-up experience to varying degrees and prior industry experience,
were successful in attracting PSA financial resources in the new-firm phase to
supplement private sector fundraising success in the start-up phase. Small Business
Administration loans and guarantees and Oregon Economic and Community
Development financial packages supported equipment and revenue expansion needs
for these high-growth firms.
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The Struggling Venturers, an entrepreneurial cluster of twenty-four, lacking
management, corporate or prior start-up experience, absent prior experience in new
firm’s industry, equipped with co-founders but inadequately equipped with private
sector contacts, appears less likely to qualify for PSA financial programs and acquire
essential financing. Due to sparse social and business networks, this group also needs
access to PSA non-financial programs such as small business education courses and
third-party consulting contributed through Small Business Development Centers and
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative respectively, along with internal advice and
information contributed through local PSA, Small Business Development Centers, and
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative programs.
In appraising public support agencies from a policy perspective, the experience
o f the Struggling Venturers suggests that the policy intent is to initially mitigate
uncertainty through education and information programs so that new firms can qualify
for funding opportunities through PSA financial programs. In theory, the provision of
non-financial information leads to better business performance. Referring to the post
factor analysis and regression firm performance model described earlier, the factors of
opportunity, entrepreneurial competence and resources were collectively deemed
relevant. Within the resources factor, the independent variables of start-up funds, new
firm funds, and private talent were considered as significant; however, PSA
information was not considered as significant. Variables associated with the
opportunity factor (innovation, market acceptance, market potential) and variables
associated with the entrepreneurial competence factor (opportunity recognition,
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business network, prior founding experience and business skills) were also significant
in explaining variance in firm performance. The results associated with these factors
and accompanying variables suggest that PSA non-financial assistance does not
directly contribute to firm performance, but may have an indirect role. Recalling the
network differentiators described earlier in Table 13, non-financial resources were
acquired through the sixty-two entrepreneurs private and PSA networks in both start
up and new firm phases. However, financial resources were acquired only through the
private network in the start-up phase and through the PSA network in the new firm
phase. This appears to be validated through the findings for the High Powered
Switchers and Grooved Performers clusters, whose entrepreneurs possess the
necessary management and business qualifications and track records to proceed
directly to the PSA financial programs.
Three of twenty-five of the entrepreneurs in the Struggling Venturers cluster
accessed non-financial assistance and progressed to qualifying for PSA financial
programs, one in the start-up phase (former banker) and two in the new-firm phase.
The relationship between businesses and public support agencies will be explored
below as will the descriptive profiles of the entrepreneurs who are at the center of the
four clusters: Opportune Edu-cats, High Powered Switchers, Grooved Performers and
Struggling Venturers.
Factor Extraction Rationale
The goal of factor extraction is to seek clusters of inter-correlated variables
within the correlation matrix and to extract as much variance as possible from the
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common factors. In this research, factor extraction was utilized to distill thirty
measures into factors which explain the variance in firm performance. The principal
components method factor analyzes all variance in the observed variables rather than
just common factor variance. The principal components method creates successive
linear combinations of the observed variables. The first factor, or principal component,
is the linear combination that accounts for the largest amount of variance, using the
least-squares criterion. Successive components account for smaller and smaller
proportion of the total variance in the data set, and all are orthogonal to (uncorrelated
with) previously extracted components.
In the principal component method, there are as many factors as variables
(n=30), but only the first few account for a noteworthy proportion of variance. The
variability of a factor is called an eigenvalue, the proportion of variance accounted for
by each factor. Communalities are designed to indicate the proportion of variance that
factors contribute to explaining a particular variable (George and Mallery, 2000).
In performing factor analysis, the researcher must decide about the number of
factors to extract, rotate and score. There are two competing goals in this decision: to
maximize explained variance and parsimony of factors as variables. The number of
factors decision can be based on various criteria: eigenvalues, scree plot, or residual
correlation matrix. The most straightforward method is to examine eigenvalues from
an initial run of principal component extraction. Only factors with eigenvalues greater
than one are considered significant (George and Mallery, 2000). According to this
criterion, there should be ten factors/components from Table 22, below, which
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represents an explained variance of 75.97 per cent. The scree test tends to yield useful
results when the sample size is large and each factor has several variables with high
loadings.
Regardless of the method of factor extraction method used, and regardless of
how many factors are extracted, the resultant factor matrix is likely to be very difficult
to interpret. For that reason, factor rotation is employed to enable the researcher to
better understand the meaning of the underlying factors. Factor rotation is not used to
improve the quality of the mathematical fit between the variables and the factors, as
rotated factors are mathematically equivalent to unrotated ones. Instead, it is used to
create factors that are uncorrelated with previously created factors. Although the factor
loadings change after rotation, the communalities and percentage of variance
explained remains the same. The most widely used method of orthogonal rotation is
varimax rotation, which melds two competing goals: to maximize the variance of
loadings within factors and across variables, and to minimize the number of variables
that have high loadings on a factor, which facilitates the interpretation of the factors.
When orthogonal rotation is used, the rotated factor loadings correlate the
factors and the variables. These loadings, when squared, indicate the amount of
variance in a variable accounted for by the factor. Usually loadings with an absolute
value of .30 or greater are considered sufficiently large to attach meaning to them.
Loadings in excess of .50 (indicating at least a 35% overlapping variance between the
variable and the factor) are advantageous for interpretative purposes (George and
Mallery, 2000). Ideally there will be one marker variable (highly correlated with a
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factor) that helps define the nature of the factor. The rotated factor matrix comprised
of factor loadings follows, in Table 22.
Table 22 presents the rotated factor matrix for the thirty performance variables.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy of 0.649 (KMO
smaller than 0.50 is unacceptable) indicates that the correlations between the pairs of
variables could be explained by other variables. In addition, the Bartlett test statistic
(957.072) with 435 degrees of freedom, indicates a significance of .000, which permits
rejecting the hypothesis that the population matrix is an identity. Therefore, the use of
factor analysis was deemed appropriate for this set of variables and data.

Table 22. Rotated Factor Matrix - Firm Performance Measures.
Principal Components
PCI

PC2

PC3

PC4

PC5

PC6

PC7

PC8

PC9

PC10

Incubator

.102

.166

.559

.304

268

.196

.108

-.007

.164

-.273

Innovation

.101

.424

.363

-.090

.307

.184

.153

.190

-.036

.128

Market
acceptance
Market
potential
Manufacturing

.413

.620

.064

.073

-.010

.097

.118

-.168

.251

-.142

.095

.165

.712

.055

.233

.043

.247

-.152

-.075

-.144

.162

.249

.131

.006

-.234

.214

.569

-.223

.370

-.148

High tech

-.269

.062

.312

-.015

.397

.596

-.290

.190

-.104

-.015

Private funds

-.001

.568

.358

.040

.104

.054

.029

-.401

.355

-.105

PSA funds

.236

.038

.040

.018

-.052

.114

.839

.005

-.027

.140

Private
information

-.017

-.747

-.069

.027

.126

-.055

.137

.017

.310

-.188

Variables
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Table 22. Rotated Factor Matrix - Firm Performance Measures,
con’t.
Principal Components
PC3

PC4

PC5

PC6

PC7

PC8

PC9

PC10

-.067

-.061

-.120

-.112

.198

-.022

.850

-.072

-.171

.351

.238

.725

-.175

.201

.019

-.217

-.068

.095

.022

-.553

.115

.024

-.021

.090

-.090

.448

.442

-.172

.159

.060

-.180

.230

-.073

.014

.026

-.068

,757

.145

.473

-.006

.645

.063

-.002

.244

.109

.021

-.039

.012

.183

.739

.175

.076

.288

-.010

.285

-.080

.142

.055

.463

.493

-.051

.291

.211

-.087

.149

.198

-.043

-.353

.025

-.060

.006

.825

-.262

.026

-.073

-.079

.143

.046

.077

.118

-.019

.748

.198

.142

.021

-.099

-.014

-.067

-.129

.026

.526

.252

.111

-.141

.459

.205

-.159

.230

.418

.103

.293

.417

-.097

-.153

.055

.188

.131

.478

.088

.015

.107

.850

-.142

.027

.121

.034

.103

-.022

.334

.566

.116

.055

.068

.543

-.071

.050

.097

-.025

.819

.170

.231

.163

.052

.194

.014

-.014

-.071

.050

OO

Start-up
phase funds
New firm
phase funds
Opportunity
recognition
Industry
connection
Business
network
PSA network

PC2

00
r

PSA
information
Private
advisors
PSA
advisors
Firm age

PCI
o
o
1*

Variables

Prior start-up
experience
Product
knowledge
Growth
intent
Management
experience
Business
skills
PSA training

.696

.222

.212

.062

.148

-.127

.251

-.009

.125

.022

-.818

-.049

-.084

-.0 1 1

-.094

.125

-.077

.118

-.174

-.015

Co-founder

.158

.164

.121

-.026

.872

.123

.072

-.102

.038

-.071

Industry
experience
Industry
cluster
PSA econ
development
PSA key
industries

.110

.004

.093

-.179

.826

.087

-.208

-.057

-.119

-.051

-.055

.082

.104

.084

-.101

.832

.135

.020

-.069

.005

.044

.052

-.137

-.058

-.069

.020

.108

-.186

.042

.841

.000

.010

-.036

.098

.353

.796

.139

.133

.186

-.017
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Table 23. Eigenvalues and Percent of Variance Explained.
Principal Components
Component
Statistics
Eigenvalue
% of variation
explained
Cumulative %

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6.725

3.362

2.690

1.883

1.680

1.549

1.422

1.309

1.168

1.004

22.42

11.21

8.96

6.28

5.60

5.16

4.74

4.36

3.89

3.35

22.42

33.63

42.59

48.87

54.47

59.63

64.37

68.73

72.62

75.97

Description and Interpretation of Factor Components
Principal Component One (PCI) is termed “business expertise,” based on the
entrepreneur’s general management business skills (.696) and know-how combined
with the founding team’s functional management experience (.819), which together
provide a strong cadre o f business expertise focused on recognizing, envisioning and
exploiting an opportunity. The opportunity recognition process is enhanced by the
prior start-up experience (.418) possessed by the lead entrepreneur, which empowers
the team to act. The factor loading score of the prior start-up variable appears too
diffused to be included in components 4 and 10. Not quite reaching a threshold value
of .50, it is included within PCI because experiential and start-up skills augment the
entrepreneur’s management experience and business skills to provide a higher level of
entrepreneurial business expertise. Interestingly, the high factor loading for PSA
training (-.818) is negative and expresses that PSA training is not helpful to
entrepreneur’s business, management and skill development or that entrepreneurs with
prior management training and experience do not use the PSA training.
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Principal Component Two (PC2) is identified as “growth drivers” based on the
entrepreneur’s growth (.566) orientation as the stimulant to drive market acceptance
(.620), the degree with which the firm’s new product is in demand within the
marketplace. The externally developed resources assembled from private funding
(.568) sources fuels the firm’s expansion into the market. As the firm’s financing
options become commercially available, new-firm-phase funds (.739) are provided
after the post-trading phase commences. As the firm emerges into an operating
enterprise, debt financing sources become available since the new firm is achieving
market acceptance (.620) by effectively competing for customers. Interestingly, the
factor loading of innovation (.424), the hallmark of industry clustering and key
industries development did not achieve the .500 threshold and may be viewed as only
marginally contributing to the underlying dimension. The level of innovation’s factor
loading may reflect the paucity of truly innovative products crafted by entrepreneurs
as compared to those products designed as solutions to customer problems or imitative
market entrants. Private information (-.747) gained through the personal network may
not be deemed as helpful at the growth stage nearly as much as the pre start-up phase.
Principal Component Three (PC3) is specified “opportunity stimulants,” as the
incubator (.559) concept draws on the development of the entrepreneur’s venture idea
from prior knowledge acquired within a corporate or business incubation, technology
transfer or hobby environment. The market potential (.712) of the opportunity is
sufficiently substantial to attract start-up phase funds (.645), utilizing the
entrepreneur’s network of professional and highly-placed private advisers (.725).
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Accessed via the entrepreneur’s PSA network (.526), the Small Business Innovation
Research program, subject to eligibility criteria, affords a technology transfer
exploratory or feasibility incubation process.
Principal Component Four (PC4) is named “market connectors” as insights
gained from industry connections (.825) are a result of specific knowledge of the
actors in the industry landscape through reputation, understanding and relationships
with suppliers, competitors and customers. Compromised of all the entrepreneur’s
formal or professional relationships, business networks (.748) includes interaction with
individuals and organizations including consultants, attorneys, accountants, venture
capitalists as well as industry associations, chambers of commerce, banks, educational
institutions and professional institutes. Product knowledge (.850), considered among
the major determinants of a new venture’s success, comprises an understanding of
how the technical aspects of the product or service is aligned with the needs and
desires of customers and markets.
Principal Component Five (PC5) is labeled “ team strength” because the co
founding team’s industry experience (.826) relates to the know-how of a specific
industry, including tacit knowledge of products, processes, technology and
competition. Not only does industry experience play a role in opportunity recognition,
and is costly to build from scratch, but it cannot be transferred independently of the
entrepreneurs in whom it is embedded, the co-founders. Believing that entrepreneurs’
experience is important to the success of the venture, knowledgeable venture capital
practitioners oft quote their preference to invest in an A team of co-founders (.872)
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with a B idea rather than a B team of co-founders with an A idea. The lack of industry
experience within the co-founding team is a major determinant of the liability of
venture’s newness.
Principal Component Six (PC6) is designated “targeted industry” as the
industry cluster (.832) infrastructure consists of interconnected firms of
complementary businesses that provide expertise, technical knowledge, share
specialized labor markets, inputs and services and benefit from scalability and
knowledge spillover. The competitive advantage for industry cluster entrepreneurs and
new firms hinges on making more productive use of inputs, which requires on-going
innovation, and which can provide cost advantages through agglomeration and tailored
services shared across a larger base. Industry clusters are incubators to new ventures
as needed assets, skills, inputs and experienced staffs are readily available. The key
industries (.796) program, administered through Oregon Economic and Community
Development Department (OECDD) is defined by a concentration of employment
within a resident traded industry focused to craft and implement strategies to pursue
opportunities and solve common problems. High technology (.596), defined as a key
industry within OECDD programs, is dependent on access to knowledge as a key
resource and the manner in which knowledge is facilitated through external knowledge
spillovers. Incubator organizations, social and business networks, physical
infrastructure and regional culture interact to form a system conducive to launching
high technology entrepreneurial activity. Key industries tend to act more like
communities of place and industrial districts.
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Principal Component Seven (PC7) is termed “PSA funds access” because PSA
funds (.839), composed o f state and local finance programs, industrial bonds and
targeted incentives as well as federal programs of loan guarantees, fixed asset
investments, microloans, innovation research and small business investment capital,
are designed to mitigate market failure or redress disadvantaged status with regard to
sufficient jobs, access to capital, and information markets. Within industrial policy,
PSAs target desirable industries and intervene through subsidies or restrictions.
Although an arms-length transaction, a channel to facilitate access to PSA funds is
through the PSA network (.459), which, in effect, creates a bridge to PSA funds for the
entrepreneur in contrast to resources embedded in the entrepreneur’s social and
business networks. Although government at all levels considers a supply of new firms
as a key to a healthy economy, manufacturing (.560) is considered a desirable industry
by PSAs due to its employment-generating potential, secondary multipliers, and
factory immobility.
Principal Component Eight (PC8) is identified as “PSA advice” since public
support agency programs encompass programmatic information, application assistance
and intra-agency referrals in explanation of support services. While user-friendly
access to PSA information (.850) sites is available, the use of them by entrepreneurs
still requires in-depth knowledge of the right PSA services and support that will fill
their need. Beyond the program’s passive information “signposting” site, the
entrepreneur encounters the bureaucratic practice of referral to yet another office when
the request necessitates avoidance. The PSA advisors (.448), composed of contracted
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consultants, SCORE volunteers and advisory board members, provide an external
source o f knowledge for the entrepreneur in the context of a venturing decision. By
using their social capital (embedded ties) some entrepreneurs may have access to more
external resources such as advice from experts, whereas others do not. Those
entrepreneurs with insufficient social capital turn to PSA advisors (arms length ties) to
supplement knowledge and obtain counsel in addition to securing information from
PSA programs.
Principal Component Nine (PC9) is entitled “firm age”, a marker variable
associated with the venture launch activities and found to be a predictor of new firm
survival as discussed in the literature review. The firm age (.757) component permits a
measure of sales growth in relation to the firm’s founding at zero sales, a measure of
firm performance. For this study, firm age is computed from year of the firm’s birth
(the commencement of trading) to 1997. Unfortunately, the record of survival is not
good among all firms started as failure rates are high (46.4 per cent) and a majority of
the failures occur in the first two to five years. As the firm advances in age, the
attraction of private talent (.442) for counseling and networked connections becomes
more attainable.
Principal Component Ten (PC 10) is designated “ PSA infrastructure” as PSA
economic development (.841) principally reflects programmatic initiatives from state
and local government agencies displays a gauge of the vitality of the entrepreneurial
infrastructure to increase the rate of formation development and success of new firms.
As the data represent new firms during and after formation process, this factor loading
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score denotes a lagging indicator view of economic development programs that were
accessed. The underlying assumption is that entrepreneurs do not start businesses
because PSA economic development services are available; rather programs are
accessed and used as a result of existing entrepreneurs’ efforts at start-up activities.
The prior start-up (.448) variable, conceptually aligned with entrepreneurial
competence, has medium loadings on economic development, as well as business
expertise and market connections, indicating a diffused, but noteworthy, effect over
three components. An interpretation of prior experience on economic development
may reflect that the entrepreneur is aware of and may have accessed economic
development programs. Alternatively, by encouraging an entrepreneurial initiative
through PSA promotion of serial entrepreneurs’ success, and their activities as
mentors, local economic development environment may stimulate new venture
formation. Table 24 summarizes the named components and the percentage of
variance explained by the sums of squared loadings after varimax rotation:

Table 24. Total Variance Explained by Principal Components.
Factor (component)
Business expertise
Growth drivers
Opportunity stimulants
Market connectors
Team strength
Targeted industry
PSA funds access
PSA advice
Firm age
PSA infrastructure

% variation explained
11.582
9.743
9.255
8.639
8.063
7.985
6.064
4.968
4.887
4.793

% cumulative variance
11.582
21.325
30.580
39.219
47.282
55.268
61.332
66.300
71.177
75.970

Factor Scores: Inputs to Multiple Regressions
In order to establish coefficients for the ten extracted ten principal components,
the factor scores are transformed into a coefficient matrix by utilizing a convention
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within the SPSS software that computes rotated solution factor loadings into
coefficient scores for each of the sixty-two cases, which then become the input data
for the multiple regression analysis (George and Mallery, 2000). Factor scores are the
sixty-two entrepreneurs’ individual scores on the underlying dimension (components
one through ten). They represent estimates of the scores the entrepreneurs would have
received if it were possible to measure the constructs directly. Factor scores are often
useful as independent variables in subsequent analysis, in this case the employment of
multiple regression analysis to determine the predictive factors on firm performance.
This conversion procedure, now written into the SPSS software, was traditionally
accomplished using the BMDP software package and file transfers (Stevens, 1986)
and utilized generated factor scores as input to multiple regression analysis for
purposes of predicting which sets of variables are “important” from the standpoint of
performance prediction.
Multiple Regression Analysis: Predictors of Firm Performance
Multiple regression was used to examine the effects of the entrepreneurial
related factors of business expertise, growth drivers, opportunity stimulants, market
connectors, firm age, and public support related factors of, PSA funds access, PSA
advice, PSA infrastructure and targeted industry on firm performance. The
independent variables are the ten principal component factors identified in Table 22
and the dependent variable is firm performance as identified in Table 23. The
component score coefficients for the ten factors assigned to the sixty-two
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entrepreneurial cases along with corresponding sales values (dependent variable) are
detailed in Appendix A.
This study is striving to understand—and predict—the phenomena involved in
firm performance, from thirty variables to ten factors that permit the complexity of the
new firm formation to be investigated. The multiple regression equation stipulates that
the predicted value of Y (sales) is a linear combination of an intercept constant, plus
the predictor variables (factors) that are weighted by regression coefficients.
Regression analysis yields best-fitting values of the a intercept and b coefficients,
using the least squares criterion that the squared error terms (the differences between
Y and Y') are at a minimum. In the multiple regression equation there is a regression
coefficient (b weight) associated with each predictor variable (factor). These
coefficients are the optimal linear estimates of the dependent variable when used in
combination with the specified other independent variables and are, as such, the
weights associated with a given independent variable when the other predictors are in
the equation. If predictor variables are added to or removed from the regression
equation, the b coefficients would change. The regression coefficients do not
incorporate differences in the units of measure, so the b weights in the regression
equation cannot directly be compared. To address this issue, the values of the b are
converted to z scores that are weighted by standardized regression coefficients, and
referred to as p (beta weights).
There are several strategies for selecting and entering independent variables
(factors) in regression equations. As this is an exploratory study, the use of stepwise
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regression is chosen to permit the independent variables to be entered on a statistical
basis. The basic stepwise model involves successive steps in which the predictors are
entered in the order in which the increment to R (correlation coefficient) is greatest.
Due to the complexity of the intercorrelations, the variance explained by certain
predictor’s changes when new variables enter the equation. When a previously
qualified variable loses its predictive validity as another variable is entered, the
stepwise method removes the weakened variable (George and Mallery, 2000). The
analysis proceeds as long as there are predictors that can contribute significantly to R.
When there are no more independent variables (factors) that can yield a significant
increment to R, the analysis stops. Stepwise regression procedures are controversial
because there is no underlying theoretical rationale to the entry or inclusion of the
variables in the equation. Therefore, stepwise regression is best suited to exploratory
work (Polit, 1996).
A problem known as multicollinearity can occur in multiple regression
analysis when the independent variables are too highly intercorrelated (.85 or higher).
The inclusion of two highly intercorrelated variables raises the critical value of F
required to reject the null hypothesis, because each additional predictor lowers the
degrees of freedom. When the factor analysis technique is used in combination with
multiple regression, orthogonal rotation (varimax) occurs, which results in factors that
are uncorrelated with each other; thus multicollinearity is structurally avoided. Since
the new predictors are uncorrelated, the analysis can discuss the unique contribution of
each predictor in accounting for the variance in y, as there is an unambiguous
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interpretation of the importance of each predictor (Stevens, 1986).
The ratio of predictors to cases as a result of the sample size of sixty-two
entrepreneurs is addressed in Tabachnick and Fidell (1989), who suggest that the
minimum is requirement is five times more cases than predictors, Through the use of
factor analysis, the variables have been reduced to ten, permitting a ratio of 6.2 times
more cases than predictors. Comrey (1973) suggests that a procedure, known as a
power analysis, can be conducted to estimate sample size requirements to reduce the
risk of committing a Type II error (i.e., a conclusion that no relationship exists when
in fact it does). A power analysis utilizing a R 2 value of .330 and y value of .49 (effect
size) for sixty-two cases produced an L tabled value of 24.99 for ten predictors (a =
.05) and power level of .95, which effectively reduces the risk of a type II error to five
percent.
Multiple Regression Results: Four Predictors
Research seeking to build models to explain new firm performance has often
reported large amounts of unexplained variance (Cooper, 1993; Cooper et al., 1994).
Unfortunately there is no standard format for the tabular presentation of regression
results, in part because regression is widely used to address many different questions,
but also because of the absence of widely accepted guidelines. The basic information
for a stepwise regression for sixty-two cases (n=62) includes the listing of the
independent variables in order of entry (predictors) and dependent variable (sales),
followed by a model summary, F values and significance, unstandardized (b) and
standardized coefficients (P) with significance, and the regression equations. The
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independent variables entered in order of entry are: (1) business expertise, (2) growth
drivers, (3) opportunity stimulants, (4) market connections, (5) team strength, (6)
target industry, (7) PSA funds access, (8) PSA advice, (9) firm age, and (10) PSA
infrastructure. The probability (p) to enter value is set at .050 and the probability to
remove value is set at .100.

Table 25. Regression Model Summary for Dependent Variable
(Sales).
Mode
1
2
3
4
a.
b.
c.
d.

Change Statistics
F Change
df 1
df2
1
60
12.32
1
59
4.321
58
4.304
1
57
4.267
1

Sig F Chg
R value
R2
Adjusted R2 R2 Change
.001
.170
.413a
.170
.157
.057
.042
.201
,476b
.227
.042
.053
.280
.243
.529°
.043
.050
.575“
.330
.284
Predictors (Constant), business expertise
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, firm age
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, firm age, growth drivers

Table 26. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).
Mean Square
F-value
Sum of
Degrees of
Sig
Squares
Freedom
7212596361.5
.oor
1
12.320
7.2E+009
1 Regression
585429902.76
3.5E+010
60
Residual
4.2E+010
61
Total
,001b
4804772018.5
8.662
9.6E+009
2
2 Regression
554726181.19
Residual
3.3E+010
59
4.2E+010
61
Total
.000°
3956768702.6
7.532
3 Regression
3
1.2E+010
525311800.34
Residual
3.0E+010
58
4.2E+010
61
Total
3498054453.3
7.034
,000d
4
1.4E+010
4 Regression
497301275.69
Residual
2.8E+010
57
61
Total
4.2E+010
a. Predictors (Constant), business expertise
b. Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants
c. Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, firm age
d. Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, firm age, growth drivers
e. Dependent variable: Sales values

Model
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Contribution of Predictive Factors to Firm Performance
As shown in Table 25, the predictor variables as a group performed a credible
job of explaining variation in the dependent variable (firm performance). The Rsquare value, the coefficient of determination, is an indication of how well the model
fits the data in this exploratory study. In model four, the overall R2value identifies
thirty-three percent of the original variability accounted for by the four independent
variables (business expertise, opportunity stimulants, firm age, growth drivers factors),
which is considered high for empirical data. An analysis of variance (ANOVA),
depicted in Table 26, established that all four regression models were significant at p
<.001 and each of the predictors, when added, improved the prediction of the model as
per the F Change significance (<.005). To address the question as to the reliability of
the independent variables to predict the dependent variable (firm performance), the Fvalue (variance explained divided by variance unexplained), as shown in Table 26,
indicates a value of 7.034 for model 4. The significance level ofp=.000 denotes a
statistical significant relationship.
Model 1 (Table 27) shows that business expertise (R2= .170), the principal
predictor (F change = 12.320), accounts for more than 51 percent of the explained
variance of firm performance (sales), and, as such, supports those researchers (Herron
and Robinson, 1993; Cooper et al., 1994; Eisenhardt and Schoonhoven, 1990; Ensley
et al., 2000) and venture capital practitioners (Timmons and Spinelli, 2004) who focus
on the quality of the lead entrepreneur and the founding team as being of primary
importance in influencing firm performance. In a stepwise regression, the first variable
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(business expertise) is entered first because its statistical increment to R is the greatest.
Existing research that explores the venture creation process has assumed a linear,
unitary process model that begins with the recognition of a business opportunity and
culminates with first sales and first hires. The linear model implies that an additive
combination of events will lead to the creation of a new firm (Reynolds and Miller,
1992; Carter et al., 1995). However, entrepreneurial competence, represented by the
business expertise factor, appears to support the findings of Cooper, Gimeno-Gascon
and Woo (1994) that suggest that general human capital influenced both firm survival
and growth, and that management know-how variables had a more limited impact.
An examination of the high factor loadings of the variables underlying PC 1
(Table 22), which comprise the business expertise predictor (F Change significance
<.001), reveals that opportunity recognition, management experience, business skills
and prior start-up experience are characteristics of founding entrepreneurs which
appear to influence firm performance.

Table 27. Model 1 Business Expertise Predictor.
Model Predictor

Underlying variable

Conceptual Model Component

1

Opportunity recognition

Entrepreneurial Competence

Business skills

Entrepreneurial Competence

Prior start-up experience

Entrepreneurial Competence

Management experience

Team

Business

Opportunity recognition (stimulated by the entrepreneur’s awareness of unmet
customer needs in the market), business skills (comprised of strategic, financial and
enterprise-wide general management skills) and prior start-up experience (serial lead
entrepreneur-founder role) are indicators of the conceptual model’s entrepreneurial
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competence component. Management experience (experiential combination of
marketing and operations functions with technical management) is an indicator of the
conceptual model’s founding team component. While the distinction in roles between
the lead entrepreneur and the founding team was ascertained during the variable
coding process to separately examine their respective influence on firm performance,
the predominance of the lead entrepreneur’s abilities and contribution is clearly
boosted by the functional management experience of the founding team in determining
of business expertise principal predictor of firm performance.
The Model 2 regression, shown in Table 28, adds opportunity stimulants (R
Square Change = .057) as the second predictor (F Change significance < .050) to
business expertise to increase the R Square value to 22.7 per cent of the explained
variance of firm performance (sales). Timmons and Spinelli (2004) focus on the
opportunity as being of primary importance in influencing firm formation and
performance. The variables underlying the opportunity stimulants predictor in Model 2
are composed of incubator, market potential, startup phase funds, PSA network and
private advisors (Table 22, component 3) and relate to early stage entrepreneurial
activities during the pre-trading commencement phase.

Table 28. Model 2 Opportunity Stimulant Predictor.
Model Additional Predictor

Underlying variables

Conceptual Model Component

2

Incubator

Opportunity

Market potential

Opportunity

Start-up funds

Resource

PSA network

Entrepreneurial Competence

Private advisors

Team

Opportunity stimulants
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Incubator (start-up from prior employer or entrepreneurs’ hobby) and market
potential (estimated market size to be greater than $50 million) are included from the
opportunity component of the conceptual model, but they are inherent within the
opportunity recognition process of the Bhave (1994) model. Prerequisites for
successful opportunity discovery are a combination of entrepreneurial awareness,
access to extended social networks and prior knowledge of markets and customer
problems. Incubation activities take advantage of prior knowledge of markets and
technology and are consistent with models developed by Shane (2000) and Ardichvili
and Cardozo (2000). Start-up phase funds, within the resource component of the
conceptual model, involves acquiring early stage resources using the entrepreneur’s
extended social network, which can include contacts within the PSA network, within
the entrepreneurial competence component and contacts with private advisors, within
the team component of the conceptual model. With regard to incubation, start-up
funds and PSA network, Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program
research indicates that a significant number of technology-based firms would not have
been started without SBIR funding (Audretsch, 2003). Incubation, start-up funds
acquisition and market potential assessment and use of external advisors are all
consistent with the start-up and new firm phases model utilized by Reynolds, Bygrave
and Autio (2004).
The Model 3 regression, shown in Table 29, adds firm age (R Square Change
= .053) as the third predictor (F Change significance < .050) to business expertise and
opportunity stimulants to increase the R Square value to 28 per cent of the explained
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variance of firm performance (sales). In examining the high factor loading scores
(Table 22) for firm age (component 9), the firm age variable is matched within the
context component o f the conceptual model

Table 29. Model 3 Firm Age Predictor.

___________________

Model Added Predictor

Underlying variable

Conceptual Model Component

3

Firm age

Context

Firm age

Firm age is measured from the new firm’s birthdate, established as first sale
(Reynolds, 1987; Reynolds and Miller, 1992), and defines the starting point for
measurement of growth in sales revenue from the firm’s founding until sales revenue
measurement in 1997, which is methodologically consistent with Eisenhardt and
Schoonhoven (1990), Dunne and Hughes (1994), Mohan-Neill (1995), Murphy et al.
(1996) and Barkham, et al. (1996). The extent to which firm performance, as measured
by sales, is reflected in another dimension, the age of the firm, has been consistently
applied in empirical studies (Hoy et al., 1992; Chandler and Hanks, 1993; Wiklund,
1999). With regard to sales values and firm performance, firm age acts more like
control factor rather than a predictive factor in that it mediates the comparison of firms
that have differing start-up birthdates. Firm age is also an important indicator in new
firm failure analysis as over 20 percent of new ventures fail within one year and 66 per
cent fail within six years (Zacharakis et al., 1999: Timmons (1999). The Model 4
regression adds growth drivers (R Square Change = .050) as the fourth predictor (F
Change significance < .050) to business expertise, opportunity stimulants and firm age
to increase the R Square value to 33 per cent of the explained variance of firm
performance (sales). The variables underlying the growth drivers’ predictor in Model
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4 of market acceptance, private network funds, new firm phase funds and growth style
(Table 22, PC 2) relate to later stage entrepreneurial activities during the post-trading
commencement phase.

Table 30. Model 4 Growth Driver Predictor.
Model Additional Predictor

Underlying variables

Conceptual Model Component

4

Market acceptance

Opportunity

Private sector funds

Resources

New firm phase funds

Resources

Growth style

Entrepreneurial competence

Growth drivers

Market acceptance or market demand, the rate at which the market is adopting
the new firm’s product or service, is a key ingredient in measuring an opportunity.
High market acceptance represents a firm growth rate of more than 20 per cent
annually and, when paired with a market potential of greater than $50 million,
signifies a high performance firm. Market entry behaviors mirror and are driven by the
entrepreneur’s growth style orientation and market acceptance. Although poor external
market conditions (slow market growth, low market acceptance, small market
potential) are thought to impede firm performance, internal resource constraints
(capitalization and financing) are equivalently considered a limitation of firm
performance (Zacharakis et al., 1999). The influence of high market acceptance as an
external market condition and the availability of private sector funds and new-firm
phase financial resources relative to firm performance are validated in the firm
formation model utilized by Reynolds, Bygrave and Autio (2004) for assessing total
entrepreneurial activity.
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Although the innovation variable did not meet the high factor loading threshold
of .500, it is important to recognize its influence on market acceptance, especially of
technology-based ventures. Early adopters of products innovated by the firm and new
to the industry are fewer and their penetration rate slower than imitative or moderately
novel products (Moore, 1991). Entrepreneurial firms focusing on disruptive
technologies and discontinuous innovations take much longer to achieve market
acceptance and revenue generation (Christensen, 1997).
Regression Equation for Novel Firm Performance Model
In addition to their relative stability, unstandardized coefficients (b's) are
translatable and useful for guiding policy decisions, although their interpretation is not
free of problems (Pedhazur, 1997). The sizes of the b's depend on the units in which
the predictor variables are measured. Factor scores are produced by the factor loadings
of the principal component analysis and are transformed into the principal component
(PC) coefficients for the multiple regression analysis. Since the predictor coefficients
are uncorrelated and utilized as independent variables (Appendix A) in the multiple
regression analysis, the b values appear to be indexed based on measurement values
associated with the original underlying variables, thus mitigating the unit change
argument so often associated with the interpretation of b values. Yet the meaning of a
unit change on many scales used in social science is substantively unknown or
ambiguous (Pedhazur, 1997). The units of measurement for the underlying original
categorical variables are noted in Table 7. The major argument in favor of the P’s is
that they can be used to determine the relative importance of the predictor variables in
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Table 31, as their size is affected by the variances and co-variances of the independent
variables in the study. Considering the complexity of the phenomena within an
entrepreneurial study and the relatively primitive categorical measurement tools
developed for coding variables from the entrepreneur’s narrative, Pedhazur’s (1997)
advice portends that there is no substitute for clear thinking and applicable theory in
interpretation. With this in mind, an attempt to interpret both (b and (3) coefficients
will be undertaken.

Table 31. Predictor Coefficients.
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

B

Standard Error

Standardized
Coefficient
Beta

Significance

13228.003

3072.852

10873.789

3097.937

2 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity stimulants

13228.003

2991.186

10873.789

3015.605

.413

.001

6268.513

3015.605

.238

.042

3 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity stimulants
REGR factor score
Firm age

13228.003

2910.802

10873.789

2934.565

.413

.000

6268.513

2934.565

.238

.037

6087.828

2934.565

.231

.042

4 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity stimulants
REGR factor score
Firm age
REGR factor score
Growth drivers

13228.003

2910.802

10873.789

2934.565

.413

.000

6268.513

2934.565

.238

.037

6087.828

2934.565

.231

.042

5897.918

2855.255

.224

.043

1 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise

.000
.413

.001
.000

.000

.000
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The regression equation for firm performance predictors using the unstandardized (b)
coefficients from Model 4 reads as follows:
Firm Performance (Sales) = 13228 + 10873 (business expertise) + 6268
(opportunity stimulants) + 6087 (firm age) + 5897 (growth drivers) + e.
The ANOVA results (Table 26) show that the regression model is significance
(a = 001) with an R2 equal to .330. All of the predictor b coefficients in Table 31are
deemed significant at a = .05.
Interpreting the impact of the initial predictor would mean, holding the other
three predictors constant, that a change in a unit of the business expertise predictor
represents a change of $10,873 in sales as described in Table 32 below. The relative
impacts o f the additional three predictors are similar in that a change in a unit of
opportunity stimulants, firm age and growth drivers represents a change in sales values
of $6,268, $6,087, and $5897 respectively. The impact of business expertise may be
seen in the relationship to the other three predictors by examining the P coefficients
(standardized z scores of the independent variables) of the regression equation:
Firm Performance (Sales) = .413 (business expertise) + .238 (opportunity stimulants)
+.231 (firm age) + .224 (growth drivers) + e .
Within the model, the marginal impacts of opportunity stimulants, firm age and
growth drivers are similar, while the marginal impact of business expertise is
considerably greater as demonstrated from Table 30.

Table 32. Predictor Coefficient Range and Standard Deviation.
Predictor

Minimum

Maximum

Range

Mean

Business expertise
Growth drivers
Opportunity
Firm age
Sales Values

-2.195
- 3.284
- 1.524
- 2.384
1.0

1.931
1.841
2.557
2.323
142000

4.126
5.126
4.082
4.708
141999

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
13228

Standard.
Deviation
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
26345

b
Coefficient
10873
5897
6268
6087

Unit
of 3
2635
1150
1536
1295
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To examine the impact of the four predictors using the standardized p
coefficients, the range of the P is determined from the descriptive statistics procedure
for each predictor. The respective b coefficients are then divided by the range for each
predictor to yield the change in sales values for one unit of the P coefficient. The order
and relative impact of each predictor are business expertise (1.000), opportunity
stimulants (.583), firm age (.491) and growth drivers (.436).
O f the remaining six component variables, two are unrelated to PSA programs
(team strength and market connections) and four are related to PSA programs
(targeted industry, PSA funds access, PSA infrastructure and PSA advice). To assess
their contribution, the unstandardized (b) and standardized (P) coefficients and
significance of the component variables, excluded in the regression stepwise analysis,
are examined:

Table 33. Coefficients for Excluded Variables.
Factor/Component Variable
5 REGR factor score
Team strength
6 REGR factor score
Market connections
7 REGR factor score
Targeted industry
8 REGR factor score
PSA funds access
9 REGR factor score
PSA infrastructure
10 REGR factor score
PSA advice

Unstandardized
Coefficient
B

Standardized
Coefficient
Beta

t score

Significance

1288.492

.049

.435

.666

243.451

-.009

.082

.935

-863.311

-.033

-.291

.772

- 1364.179

-.052

-.460

.647

- 1803.111

-.068

- 1.016

.546

-3012.331

-.114

-.608

.314

The excluded component variables 5 and 6, team strength and market
connection, each have positive b coefficients and slopes, indicating a positive change
in sales values represented by each component variable; however, neither variable is

considered significant as a predictor. Although the four PSA program related
components were not among the statistically significant predictors of firm
performance, an additional multiple regression analysis is conducted to search for
evidence for a PSA effect on new firm performance.
Hierarchical Regression: to Corroborate Contribution of PSA Factors
Multiple regression was used to examine the effects of PSA component
variables (targeted industry, PSA funds access, PSA infrastructure and PSA advice) on
firm performance. Several analytic strategies for entering independent variables into
regression equations are available as previously discussed. In the earlier regression
analysis, the stepwise method was utilized as the purpose was to discover statistically
significant predictors of firm formation—essentially an exploratory study. In this
regression model, evidence of contributions by PSA-related factors is sought.
Therefore, a hierarchical regression strategy is employed, wherein the independent
variables are entered into the model in a series of steps, and the order of entry is
controlled by the researcher as this purpose is to examine the effect of the PSA related
variables after the effect of the previously determined significant predictors (business
expertise, opportunity stimulants, growth drivers and firm age). Although firm age is
considered a predictor of sales values in firm performance and a differentiator in the
stages o f firm formation, age is more of a control variable than an explanatory variable
when evaluating start-ups of differing ages. Firm age is thus omitted in the model.
The basic information for a hierarchical regression for sixty-two cases (n=62)
includes the listing of the independent variables in order of entry (predictors) and
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dependent variable (sales), followed by a model summary, F values and significance,
unstandardized (b) and standardized coefficients (p) with significance, and the
regression equations. The independent variables entered in order of entry are the three
previously determined significant predictors: (1) business expertise, (2) growth
drivers, (3) opportunity stimulants as a block; these are followed in sequential entry by
the four PSA program related variables: (6) target industry, (7) PSA funds access, (8)
PSA advice, and (10) PSA infrastructure, using the SPSS enter method.

Table 34. Hierarchical Regression Model Summary for Dependent
Variable (Sales). ________ ________________________________
Mod
1
2
3
4
5
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Change Statistics
F Change
Sig F Change
df 2
R2
Adjusted R2 R2 Change df 1
R value
3
7.410
.000
.277
58
,526a
.277
.240
.772
1
.085
.001
57
,527b
.278
.228
1
.209
.649
.003
56
.530°
.281
.217
1
1.018
.317
.542“
.294
.217
.013
55
1
.005
54
.361
.551
.299
.208
.546e
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, growth drivers
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, growth drivers, target industry
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants, growth drivers, target industry,
PSA funds access
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants,growth drivers, target industry,
PSA funds access, PSA advice
Predictors (Constant), business expertise, opportunity stimulants,growth drivers, target industry,
PSA funds access, PSA advice, PSA infrastructure

PSA Program Variables: Not Statistically Significant
As shown in Table 35, below, the predictive variables, (business expertise,
opportunity stimulants and growth drivers) as a block performed as expected,
•y

explaining variation in the dependent variable, firm performance. The R value,
coefficient of determination, for model one (three predictive factors) accounts for
twenty-seven percent of the original variability, with a significance level of p=.000.
To address the reliability of the predictive factors to predict the dependent variable,
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firm performance, the F-value indicates a value of 7.410 for model one, and a
significant statistical relationship.
In models two through five, an additional PSA program factor was entered to
the equation for each model, beginning with targeted industry, followed by PSA funds
access, PSA advice and PSA infrastructure. The R2 change and F-Change values are
minimal, and do not indicate a statistically significant relationship. The results do not
provide any evidence to substantiate a predictive effect on firm performance by PSA
programmatic factors. An examination of standardized and unstandardized regression
coefficients for models two through five of the PSA program related factors follows:

Table 35. PSA Factor Coefficients.
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model

B

Standard Error

Standardized
Coefficient
Beta

Significance

2 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity stimulants
REGR factor score
Growth drivers
REGR factor score
Target industry

13228.003

2940.721

.000

10873.789

2964.727

.413

.001

5897.918

2964.727

.224

.051

6268.513

2964.727

.224

.039

-863.311

2964.727

-.033

.772

3 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity stimulants
REGR factor score
Growth drivers
REGR factor score
Target industry
REGR factor score
PSA funds access

13228.003

2961.346

10873.789

2985.521

.413

.001

5897.918

2985.521

.224

.053

6268.513

2985.521

.238

.040

-863.311

2985.521

-.033

.774

- .1364.179

2985.521

-.052

.649

.000
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Table 35. PSA Factor Coefficients, con’t.
Unstandardized Coefficients
Model
4 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity
stimulants
REGR factor score
Growth drivers
REGR factor score
Target industry
REGR factor score
PSA funds access
REGR factor score
PSA advice
5 (Constant)
REGR factor score
Business expertise
REGR factor score
Opportunity
stimulants
REGR factor score
Growth drivers
REGR factor score
Target industry
REGR factor score
PSA funds access
REGR factor score
PSA advice
REGR factor score
PSA advice

B

Standard Error

Standardized
Coefficient
Beta

Significance
.000

13228.003

2960.860

10873.789

2985.031

.413

.001

5897.918

2985.031

.224

.053

6268.513

2985.031

.238

.040

- 863.311

2985.031

-.033

.774

-.1364.179

2985.031

-.052

.649

-3012.331

2985.031

-.114

.317

13228.003

2978.222

10873.789

3002.534

.413

.001

5897.918

3002.534

.224

.055

6268.513

3002.534

.238

.042

-863.311

3002.534

-.033

.775

- .1364.179

3002.534

-.052

.651

-3012.331

3002.534

-.114

.320

- 1803.111

3002.534

-.068

.551

.000

The examination of standardized and unstandardized coefficients of the four
PSA program factors (Models two through five) in Table 22 indicate negative values
for the b and (3 coefficients and negative slopes. In this predictive construct, the
negative coefficient values of the PSA programmatic factors, coupled with the lack of
statistical significance, suggests no inferential relationship is established for the
contributions of target industry, PSA funds access, PSA advice and PSA infrastructure
to firm performance. The intent of the hierarchical regression analysis of the four PSA
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programmatic factors is to exhaust the possibilities, collectively and separately, for
determining predictive levels of contribution. These results are consistent with the
results established from the examination of the excluded variables’ coefficients (Table
25) from the earlier stepwise regression model.

Table 36. Linking PSA Regression Components and Variables with
PSA Programs
Conceptual Model
Component
Context

PSA Regression
Factor
No.
Targeted industry 6

Underlying PSA Variable

PSA Programs

PSA key industries

OECDD

PSA funds access 7

PSA funding

Resources

PSA infrastructure 8

PSA economic development

PDC, OECDD,
ORTDF, SBA, SBIR
PDC, OECDD

PSA advice

10

PSA info

O M B I,, SBA, SBDC

Resources

PSA advice

10

PSA external advisors

OMBI, SCORE

Resources

Context

Legend Public Support Agency
PDC
Portland Development Commission and local government agencies
OECDD Oregon Community and Economic Development Department
ORTDF Oregon Research Technology Development Fund
OMBI Oregon Business Marketing Initiative
SBA
U. S. Small Business Administration
SBIR Small Business Investment Research
SBDC Small Business Development Center
SCORE Service Corps o f Retired Executives

A review of the underlying PSA variables linked to their respective nonpredictive PSA regression components confirms that the PSA programs listed above
have not significantly contributed to the performance of the new firms in this study. It
is noteworthy, however, that one underlying public support agency variable, PSA
network, in combination with incubation, market potential, private external advisors
and start-up phase funds, did load on to a significant predictor, opportunity stimulants.
A rationale for the presence of the PSA network variable is that a proactive outreach
activity, such as a topical seminar event conducted by a boundary-spanning PSA
program staff professional, makes contact with an entrepreneur seeking start-up
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related services. These network activities occur when the PSA program employs
independent consultants or contractors who have developed credibility and
professional experience directly related to the needs of entrepreneurs and startup
firms.
A further examination of the interactions of PSA programs with individual
entrepreneurs representing the four entrepreneurial typologies will follow in the
qualitative case analysis section.
Assessing Regression Residual Statistics
At the margins, residuals of categorical coding are subject to measurement of
an element of randomness inherent in the firm formation process as demonstrated
through errors of serendipity, irregularity or inconsistency in the chance-dominated
model (Alchian, 1950). Regression residuals of the stepwise performance predictor
model (Table 31) and PSA factor hierarchical model (Table 32) were examined to
ensure that there were no serious violations of the regression assumptions.
Standardized residuals were plotted against the regression standardized predicted
values to check for linearity and equality of variances. Standardized residuals were
randomly distributed. Studentized residuals approximate a normal distribution with
means of .000 and .001, and variances of 1.000 and .998 when residual degrees of
freedom (n - k - 1) for this model, which is considered large, are at fifty-one and fiftyfour, respectively. To check for unduly influential cases, Mahalanobis distance was
calculated with centered leverage values and Cook’s distance (less than 1.0) were
found to fall within prescribed parameters.
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In considering the influence of outliers, this research data contains sales values
provided by the entrepreneurs that were subsequently validated through firm
documentation, therefore reducing the likelihood of an observational error. Outliers
can reduce the efficiency and the overall fit of the model by increasing the standard
error of a parameter, repressing R-squared, or lowering the likelihood ratio, but they
don’t change the residual estimates. Influential cases, in contrast, can dramatically
change estimates. Thus leverage values are important criteria to be met within
prescribed residual statistics norms.

Table 37. Model 4 Performance Predictor Stepwise Regression
Residual Statistics.
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Deviation

N

-15385.78

42432.11

13228.00

15145.317

62

Standard Predicted Value

-1.889

1.928

.000

1.000

62

Standard Error of
Predicted Value
Adjusted Predicted Value

3681.340

10925.374

6129.554

1604.695

62

-16989.62

43303.44

13240.77

15263.298

62

Residual

-26343.465

104399.25

.000

21556.701

62

-1.181

4.726

.000

.967

62

Predicted Value

Standard Residual

-1.208

4.881

.000

1.000

62

-27561.586

112401.10

-12.763

23095.138

62

-1.213

6.341

.035

1.168

62

Mahalanobis Distance

.678

13.658

3.935

2.753

62

Cook’s Distance

.000

.317

.014

.050

62

Centered Leverage Value

.011

.224

.065

.045

62

1.0

142000

13228

26345

62

Studentized Residual
Deleted Residual
Studentized Deleted Residual

Sales Values (in 000s)

Table 38. Model 5 PSA Factor Hierarchical Regression Residuals
Statistics.
Predicted Value

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

-10445.40

42388.85

13228.00

Std.
Deviation
14396.201

N
62

Standard Predicted Value

-1.644

2.026

.000

1.000

62

Standard Error of
Predicted Value
Adjusted Predicted Value

3871.091

14559.349

8213.418

1885.614

62

-17030.61

40898.91

13188.67

15051.509

62

-31329.434

106539.41

.000

22064.029

62

Standard Residual

-1.336

4.543

.000

.941

62

Studentized Residual

-1.406

4.720

.001

.998

62

-34702.844

115014.43

39.329

24843.045

62

-1.419

6.102

.031

1.141

62

Mahalanobis Distance

.678

22.529

6.887

3.765

62

Cook’s Distance

.000

.256

.016

.043

62

Centered Leverage Value

.011

.369

.113

.062

62

142000

13228

26345

62

Residual

Deleted Residual
Studentized Deleted Residual

Sales Values (in 000s)

1.0

These results consider a key issue in empirical research is identifying the
direction of simultaneity in the relationship between independent and the dependent
variable. In contemplating these results, the possibility of a simultaneity issue with
regard to an underlying independent variable, e.g. market acceptance or factor
predictors and the relationship with sales performance, the dependent variable needs to
be addressed. Such a relationship can be tested for simultaneity by employing a
Hausman Test, which examines whether certain excluded variables are correlated with
the dependent variable. However, because of the orthogonal rotation utilized in the
development of the factor scores, by design there can be no simultaneity between sales
performance and the factor scores from a technical standpoint. The independent
variable, market acceptance, is embedded in PC2, growth drivers, and is uncorrelated
with all other independent variables within the predictive factors as per the orthogonal
rotation.
Having conducted multivariate quantitative analysis to determine the factor
predictors of firm performance and to test for the presence of contributions by PSA
programs to firm performance, in the next section this research will compare the
model resulting from the empirical analysis (performance predictor model) with the
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conceptual model. Specifically, the chapter shall examine in what ways the results of
the performance predictor model compare with one or more of the five referent models
that underlie the conceptual model, and in what ways is the performance predictor
model distinguishable from them. Secondly, an appraisal of the influence of PSA
programs on new firm formation and firm survival will be illustrated using the central
entrepreneurial case from each of the four cluster groups.
The Empirical Model: New Measures of Firm Performance
As defined by Carton, Hofer and Meeks (1998) entrepreneurship is the pursuit
of a discontinuous opportunity involving the creation of a new organization with the
expectation of value creation to the participants. The literature tells us that
entrepreneur is the individual or team that identifies the opportunity, acquires the
necessary resources, creates and is ultimately responsible for the performance of the
new organization. This definition clearly favors the behavioral school relative to
entrepreneurial activities; although this study has also taken into account the traits and
characteristics of the entrepreneur relative to the propensity to act. Carton et al. (1998)
utilize an entrepreneurial paradigm which distinguishes the dimensions of new venture
formation from new venture performance. The conceptual model developed for and
introduced earlier in this study provides a model that reflects the new venture
formation process and sets forth five components on which a firm performance model
is constructed.
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C o n c e p tu a l F ir m P e r fo r m a n c e M o d e l

Opportunity

Firm
Performance
(Sales)

Resources

Entrepreneur
Competence

Team

Context

Figure 8. New Conceptual Firm Performance Model.

The model suggests that there is a linear relationship between opportunity, resources,
entrepreneurial competence, founding team and local context and firm performance.
Subsequently, thirty variables were developed, including several variables
representing PSA programs, which were reduced to ten principal components through
factor analysis. The effects of the factors (business expertise, growth drivers,
opportunity stimulants, market connectors, firm age, and PSA related factors of PSA
funds access, PSA advice, PSA infrastructure and targeted industry) on firm
performance were examined using multiple regression analysis. The result of the
regressions produced a firm performance predictor model as illustrated below.
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N e w F ir m P e r fo r m a n c e P r e d ic to r

Business
expertise

Firm
Performance
(Sales)
Opportunity
stimulants

Growth
drivers

Firm age

Figure 9. New Firm Performance Predictor Model.
The model resulting from the empirical analysis, the firm performance predictor
model (predictor model) will be compared with the conceptual firm performance
model (conceptual model) as developed in an earlier chapter. Specifically, I will
examine in what ways the results of the performance predictor model compare with
one or more of the five referent models that underlie the conceptual model, and in
what ways is the performance predictor model distinguishable from them.
This study seeks to contribute to the growing literature on predictors of new
firm performance. First, the empirical model developed in this study achieved a level
o f acceptable predictive power based on conditions observable and in dialog with the
entrepreneur at the start-up stage. Second, many studies in the population ecology
tradition have related survival to age and size of the venture (Cooper et al., 1994).
However, this study examined a sample of new ventures that were relatively
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adolescent and developing and, as such, focused on the identification of determinants
o f performance. The intent was to shed light on factors which have not received
attention in population ecology studies, but factors which help determine differences
in the performance among firms that have access to public support agency programs, a
limitation on this study. Further, the data set provided in this study by the
entrepreneurs has limited measurement of firm performance to the use of categorical
variables and sales values. The essence of entrepreneurship involves responsibility for
uncertainty—facing immeasurable and unquantifiable risks rather than betting on
situations where the probabilities have been well established by many prior trials
(Bhide, 2000). In entrepreneurship and new firm formation, there is a prediction to
chance and luck, as the founding activities of the entrepreneurs are to some degree
shaped by the occurrence of the unexpected, non-recurring or otherwise termed
random events (Hannan and Freeman, 1984). The success and survival of new
ventures, relative to more established organizations, are even more significantly
dominated by these events. Therefore, the large portion of unexplained variance
generated in entrepreneurial research and in this study indicates that these events
considerably limit the ability to predict the venturing process. Finally, random events
can remove completely the entrepreneurial opportunity or alter significantly the shape
of revenue stream or the availability of resources as defined by its size, timing and
duration. Moreover, the lack of predictive power of static models must be recognized.
The solution is not merely a longitudinal approach to data collection (Cooper et al.,
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1994). With this in mind, a comparison of the conceptual and predictive firm
performance models is undertaken.
For empirical relationships to be interesting and meaningful they should meet
certain criteria according to Dahlquist, Davidsson and Wiklund (2000), in a study of
new venture performance. First, empirical models are of more value if they are causal
in nature. In addition to providing theoretical bases (referent models) for causal
interpretation, this study developed a data set that also provides an opportunity for
cross-sectional analysis. Secondly, empirical relationships command more interest if a
strong case can be made that they are generalizable. In order to achieve this, our
analysis has been performed on a diverse, representative sample with very high
response participation. In addition, the analysis has been developed as a theory-driven
extension rather than an odyssey searching for statistically significant associations of
any kind. A third requirement for empirical relationships to be of value is that they are
given a conceptually adequate interpretation. While designing the categorical variables
based on relevant definitions in the entrepreneurship literature, the limitations of the
study lie mainly in the operationalizing of some of the investigated constructs, such as
market acceptance, market potential, industry connections and opportunity
recognition, where the entrepreneurial experience of the researcher also informs the
variables’ construction. This study shares with many of its predecessors the experience
of arriving at useful predictive models for new venture performance is a difficult task
(Cooper et al., 1994; Birley and Westhead, 1993). With due consideration for
uncertainty discussed above concerning some of the operationalization of categorical
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variables, the researcher would assert that the study has done what it was set out to
do—develop an empirical model, establish factors for predicting new firm
performance, and assess the contributions of public support programs based on the
model.
The development of an empirical model began with establishing the five
components of the conceptual model, based on the referent entrepreneurial models
(Table 1), which were in turn used to develop the independent variables (Table 2) by
which firm performance would be explained. A comparison of the similarities between
the models may best be illustrated by the following diagram using the “high factor
load” categorical variables from the factor analysis (Table 21) that undergird the
empirical model.

Table 39. Similarities in Conceptual and Empirical Models.
C o n c e p tu a l M o d e l
C o m p o n e n ts

C a te g o r ic a l V a r ia b le s

Team
Entrepreneurial
Competence

Management experience
Prior start-up experience
Business skills
Opportunity recognition
Growth intent
Private funding
New firm phase funds
Private external advisor
Start-up phase funds
PSA network
Incubator
Market potential
Market acceptance
Innovation
Firm age

Resources

Opportunity

Context

Factor
loading
.819
.418
.696
.493
.566
.568
.739
.725
.645
.526
.559
.712
.620
.424
.757

E m p ir ic a l M o d e l
S ig n ific a n t F a c to r s

Business expertise

Growth drivers

Opportunity
Stimulants

Firm age

Fifteen categorical variables of the original thirty variables are common and
compatible with both models; a high degree of compatibility between the models is
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created due to the high factor load values. The predictor, business expertise, combines
the functional managerial expertise and enterprise business skills of the lead
entrepreneur as well as the founding team to reflect the team and entrepreneurial
competence components of the conceptual model. Enhancing entrepreneurial
competency are opportunity recognition skills and prior start-up experience of the lead
entrepreneur. While the entrepreneur’s intent for a high growth firm (in contrast to a
lifestyle firm) may reflect a commitment to dedicate the necessary time and energy to
the venture’s formation and fruition and thus be considered within entrepreneurial
competency (Dorf and Byers, 2005), this entrepreneurial intent may also be considered
a driver of the firm’s growth in line with the gazelle-like acceleration patterns as
described in Birch et al. (1998).
The predictor, growth drivers, incorporates private funding and new firm phase
funds as propellants to fuel firm expansion in addition to the entrepreneur’s intent for
high growth. In Bygrave’s (1994) entrepreneurial process model, growth follows the
innovation triggering event and implementation of the business as the firm acquires
customers, suppliers and competitors. The point of greatest peril in the developmental
process of a new firm occurs when making the transition from an early market
dominated by a few early adopting customers to a mainstream market dominated by a
large block of customers who are highly pragmatic in their expectations of
performance. As described above, the competency of the entrepreneurial team to break
into a mass market and successfully manage a surge in demand needs support from
growth drivers. Once the business has ramped up operations and successfully passed
the implementation stage, which indicates a lower risk profile, private financial
resources such as commercial loans are made available.
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Opportunity stimulants, as a predictor, combine conceptual variables of
opportunity and resources. The Bhave (1994) opportunity recognition model overlaid
with the Reynolds et al. (2004) firm formation phases model and Carton et al. (1998)
opportunity recognition - exploitation model are instructive with respect to the
evolving empirical patterns of opportunity and financial resources. In the new firm
formation process, Timmons (1994) theorizes that the lead entrepreneur attracts the
team, which in turn recognizes the opportunity, which in turn attracts the start-up
funding. The opportunity—growth matrix suggests that different resources (funds,
advice and network) and concomitant sources are required for the opportunity
recognition stage as compared with the opportunity exploitation stage. In the
opportunity recognition stage (higher risk and uncertainty), the funding is derived
from personal funds or funds provided by friends and family. In the opportunity
exploitation stage (lesser risk and uncertainty), the funding is derived from the private
sector such a commercial banks and venture capital sources. The more attractive the
opportunity (incubator cultivation, higher market acceptance, higher market potential),
the higher is the promise for attracting financial resources. Absent from this depiction
is the PSA funds access factor which was deemed non-significant. The loading of the
PSA network variable onto the opportunity stimulant factor and within the opportunity
exploitation stage suggests the influence of the Oregon Business Marketing Initiative
(OMBI) on new firm formation. Designed to be a program to assist established early
stage firms in making the transition to adolescent stage firms, the OMBI would be
expected to load onto the growth driver factor. However, the findings indicate that the
effect of the OMBI as a PSA network is to aid the founding team in crossing the
chasm, the point o f greatest peril in the development of a high technology market, in
making the transition from an early market dominated by a few adventuresome
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customers to a mainstream market. Aided by the OMBI program consultants, this
transition is also marked by the development of organizational skills and
entrepreneurial competence of the founding team to implement the high levels of
performance necessary to exploit the opportunity. While the PSA network factor does
not appear to play a role in opportunity recognition, the evidence suggests there is an
implementation stage contribution to the exploitation of an opportunity once the firm
is an operating enterprise.
The firm age factor plays a dual role in the model similarities comparison. Not
only does firm age act as a control factor with regard to measuring the survival and
level of sales performance of the new firm, but it also provides demarcation between
the opportunity recognition and opportunity exploitation stages as well as the start-up
and new firm phases of formation. In Table 39, the similarities of common high-load
variables between the two models are shown. Recalling the significant predictive
factors from the regression analysis (business expertise, opportunity stimulants,
growth drivers, firm age) in Table 25, the Dissimilarities Table 40 seeks to contrast the
categorical variables developed from the Conceptual Model with the high-load
categorical variables of the Empirical Model.

Table 40. Dissimilarities in Conceptual and Empirical Models.
C o n c e p tu a l M o d e l

C a te g o r ic a l V a r ia b le s

Factor
loading

E m p ir ic a l M o d e l
N o n S ig n ific a n t
F a c to r s

Team

Industry experience
Co-Founders
Industry connection
Business network
Product knowledge
PSA training
PSA advisors
Private information
PSA information
PSA funds
Manufacturing

.826
.872
.825
.748
.850
.118
.448
.027
.850
.839
.569

Team strength

Entrepreneurial
Competence

Resources

Opportunity

Market connectors

PSA advice
Market connectors
PSA advice
PSA funds access
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Context

High technology
PSA key industries
Industry cluster
PSA economic development

.596
.796
.832
.841

Targeted industry

PSA infrastructure

These fifteen categorical variables of the original thirty variables developed from the
Conceptual Model correspond to non-significant factors of the Empirical Model,
indicating that one half of the hypothesized categorical variables expected to be
significant in the conceptual model were not realized in the Empirical model. PSA
categorical variables with high factor loading scores (PSA advisors, PSA information,
PSA funds, PSA key industries and PSA economic development) and the
corresponding Empirical Model factors were deemed as statistically not significant.
The underlying variables, PSA training and PSA advisors, received negative highloading scores on the significant business expertise factor, indicating that these
services provided through PSA programs are underutilized by entrepreneurs with
significant prior management training and experience. Private information, thought to
be useful in the early stages of firm formation through the use of personal networks,
receives a negative high-loading score on the growth driver factor, which becomes
influential on the firm’s performance in the post-trading, growth stage. A conceivable
explanation of the negative high-loading scores of PSA variables in the Empirical
Model may be indicative that entrepreneurs associated with high performance firms
did not avail themselves of the respective PSA programs for training and advice due
the high level of entrepreneurial competency developed from their professional
education and business management experience. From Table 33, the high-loading
positive scores for categorical variables of prior star-up experience, business skills and
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opportunity recognition on the business expertise factor would lend support to this
contention. PSA information attained a high-load score on the PSA advice factor,
which was deemed as non-significant in the regression analysis (negative b coefficient
and slope as per Table 33).
Dissimilar to PSA information, private information (derived from external
advice, consulting, seminars and referrals) attained a negative high-loading on the
growth driver factor. Two plausible explanations are likely: first, that private
information is more highly prized during the earlier opportunity recognitionopportunity exploitation phase, and second, that it is private information from more
highly placed advisors (private advisors) which are more highly utilized by
entrepreneurs in high performance firms. The entrepreneur considers entering a market
during the period known as the window of opportunity. The decision to be taken is
when to stop searching for additional information and enter the market, most likely
during the opportunity exploitation phase. The private advisor variable (a high-loading
score on the opportunity stimulants factor) is reflective of highly sought advisors such
as venture capitalists and board directors associated with the firm.
Innovation, a central concept in entrepreneurial theory, did not highly load as a
categorical variable, onto either the significant predictive factors or the non-significant
factors of the Empirical Model. Narrowly scoped in the Conceptual Model, the criteria
for an innovative business is that its product, service or process is new to the firm and
to the industry, thus excluding businesses known as incremental ventures exhibiting
modest novelty, and firms with imitative products or services (Dorf and Byers, 2005).
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This interpretation of innovation is consistent with the notion that few emerging firms
undertake cutting edge, upstream research and development, and thus reflect the
absence of innovation as a high-loading variable. Rather the entrepreneurial firms
often combine and distribute innovations by upstream individuals and firms, to which
they add venturesome and resourceful customers who are willing to take a chance on a
new product or service that benefits productivity or reduces cost (Bhide, 2000).
Industry connection, business network and product knowledge, three
categorical variables of entrepreneurial competence, did not load on the significant
factor of business expertise, but rather onto the non-significant factor of market
connectors. These variables may relate to the entrepreneur’s understanding of unmet
customer need in the marketplace and developing product or service solutions. As
such, this understanding and insight may be central to the process of opportunity
recognition, which is a high-loading variable on the business expertise significant
factor.
High technology, PSA key industries and industry cluster are three categorical
variables that relate to the opportunity and context components of the Conceptual
Model and the targeted industry non-significant factor of the Empirical Model.
Apropos of the Silicon Forest moniker bestowed on metropolitan Portland, Oregon,
the high technology variable was initially developed from the Conceptual Model to
provide a technology differentiation between firms in the sample whose businesses
were defined as computer-related equipment or software and those were not. In
combination with the PSA key industries and the industry cluster variables, the
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introduction of high technology into factor analysis would permit an assessment of the
influence o f PSA programs on funding innovations under the Small Business
Innovation Research (SBIR) program at the federal level and the Oregon Research and
Technology Development Fund (ORTDF) at the state level. The targeted industry
factor in the Empirical Model is determined to be without significance as a predictor
of firm performance in the regression model (see Table 22).
The resources-based PSA funds and the opportunity-based manufacturing
variables, each derived from the Conceptual Model, combined as highly-loaded
variables to form the PSA funds access factor of the Empirical Model. Manufacturing
firms, as distinguished from service-based firms, typically require substantial
investment in equipment and facilities. In providing access to funding as a response to
market failure in capital markets, PSA programs need to disseminate information to
newly formed firms that are experiencing difficulty in attracting funds for investment
due to the liability of newness, uncertainty of risk and information asymmetry
associated with start-ups. In the opportunity exploitation phase, new firms experience
difficulty in transitioning from an early market with a few adventuresome customers
to the mainstream market with unforgiving demands for high quality manufactured
product in its purchases. Except for qualified firms within targeted industries, PSA
funds access may more likely to be provided to manufacturing firms that have made
the transition. The high loading scores of new firm phase funds and private funds
variables onto growth driver as a significant factor lends credence to this notion. In the
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Empirical Model, the PSA funds access factor is determined to be without significance
relative to firm performance (see Table 33).
Firm Performance Predictors Influence Entrepreneurial Cluster-Centers
Analysis of the predictors of firm performance began with identification of
thirty variables as indicators of firm performance. A statistical technique, factor
analysis, was applied to distill a small number of factors, ten, in such a manner that the
factors still encompassed the information contained in the thirty variables. A further
statistical technique, multiple regression analysis, was applied to determine the degree
to which each of these factors was related to firm performance. Each of the four
factors was shown to a significant predictor of firm performance as measured by
growth in sales. The four factors identified as significant are: business expertise,
opportunity stimulants, growth drivers and firm age.
Given the development of the performance factors, the next step in the analysis
is to develop a qualitative appraisal of the predictive factors using cross-case analysis
to illustrate their effect with four entrepreneurial cases, each representing the center of
the four cluster groups: opportune edu-cats, high-powered switchers, grooved
performers and struggling venturers. The goals for this section are 1) to assess the
impact of the four predictive factors on individual firm performance of the four
cluster-center cases by comparing predictor factor coefficients from Appendix A, and
2) to illustrate the extent to which PSA provided assistance aided in the firm formation
process as the four entrepreneurs interacted with PSA programs shown in Appendix A.
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Table 41. Assessing Cluster Centers and Predictor Factors.
Cluster Center
Opportune Educats (6)
High-Powered
Switchers (11)
Grooved
Performers (20)
Struggling
Venturers (25)

Sales
(000)

Bus Expertise

Opporty
Stimulant

500

-.82927

.03059

-.75681

-.71925

1.12885

1.10590

.14239

.54629

20000

-1.60443

.24667

1.24339

.81916

55

-.84567

-.82133

-.64744

-1.71671

142000

Growth Drivers

Firm Age

In examining the business expertise factor for the above four entrepreneurial
cluster groups, only the high-powered switcher cluster center entrepreneur has accrued
a positive score. Business expertise includes the underlying variables (management
experience, business skills and prior start-up experience) and was determined to be the
leading predictive factor of firm performance. Tables 42A through 42D provide
comparative indicators to characterize the individual business expertise capability for
each of the cluster centers of entrepreneurs and contribution by PSA programs.

Table 42A. Opportune Edu-cat.
Management
experience
Business
skills
Prior start-up
experience

Young engineer; functional plant level management in auto industry; MBA intern
with state venture capital firm; no profit/loss experience;
Strong networking skills; business development skills; researched retail giftware
industry for products to manufacture and representation agents; utilized SBDC
consulting no cost
No prior start-up experience; first entrepreneurial opportunity; lifestyle venture

Table 42B. High Powered Switcher.
Management
experience
Business
skills

Prior start-up
experience

Older; acquired chief financial officer experience; parlayed public company
financial and accounting experience to transition into new industry
Leveraged knowledge of corporate equipment finance and taxation to form
business relationship with entrepreneur-client; relied on co-founder for technical,
operating and regulatory expertise; adept at business networking; raised
substantial capital through initial public offering
Previous firm founder in professional services industry; teamed with
communications industry guru to start high growth, technology-related firm
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Table 42C. Grooved Performers.
Management
experience
Business
skills

Prior start-up
experience

Research project in pharmacology laboratory; MBA courses; co-founder managed
three retail outlets; SBA training for business plan development and connection to
law firm partner as legal counsel through SCORE program.
Scrounged used-food processing equipment; acquired formula and sample for
proprietary food product; acquired start-up capital through personal network;
developed product through hobby; adroit at recruiting top advisers and
implementing recommendations
None

Table 42D. Struggling Venturers.
Management
experience
Business
skills

Prior start-up
experience

Worked as medical assistant for hospital laboratory; co-founder worked for auto
parts distributor; no estimating, contracting or refinishing experience; no
experience in recruiting or managing employees
Used small business book from library; enrolled in SBDC “greenhouse” program
to develop business plan; utilizing advice from friends, rented equipment and
developed deck refmishing business; copied pricing structure from competitor;
without financial acumen.
None; rejected franchisee option.

The high-powered switcher parlayed senior level management and financial
expertise with prior start-up experience to join with a technically savvy and industry
experienced co-founder to transition to a new industry and launched a high-performing
$142 million telecommunications firm.
The grooved performer, with project management experience and research
laboratory skills, acquired a proprietary food product formula and leveraged it with his
co-founder, from a home brewing hobby to a high growth new venture. To supplement
prior knowledge acquired in graduate-level business courses, he sought out a SBA
technical program to develop his business plan and a SCORE volunteer to set up a
referral to a law firm partner for legal counsel in forming and financing the new
business. The SBA programs provided supplemental management experience and
business skills. With limited resources for starting a micro-brew facility, his
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mechanical and bootstrapping prowess enabled the new venture to acquire high quality
used fermenting equipment with the aid of a family friend. To augment the
entrepreneur’s business expertise in anticipation of negotiating a venture capital
investment for expansion into bottling and new markets, two prominent chief
executives with high level financial and marketing expertise were recruited as board
members.
The young opportunity edu-cat, packs up his engineering and MBA degrees
and professional network, his venture capital internship and entry-level managerial
experience, and relocates with spouse-physician to metropolitan Portland without a
new position in hand. Eager to exploit his new venture training, he begins networking
locally in search of an opportunity. Without start-up funds, he eschews family and
external fund sources to found a garage-style venture to bronze vintage picture frames
for resale in the giftware industry. His ability to network with MBA classmates
provides access to level advice for entering a new market and attracting public
relations buzz, but it was a referral from the SBA SCORE program that connects him
with a retail giftware industry guru and mentor. Subsequently, he plundered small
business development centers (SBDC) for free consulting and referrals to produce
marketing collateral materials to entice manufacturing representative firms to handle
his product.
The struggling venturer first explored franchises as an entry into small business
ownership. Frustrated with high fees that enrich the franchisors, she begins a
“moonlight” deck refinishing business with her co-founder who had just completed a
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do-it-yourself deck project that drew admiration from friends. Without industry
contracting experience, resources or knowledgeable contacts, they enroll at a SBDC
“greenhouse” program to develop a business plan. While retaining their day jobs, they
continued to research marketing materials, competitive pricing, and equipment rental
and supplies. Lacking business management experience, financial acumen and
minimal capital, they began with a yellow-pages advertisement and rented equipment.
Initially, jobs were attracted with underpriced bid estimates (more than twenty
percent) and worked with inexperienced labor. Although they raised prices slightly,
cash flow was an issue, and they were unable to secure financing or qualified
employees. Technical experience was built on trial and error and customer reworks. In
attempting to recruit low-cost labor, they approached a federal jobs subsidization
program through a SBDC for employee referrals that worked for awhile, but did not
offer a long term solution. Even after the co-founder left his day-job to work full-time,
the small firm continued to struggle and did not achieve positive cash flow despite
SBDC assistance.
In assessing secondary contributions by PSA programs to augment the
business expertise of the four entrepreneurial groups, the following patterns emerged:
•

Key professional referrals were provided to supplement budding
entrepreneurial networks for opportune edu-cats and grooved
performers

•

Elementary business education provided business basics for struggling
venturers

•

Informational resources were needed by newly relocated, early-stage
opportune edu-cats
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•

Specialized, supplemental management training was supplied to
grooved performers.

Table 43 A. Opportunity Stimulants.
Opportunity
stimulants
Incubator
Market
potential
Private
advisors
Start-up phase
funds
PSA network

Opportune Edu-cats (6)
None; new to industry; father was professional sculptor
Bronzed picture frames and decorative accessories for giftware; industry in excess
of $ 50 million
Had venture capital connections through east coast MBA program; business
advisors connected through MBA peers and local entrepreneurial association
Bootstrapped; personal funds ($5K); no external funds; worked from home &
garage; sought family members as volunteers
SBDCs and SCORE heavily utilized for research, contacts and consulting; SBDC
instructor on advisory board;

Table 43 B. High Powered Switchers.
Opportunity
stimulants
Incubator

Market
potential
Private
advisors
Start-up phase
funds
PSA network

High-Powered Switchers (11)
Formed LLC for acquisitions with co-founder. LLC signed an operating
agreement with telecom subsidiary and acquired FCC license for digital
microwave transmission. Co-founder was referred to telecom opportunity by
equipment finance company.
Operates competitive local and long distance networks in several western markets
greater than $50 million in deregulated telecommunication industry. US
telecommunication industry access market is greater than $25 billion.
Chief executives o f banks, venture capitalists, and a regional telecommunications
firm. Telecommunication industry senior executives, investment bankers, chief
financial officers and attorneys.
Start-up venture capital totaled $11 million.
None.

Table 43 C. Grooved Performers.
Opportunity
stimulants
Incubator
Market
potential
Private
advisors
Start-up phase
funds
PSA network

Grooved Performers (20)
Engaged in beverage preparation hobby for at home with co-founder.
Craft brewing market greater than $50 million.
Close friends and family. Industry institute provided basic formulation. Industry
contacts. Law firm partner
Initial capital includes personal funds and informal external investors totaling
$100 K.
SCORE and SBA business plan program
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Table 43 D. Struggling Venturers.
Opportunity
stimulants
Incubator
Market
potential
Private
advisors
Start-up phase
funds
PSA network

Struggling Venturers (25)
None; new to industry
Residential deck restoration less than $50 million. Local firm.
Friends and classmates at SBDC course. Sought technical knowledge from wood
finisher; association o f minority entrepreneurs
Personal funds as initial capital less than $ 3 K.
SBDC greenhouse business program; SBDC instructors

In looking at the opportunity stimulant factor for the four entrepreneurial
cluster groups, the Bhave (1994) model is useful in providing a perspective as to
whether the opportunity recognition was internally stimulated as to fulfilling an unmet
customer need in the market or externally stimulated as to the entrepreneur’s personal
or environmental circumstances that trigger the venture’s start-up. In considering the
context of the entrepreneurial venture creation, this distinction is an important context
for the relationship of the underlying variables (incubator, market potential, private
advisors, start-up phase funds and PSA network) to the opportunity stimulant factor.
The incubator and market potential variables are functionally dependent on
recognizing opportunity when stimulated by an expressed customer need or a solution
to a customer problem.
As a result of relocation, the opportune edu-cat cluster center was transitioning
to a new industry without prior knowledge of giftware markets or customer problems.
Although possessing technical knowledge of the bronzing process through his father,
the entrepreneur had no direct experience in or connections to the giftware industry.
Armed with a MBA degree and classmates in the venture capital business as private
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advisors, the entrepreneur established the venture to create a job instead of developing
a product to satisfy customer demand. Unwilling or unable to raise start-up capital
from family or friends (external sources) due to the speculative nature of the venture
and unfamiliarity with the marketplace, the entrepreneur initiated contact with the
information and advisory services of the Small Business Development Centers the
Small Business Administration’s SCORE programs as substitutes for a network of
private advisors knowledgeable about marketing to the giftware industry and reliable
business services. A prominent jewelry store owner, referred through the SCORE
program, provided key industry information about major trade show schedules,
locations of permanent showrooms with prospective manufacturing representatives
and distributors, and key retail giftware buyers. Once equipped with “insider” giftware
industry knowledge, the cluster center entrepreneur was able to utilize peer private
advisors for additional referrals and marketing information.
The high-powered switcher partnered with a prominent telecommunication
corporate executive/industry guru and consultant in long-haul fiber optic cable
transmissions in a newly deregulated environment. As a senior partner in an
accounting firm, the cluster center co-founder brought financial expertise in
negotiating venture capital terms and ultimately the purchase agreement on behalf of
his client, the co-founder with industry expertise and connections. Unlike the
opportune edu-cat, this opportunity was incubated in a bank’s digital
telecommunications subsidiary and the market potential was driven by Congressional
mandate to deregulate the industry through the Telecommunications Act of 1996.
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Combining the industry co-founder’s extensive network of private advisors and
telecommunication equipment financiers with the financial co-founder’s extensive
business network of national banking relationships enabled the co-founding
entrepreneurial team to acquire the operating license of the telecommunication
subsidiary and finance the telephone transmission equipment. Through a private
advisor introduction, the start-up phase funds were acquired from a North American
investment holding company with an interest in funding licensed telecommunication
operating companies. Introduced by the investment holding company, additional start
up investment was made through a venture capital firm, which operated a publiclylisted shell corporation, into which various telecommunication projects and
investments were placed and subsequently listed on a stock exchange, enabling the
new venture to access public market capital. Sustained through a network of private
advisors and private capital funding, the high-powered switcher did not find it
necessary to contact or seek assistance through PSA programs.
The grooved performer, in a classic research and development mode, engaged
in home brewing with his family as an incubator for several years and co-opted friends
as volunteers to test whether they could make good beer on a consistent basis. In the
early eighties, the micro-brewing market was ascending at a compound annual growth
rate of forty-eight percent, becoming the fastest growing segment of the United States
beer industry, appealing to venturesome beer drinkers. Small brewers were permitted a
substantial credit on the federal excise tax per barrel, which functioned as an indirect
subsidy. Private advisors were comprised of two groups: business related and product
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related. In need of a business plan and without private financial advisors, the
entrepreneur visited the SCORE program for the business plan course and business
counseling from the SCORE volunteer, who connected him to a partner in a major law
firm. Seeking funding from commercial banks via the SBA loan guarantee program
yielded no results since microbreweries were an emerging business category. Several
industry suppliers provided advice and initial equipment resources, while brewing
advice, formulas and proprietary yeast were contributed by a professor at a research
institute and an owner/brewmaster. Start-up phase funds in excess of $100,000 were
acquired from family and friends as informal external investors and personal funds
contributed by each co-founder. Focused on the import beer drinker, the first
commercial test of the highly-successful Bavarian style draft beer was at the Dublin
Pub, where as an opportunity, it “took off like lightening,” stimulated by college-aged
drinkers.
Completing a do-it-yourself deck refinishing project, the struggling venturer
co-founder’s finish work was admired by friends. Bored and tired of making their
employers “rich,” the two inexperienced and new-to-the industry co-founders began
with a small business book from the library and called an established firm to bid a
refinish project. Without a network of private advisors for business counsel, they
enrolled in a small business development center “greenhouse” program to write a
business plan. Moonlighting on a part-time basis, they sought equipment advice from
classmates and friends and consulted the phone book for a retail deck vendor, where
they received sound technical advice. Contribution of minimal personal funds as start-
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up phase funds bought a Yellow Pages advertisement which stimulated five requests
for bid. Pricing at a 22% discount to the local market elicited several jobs, which could
not be serviced due to lack of trained staff. Unproven management of the new firm
appeared sporadic, reactionary and unable to attract external funding as capital or
loans. Undercapitalized during the start-up phase, the firm’s cash flow was likely
negative without adequate cost-based estimating and on-the-job trial and error was the
learning modality. Despite the operational deficiencies, revenues doubled to $55,000
in the second year on the basis of excellent customer referrals. One of the co-founders
quit his regular job to pursue the venture full time with four contract workers.
Assessing PSA program contributions in terms of opportunity stimulants for
the four entrepreneurial groups found the following emergent patterns:
•

As a proxy for management experience, the SBDC provided basic business
plan training and advice to nurture the opportunity for opportune edu-cats and
struggling venturers.

•

For entrepreneurs lacking private advisor connections to aid in establishing the
new firm, the industry experienced SCORE volunteer provided referrals of
high level professionals to assist in business development for opportune educats and grooved performers.

•

PSA programs did not contribute to recognition or exploitation of market
opportunities, knowledge of prior customer problems, or access to start-up
phase funding.

Table 44A. Opportune Educats.
Growth drivers
Market
acceptance
Private funds
New firm
phase funds
Growth intent

Opportune Edu-cats (6)
Built national sales channel o f manufacturer representatives serving U S metro
markets; minimal revenue achieved; growth rate less than 20%
No external private funding sources achieved
As yet, no funding in place to support product development of giftware bronzed
picture frames.
Lifestyle; attempted entrepreneurial venture until securing management position
with large high technology firm.
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Table 44 B. High Powered Switchers.
Growth drivers
Market
acceptance
Private funds
New firm
phase funds
Growth intent

High-Powered Switchers (11)
Initially, acquired Hawaiian microwave network and FCC license as operating
base for developing telecom competitive access networks, generating growth in
services in excess of nine times.
Japanese trading company provides funds for transmission equipment acquisition
Canadian investment holding company makes venture capital investment to fund
Hawaiian operations
Firm intends to go public through merger with stock exchange listed holding
company.

Table 44 C. Grooved Performers.
Growth drivers
Market
acceptance
Private funds
New firm
phase funds

Growth intent

Grooved Performers (20)
Early stage growth began with restaurant and taverns once production capacity
was on line. Growth rate in excess of 40 % per year.
Commercial bank provides revolving credit line for operations.
Local PDC financing package for new building predicated on job openings
offered to PDC candidates. Subsequently had to buy out PDC loan as candidates
didn’t meet minimum job criteria. State OECDD financing for equipment and
building requires painstaking paperwork and approval process in exchange for job
creation targets. SBA-backed loan for building expansion highly bureaucratized.
Continue to develop production capacity for expansion into regions.

Table 44 D. Struggling Venturers
Growth drivers
Market
acceptance
Private funds
New firm
phase funds
Growth intent

Struggling Venturers (25)
Initial business rapidly developed from yellow pages and local cable TV ad;
pricing discounted 20% to the market. Lots of trial and error on early deck
refinishing; customers require rework. Gained referrals
No external investments.
Attempted to grow through internally generated funds; no external or commercial
financing provided
Business plateaus due to lack o f reliable employees, positive cash flow and
deficiencies in management skills.

In evaluating the influence of the growth driver on the four entrepreneurial
cluster groups, the grooved performer achieved the highest score, while the highpowered switcher received the only remaining positive score. Both the opportune educats and the struggling ventures received negative scores. The growth driver factor is
comprised of four underlying variables: market acceptance, private funds, new firm
phase funds and the entrepreneur’s growth intent. The grooved performer took
advantage of the high customer interest in pubs, restaurants and taverns to experiment
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with several German style beers, using a hybrid brewing process of top fermentation
like ales and cold conditioning like lagers to arrive at a rich, smooth, refreshingly
original taste. Market acceptance was driven by providing a golden colored, cloudy
wheat beer, first market tested with twenty tavern owners and restaurateurs. Following
a commitment of placement on ten taps, the firm utilized table-tents for point-of-sales
support and began to self-distribute through Portland pubs and taverns, filling the fast
growing import brew niche favored by drinkers with college degrees and reasonably
high incomes in major metropolitan areas. The growth was attributed to the change in
the image of the working class man’s drink and its social acceptance by the white
collar class.
As the firm’s markets developed and product demand increased, the firm
needed access to working capital to support growth, the entrepreneur approached
several banks for a line of credit and a commercial real estate loan package. The
president of the fermentation tanks manufacturer suggested calling the loan officer at
his new bank, which in turn recommended approaching the Oregon Economic and
Community Development Department (OECDD) for funding of the new brewery
building. After approaching the State of Oregon Business Finance Department to be
assigned a loan officer for the OECDD financing, the entrepreneur contacted the
Portland Development Commission for additional funding to supplement the OECDD
loan. Both of the PSA-approved loans, made with the provision of reaching specified
targeted job creation objectives, were a part of the new firm phase funding, which
comprised the building and equipment financing and revolving credit line provided by
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the commercial bank. Subsequently, a SBA guaranteed loan to double the expansion
of the brewery, was secured through a commercial lender. However the personal
guarantee and loan documentation was subjected to a highly bureaucratized
negotiation regarding the requirement for spousal sign-on. Clearly the entrepreneur’s
intent was to grow the company, expanding production capacity into bottling, to
extend distribution into other regions embracing the craft beer phenomenon.
The high-powered switcher capitalized on the rising wave of third party
telecommunication access through Federal Communication Commission
interconnection rules to competitive access markets held by incumbent local exchange
telephone companies. From its initial acquisition of a Hawaiian telephone network, the
firm secured the rights-of-way, permits and licenses to construct and operate networks
in San Bernardino and Ontario, California and Tucson and Phoenix (50 % interest),
Arizona as a competitive local exchange carrier (CLEC) and manufactures advanced
telecommunication switching equipment. The growth in market acceptance was
reflected by the increase of seventy-four percent in the customer base over the prior
year. Although the firm sustained operating losses from start-up, the firm concluded a
$10 million private placement offering with a Canadian investment holding company
in new firm phase funds to repay short term indebtedness and fund working capital.
Subsequently, the subsidiary of a Japanese trading company provided $100 million of
private funding to finance competitive access network construction. The firm’s growth
strategy was to employ first mover advantage in second and third tier cities in the
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western United States by linking the markets served via long haul fiber optic
networks. The entrepreneurs did not access any PSA programs.
The opportune edu-cat entrepreneur began marketing high-end bronzed picture
frames and mirrors through consignment to art galleries and antique auctions to test
market-specific designs, determine wholesale price points and dispose of prototype
pieces. Market was sporadic, depending on early adopters of sixteenth to eighteenth
century style patina picture frames, and was stimulated by issuing new product press
releases to consumer magazines and trade journals, in conjunction with classified and
small print advertisements in consumer and trade magazines. Minimal revenue was
achieved to date, reflecting a growth rate of less than twenty percent. Private funds
were provided through personal cash infusion of $ 30 thousand with only $12
thousand of this initial funding depleted. No external funding was secured to support
further production or development, although the business plan anticipated seeking
$100 thousand in debt funding to support orders by premier upscale department stores.
Although the start-up firm had developed strong plans, the opportune edu-cat cluster
center parlayed a lead from former venture capital connection with InterVen Partners
o f an opening at Intel into a position as a business development manager in the
enterprise server group doing minority equity investments and acquisitions. As
evidence of lifestyle intent for the new firm, the entrepreneur closed the prospective
venture, which was supported with PSA program assistance, to effect the relocation
transition back to the corporate sector.
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The struggling venturer was overwhelmed by market acceptance of deck
restoration jobs bid at twenty-two percent below market rates. Considerable trial and
error occurred on the first jobs due to adapting to the use of powered equipment,
which caused reworks to the deck finishes to meet acceptable standards. Pricing was
adjusted to a five percent discount to the market, and the new bid requests queue
slowed. To stimulate additional job bids, an endorsement from fencing and decking
store chain was sought. The entrepreneur reduced the bid by twenty-two percent
discount to secure the store’s demonstration decking display. As the firm continued to
hire and replace inexperienced part-time workers, quality control and expense control
became paramount management issues. Although adequate working capital was
critical due to employment of the market entry strategy of submarket pricing, no
external funds were supplied from private sources. Therefore the new firm attempted
to grow through internally generated funds, with the founders subsisting on their day
jobs and paying part-time employees below market compensation. The intent of
struggling venturers was to grow the business until both entrepreneurs could resign
from their current occupations. One entrepreneur successfully made the transition to
full time for the new firm as revenues reached $ 55 thousand. The revenue growth did
not increase. Excellent residential customers were supplied. As they sought to
overcome the liability of newness, the entrepreneurs wanted to expand the customer
base to property management firms and real estate brokerages to secure a continuous
flow of work.
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•

PSA financial programs did not contribute access or funding, capital or
loan guarantees to support firm growth for opportune edu-cats or
struggling venturers groups

•

Local and state PSA financial programs provided new firm phase
funding for equipment and building renovation in exchange for job
creation targets for grooved performers

•

Federal PSA financial programs provided SBA loan guarantees to
support building expansion in the new firm phase for grooved
performers.

Table 45. Cluster Centers - Age of Firm.
Cluster Centers
Opportune edu-cats (6)
High-Powered Switchers (11)
Grooved Performers (20)
Struggling Venturers (25)

Firm Age
one year
four years
twelve years
one years

Sales (000)
$ 500
$ 110,000
$ 20,000
$ 55

According to many scholars, the record for survival of new ventures among all
firm s started is not encouraging. There does not appear to be total agreement on the
among government data, research and business mortality statisticians as top precise
survival percentages for new businesses, but empirical studies by Headd (2003) using
U. S. Census Bureau’s Business Information Tracking Series (BITS) data and
Kirchhoff and Phillips (1988) using Dim & Bradstreet data are consistent in
measurement of firm age intervals (two, four and six years) to determine business
survival rates. The Headd (2003) study covering 5.5 million employers during the
period 1989 and 1998 indicates survival rates of 66 percent (open after two years), 50
percent (after four years) and forty percent (after six years). Earlier, Kirchhoff and
Phillips (1988) in their study of firm entry and exit rates, and job creation from 1976
to 1984 established firm survival rates of 76 per cent (two years), 47 per cent (four
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years) and 38 per cent (after 6years). Causes of firm closure are commonly grouped
into three categories: the economy, industry and firm performance. Contrary to what is
commonly held, not all closures are failures, as suggested by Headd (2003). The size
of firm, a good amount of starting capital (over $50 thousand) and an educated owner
correlated with survival. Factors that lead to closure, such as a young age and having
no start up capital, are prevalent among new firms that were successful at closing
(Headd, 2003). Firm age predicted survival in six industry sectors tested by Reynolds
(1987).
While the sixty-two firms in this study were functioning businesses for the
period of analysis, both opportune edu-cats and struggling venturers fell below the two
year threshold interval. However the cluster center opportune edu-cat may have closed
the business, considering his acceptance of employment at a major high technology
firm. The high-powered switcher cluster center fell into four-year interval survival rate
of 50% per cent, but later closed due to bankruptcy at the after six-year interval. The
grooved performer cluster center, at twelve years, was in the 40 per cent survival
interval. The firm continues to thrive and has grown into the seventh largest craft
brewer in the United States.
New Process Model to Assess PSA Contributions
The function of Critical Incident Theory (CIT) as introduced earlier in the
qualitative theory section and described in Chell (1998) is to analyze the network
interaction between the entrepreneurs and the individual or organizational contacts.
The needed resources to support firm formation are acquired through the private or
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PSA networks in which the entrepreneur is connected. CIT analysis looks at key
network interactions critical to acquiring resources as depicted in a network resource
process model that follows:

Critical Incident - Key Resource Model
YesFromation
Process
Continues

Contribution
to Formation

None

Stages of
Formation

Resource
Provided

Network
Contact

None

Position

Direct /
Indirect
Link

Networks:
Social /
Business
PSA

Entrepreneur

Figure 10. New PSA Contribution Model.
In this study, the critical incident is recorded as the network interaction and that which
makes it critical, is the key resource sought to advance the firm formation process.
Baron and Markham (2000) affirm that effective interactions assist entrepreneurs in
performing tasks crucial to their success, such as raising capital, attracting and
selecting competent employees and persuading customers and suppliers to do business
with the firm under favorable terms. From the data narratives of the sixty-two
entrepreneurs, it was determined that 985 key resource interactions occurred— 813
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interactions using the entrepreneurs’ private network and 172 interactions using their
PSA network.
The data categories developed through qualitative content coding include:
network employed, network contact and organizational/social position, direct or
indirect linkage to the contact, stage of formation, type of resource provided and its
contribution to firm formation.

Table 46. Content Coding: Critical Incident-Key Resource Model.
Code

Variable

Description

Linkage

Direct

Direct relationship with the network contact (strong tie)

Indirect

Contact referred through a friend or associate (weak tie)

Start-up phase

Formation network activities prior to firm’s first sale

New firm phase

Formation network activities after firm’s first sale

Stage
Network

Resource

Private

Social, family, business, organizational relationships

Public support

Artificial network comprised o f local, state and federal agencies

Financial sponsor

Loans, guarantees, grants, investment, capital

Operating asset

Contract, order, equipment, premise, materials, license, property

Advice

Counsel, advice, mentorship, consultation

Referral

Introduction for access to individuals or organizations,

Information

Access to posted, non-proprietary data and facts

Training /Education

Training, courses, workshops, seminars

Key persons

Key individuals join: employees, investors, professional

Promotion

PR testimonials, third party endorsement, advertisement

Not provided

Resource denied due to unqualified status or inability to provide

According to Chell (1998), CIT is particularly useful for comparative work and
therefore applicable to addressing the comparison of types of resources contributed by
private and PSA networks with regard to (1) entrepreneurial clusters and (2) the
network elements of formation phase, organizational position of and linkage to the
contact.
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Crosstabulation and chi-square analysis were conducted on 985 interactions to
determine which entrepreneurial clusters appeared to benefit from specific types of
resources derived through the private and PSA networks as per the results below:

Table 47. Resources from Private and PSA Networks.
Resource

Chi-square
value

Significance
(2-sided)

Financial sponsor

7.976

.047

Advice

13.910

.003

Referral

10.173

.017

Operating assets

8.602

.035

Key person

1.712

.634

Primary cluster recipients
Private network
PSA network
High power
Grooved performers
switchers
Opportune educats
High power
switchers
Struggling venturers
Grooved performers
All clusters

Struggling venturers
Struggling venturers
No primary cluster
No clusters

The chi-square values indicate that there is a high likelihood that four of the five
resources are not independent of the networks accessed to acquire them. In more than
four-fifths of the interactions, four resources are acquired mainly through the private
network, with high power switchers being predominant in acquiring financial and
referral resources, opportune educates needing the most advice, and struggling
venturers and grooved performers mostly securing operating assets. In less than onefifth of the interactions the PSA network was most likely to provide financial
sponsorship for grooved performers, and advice and referral for struggling venturers.
Among the remaining important resources cited by Baron and Markham (2000) as
crucial to formation success, the key person resource appears to be an anomaly. The
chi-square value of 1.712 and significance (p=.634) indicate that recruiting key
persons and the network used to do so appear to be independent of each other. This
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paradoxical situation may be explained by the fact that virtually all (96 of 97) key
person interactions are through entrepreneurs’ private networks, with only a single
interaction ascribed to the PSA network (zero counts in 3 of 4 cells). With regard to
the remaining network elements of linkage, organizational position and formation
phase in the relation to acquiring resources, additional cross tabulations and chi-square
analysis were conducted and reveals the following:
For acquiring financial sponsorship and advice resources, the contact’s
organizational position and the network employed were not independent of each other,
suggesting that highly placed contacts within private networks may be more relevant
for success. Acquisition of advice and referral resources did not appear to be
dependent on the entrepreneur’s network linkage (direct or indirect) with the contact,
but rather on the network employed, with private networks used primarily in more
than three of four interactions.
The acquisition of resources and pre-trading and post-trading phases appear to
be highly dependent on each other, suggesting that the resource needs of the new firm
vary by the phase of firm formation—start-up or new firm—and the network
employed to acquire them. This condition is most likely reflected in the acquisition of
primarily key persons and operating assets through the private network primarily
during the start-up phase and continuing into the new firm phase. Financial
sponsorship, advice and referrals are only slightly less dependent on the firm’s phase
and the network employed, as both phases have high chi-square values and
significance (p=.000).
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The Threshold Concept: Framing PSA Program Contributions
There are several stages of development in new ventures, most of which are
characterized by time intervals. The Global Entrepreneurship Monitor (Reynolds et al.,
2004) describes venture formation in three stages: nascent (less than three months),
baby (less than forty-two months) and established (greater than forty-two months).
The National Venture Capital Association and PriceWaterhouseCoopers utilize four
stages: seed stage (less than eighteen months), early stage (less than three years),
expansion stage (more than three years) and later stage. Timmons (1999) characterizes
the stages of growth for a new firm in terms of time and sales performance as follows:
nascent stage (less than eighteen months and no sales), start-up stage (less than three
years and $2 to $5 million in sales), high growth (less than ten years and $5 to $15
million in sales) and maturity (less than fifteen years and $10 to $25 million in sales).
Timmons (1999) asserts that new firms at the start-up stage exhibit a failure rate
exceeding sixty percent, which appears to be consistent with Headd (2003) and
Kirchhoff and Phillips (1988) at the post-six-year interval, where new firms reach a
survival rate of about forty percent. O f the four entrepreneurial groups, only the
grooved performer cluster center met both criteria of greater than six years in firm age
and sales in excess of $15 million to reach the forty percent survival rate of the high
growth stage. Timmons (1999) argues that the odds for survival and a higher level of
success change dramatically if the venture reaches a critical mass of at least $2 to $3
million in sales at a firm age of about six years. This threshold may be useful for
addressing the contribution of the PSA programs in this study.
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To discuss where in the entrepreneurial process it becomes most advantageous
for PSA programs to contribute, it is useful to provide entrepreneurial opportunity
constructs of opportunity recognition, opportunity exploitation (including venture
development) and firm growth in order to drive public policy regarding the efficiency
of PSA contributions. From the referent models discussed in Chapter III and the
predictive factors of the empirical study, entrepreneurship can be seen as an iterative
and dynamic process over time rather than a series of events, and pursuit of
opportunities is central to entrepreneurship. In order to transition from opportunity
recognition to opportunity exploitation, resources must be accessed, aligning the
attainable resources with the market needs as perceived by the entrepreneur. Brush et
al. (2001) assert that a major determinant, if not a predictor, of a new venture’s
success in extending personal resources to the new firm is the entrepreneur’s
knowledge of the product, market, and industry—and the reputation gained by
successfully working in that space. New ventures that are unable to transition from
relying on the personal resources of the founder to organizational resources will be
constrained in growth.
The following descriptive model has been constructed to depict the business
developmental process from opportunity recognition to opportunity exploitation to
growth and position PSA contributions within the model’s framework. The threshold
marks a key point for the contribution of resources to effect the developmental
transition of the new venture to survival and performance achievement. The following
firm formation stage model (Opportunity Recognition^ Opportunity
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Exploitation-^ Growth) is useful for illustrating the position of the survival threshold
within the firm formation context along the continuum of firm age. As the opportunity
begins to be exploited by the start-up team, products or services are sold to customers
and trading commences. Subsequently, the firm continues to advance in sales and
approaches the threshold of survival— a firm age of 5 to 6 years and $ 2 to $3 million
in sales as defined in Timmons (1999). Kirchhoff and Phillips (1988) discerned that
two of every five firms founded survive six years or more, but few achieve growth
during the first four years. Further, they found that the survival rates more than double
for firms that grow, and the earlier in the life of the firm that growth occurs, the higher
the chance of survival. But not all firms approach this level of critical scale or aspire to
high growth. Recognizing that certain factors may alter Timmons’s standard criteria
(sales, employees and firm age) of survival threshold such as the entrepreneur’s
growth intent, nature of the product or service, resource constraints and industry
characteristics, the threshold concept will be utilized as a transitional demarcation
position from which PSA program contributions can be differentiated. On the same
continuum, the firm formation predictors of business expertise, opportunity stimulants
and growth drivers are positioned relative to the firm formation stages in which these
factors are applied. The supportive PSA programs are aligned under the predictive
factors to indicate prospective timing of resource contributions to aid entrepreneurs
within the four cluster center groups:
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Administration(SBA)

Business
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Business
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Business Plan
(GP)

Opportunity
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Information (OE, SV)
Training (OE, SV)

Growth
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Facility
expansion loan
guarantee (GP)
Professional Referral
(GP)

Oregon Economic
Development (OECDD)
Oregon Marketing (OMBI)
Oregon Investment (ORTDF)
Oregon Finance (OECDD)

Facility, equipment
loan (GP)
Facility loan (GP)
Portland Development (PDC)
Legend (SV: Struggling Venturers; OE: Opportune Edu-cats; GP: Grooved Performers)

Figure 11. Business Development-Formation Model.
The model developed here suggests that some new firms improve prospects for
survival by transitioning the performance threshold to growth phase, while other firms
with earlier stage characteristics do not. The table underneath the model is constructed
to reflect the position of contributions (non-statistically significant) of PSA programs
relative to the components of the model and the three predictors of firm performance.
Those PSA programs contributing to the entrepreneurial cluster centers are identified
by their respective group and aligned to the corresponding predictor factors as follows:
struggling venturers (SV), opportune edu-cats (OE), grooved performers (GP). High
powered switchers (HP) did not access PSA programs.
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The following case scenarios provide representations of how and when
entrepreneurs in the various cluster groups sought access to PSA resources to meet
perceived needs as the firms progress through the business development stages. From
the perspective of the timing of PSA program contributions, the struggling venturer
entrepreneur, lacking business acumen, accessed the SBDC’s business education
“greenhouse” to boost their business knowledge during the opportunity recognition
phase, and then accessed SBDC instructors for business advice and information
regarding resources during the opportunity exploitation phase. The opportune edu-cat
entrepreneur, with an MBA degree and entry-level functional management experience,
sought SBDC consulting services provided by internal staff and information regarding
resources to produce marketing materials. The grooved performer entrepreneur
approached the SBA SCORE program for assistance in developing a business plan
during the opportunity recognition phase. At the opportunity exploitation phase, the
grooved performed needed professional legal advice regarding raising private capital
and approached the SCORE volunteer for a referral and introduction to a law firm
partner, who in turn provided the required legal advice. These PSA non-financial
resources were contributed at the early venture formation stages (opportunity
recognition and exploitation) and prior to the performance threshold.
In need of an expanded brewing facility, one grooved performer entrepreneur
first approached a commercial banker, a referral from his stainless steel tank
constructor, who in turn suggested contacting the Oregon Economic and Community
Development Department (OECDD) regarding funding for the new brewing facility.
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The OECDD staff suggested contacting the Business Finance office, which then
assigned a loan officer to review the application. Concurrently, the entrepreneur
contacted the Portland Development Commission for an endorsement for the OECDD
loan and to request an additional financial loan to aid in purchasing the new brewing
facility. The PDC loan package contained stipulations of job preference for PDC
sponsored candidates, who unfortunately did not meet the minimum job criteria. As
the firm’s markets grew rapidly past the opportunity exploitation phase, the grooved
performer approached the SBA for a loan guarantee to build additional brewing
capacity. The timing of this SBA-contributed resource helps explain the transition of
the new firm toward the growth stage. As applied to the cluster center entrepreneurial
groups, the PSA non-financial contributions were likely to occur during the
opportunity recognition and exploitation phases of the firm’s development for the
struggling venturers and opportune edu-cats cluster groups, but were not likely to
propel entrepreneurs in these groups past the performance threshold to the growth
phase. PSA financial contributions appear to be limited to the grooved performer
cluster groups that have developed a successful record of firm performance. Through
state economic development programs designed to engender job creation, PSA
financial assistance is provided at the opportunity exploitation phase to support growth
firms. At the federal level, the SBA loan guarantees were provided to the grooved
performer cluster group to fuel higher levels of growth to firms with demonstrable
firm and economic performance.
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Expectations for ventures are typically buoyant in the nascent start-up stage,
being generally formed under substantial uncertainty about market acceptance,
competitive responses, sufficient cashflow, or even the entrepreneur’s abilities.
Subsequently, as information becomes available, the entrepreneur is likely to examine
the efficacy o f these expectations and consider other options. The entrepreneur may
terminate the business if the expected utility of anticipated employment, less the costs
in seeking new employment, exceeds the revised expected utility of remaining in the
new venture (default option). This condition is illustrated by the opportune edu-cat
cluster center and is particularly applicable to the opportune edu-cat because a
graduate business education and corporate management experience provides may
produce more attractive economic returns in alternative employment opportunities.
Similarly, a low-performing venture may continue due to the entrepreneur’s lack of
attractive alternate options, such as illustrated by the struggling venturer cluster center.
This stay-the-course option is particularly applicable to the struggling venturer due to
the limitations of a high school education, coupled with clerical and laboratory
technician experience, which provides less attractive economic returns in other
employment situations. An additional consideration is the possibility of the loss of the
personal satisfaction of self-directed employment and being the “boss”.
In both cases, the level of firm performance was below the commonly accepted
survival threshold ranges of $2 to $3 million in sales, firm age of six years, and 10 to
20 employees, as discussed in Timmons (1999). From a policy perspective, the
condition of lower firm performance becomes important relative to the contribution of
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non-financial and financial resources by the PSA programs. Within the small business
policy role of reducing or eliminating barriers to entry for new firms and lowering
transaction costs, government agencies may be reluctant to “pick winners” in the
context of providing financial resources to a new firm that faces an uncertain future,
since, as discussed above, their public accountability drives them to be extremely riskaverse.
Appendix B shows the frequency and patterns of the entrepreneur’s
interactions with PSA programs and types of assistance rendered at pre and post
threshold levels. Appendix B-2 summarizes the type and nature of the assistance
provided at pre and post threshold levels to the four entrepreneurial cluster groups, and
Appendix B -l, summarizing the frequency of contact with government agencies and
the types of program assistance provided, is based on the one hundred seventy-two
PSA-entrepreneur interactions.
This summative assessment is qualitative in nature, taking the form of a cross
cluster group case analysis, using the context of pre- and post-threshold levels of firm
performance as the framework to assess the PSA program’s contribution to facilitate
survival and growth. This methodology is useful to demonstrate within the limitations
of this study which of the PSA programs contributes to advancing the firm from the
opportunity exploitation phase to the growth phase. The entrepreneurial firms in the
study sample are almost equably divided into groups reflecting pre-threshold (29) and
post-threshold (33) levels o f performance as described in Appendices B-2 and B-3.
With respect to PSA contributions, the cross-cluster analysis initially looks at cluster
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groups in dyads: 1) opportune edu-cats paired with struggling venturers, and 2) highpowered switchers paired with grooved performers.
The struggling venturer and opportune edu-cat cluster pair comprises twentythree of the twenty-nine of all new firms at the pre-threshold level (Appendix B-2).
Public support agencies appear less likely to contribute financial assistance to either
opportune edu-cats or struggling venturers and more likely to contribute non-financial
assistance to both cluster groups as entrepreneurs seek resources in order to exploit
their opportunities. Though the numbers are small, opportune edu-cats tended to
contact Oregon Economic and Community Development Department for grants and
equipment financing and Oregon Business Marketing Initiative for information, advice
and consulting. Most opportune-edu cats appeared able to secure advice but weren’t
qualified to achieve Small Business Administration loan guarantees, as their firms
hadn’t yet reached sales levels indicting market acceptance. Struggling venturers who
were business novices contacted the Small Business Development Centers to enroll in
“how to start a business” courses and business plan training, while more savvy,
growth-oriented entrepreneurs were referred to the Oregon Business Marketing
Initiative program for firm assessment, advice and consulting. Venturers struggling for
resources due to minimal start-up capital and nascent sales levels appeared unable to
access commercial bank financing without a SBA loan guarantee, which was not
provided in many of the cases for this cluster group. This co-dependent condition is
described by Birley (1995) as the “resource merry-go-round.” Notably, two struggling
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venturer firms (specialized day care and electronic test equipment certification)
founded by women did receive SBA loan guarantees.
At the post-threshold level, two opportune edu-cats (marketing consultancy
and microbrewery), in pursing business expansion in non-targeted industries, received
financial assistance of a network grant and equipment financing respectively from
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department. Among struggling
venturers, the predominant non-financial assistance was firm assessment, advice and
external consulting from industry experts through the Oregon Marketing Business
Initiative program. For the eight post-threshold firms in these two cluster groups, the
PSA contributions were directed toward successfully transiting from opportunity
exploitation to the growth phase, with limited PSA financial assistance-focused
business expansion and non-financial assistance focused on alleviating growthinduced issues.
For the high powered switcher and grooved performer cluster pair, a great
disparity existed between the mean pre-threshold sales performance of ($1.25 million
and .903 million) and mean post-threshold sales performance ($54,533 million and
$17,966 million). The two pre-threshold high-powered switcher technology firms
(pen-based data collection software and electronic watermarking software) attempted
to capitalize on technology solutions in emerging markets. While the electronic
watermarking software firm secured adequate early venture capital investment and
eschewed PSA programs, the pen-based system firm burned through initial investment
capital and subsequently was unsuccessful in three SBIR funding proposals to
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commercialize the technology. O f the four pre-threshold grooved performer
technology firms, two firms (semiconductor fabrication and gas/liquid contaminant
separation) received tandem Small Business Innovation Research Phase II funding and
Oregon Research Technology Development Fund investment in support of technology
commercialization processes within a targeted industry context. As grooved
performers, with venture capital and private investment respectively in place at the
pre-threshold level, the remaining two technology firms (remote data entry system and
retail investment management software) sought advisory assistance through the
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative program to aid in the transition to the post
threshold growth level.
For four of the nine high-powered switchers attaining the post-threshold
level, growth was fueled by initial public offerings as demonstrated in their high mean
sales performance ($54,533 million), though one firm’s (financial compliance
software) application for PSA financial assistance was twice rejected. Four highpowered switchers successfully transitioned to growth through access to private
market capital and business expertise, though one firm (software testing services)
sough advisory assistance from the Oregon Business Marketing Initiative program.
The remaining high-powered switcher, a serial entrepreneur, was funded by a research
contract of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) to
commercialize a technology (liquid crystal display projection) through a joint
development agreement. After the new firm was launched with an initial research
grant, the research contract ($4.9 million) was cancelled by DARPA. The entrepreneur
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assembled institutional and venture capital investment ($10 million) to pursue the
market opportunity and transitioned to the post-threshold growth stage.
With considerably less mean start-up capital and new firm funding than highpowered switchers, grooved performers at the post threshold level are comparative
“bootstrappers,” and therefore more likely to access PSA programs seeking financial
resources to support growth. Four of the twelve grooved performers seeking financial
resources (multi-court sports facility, business forms, screen imprinted apparel,
photocopier distributor) applied for SBA guaranteed loans, were denied, and
subsequently qualified for bank loans to fund facilities and inventory. The remaining
eight grooved performers (microbrewery, organic snack foods, steel tank fabrication,
printer software, brewpubs, local telephone exchange, metal castings, and
microbrewery) sought and received PSA financial assistance to support growth
through expanded and new facilities, and equipment purchase. In six of the eight
instances, the PSA financial assistance was secured in addition to private institutional
funding (PSA to private ratio of 1:4) taking advantage of economic development
incentives or targeted industries programs for which they qualify. The tandem of
public and private funding success gives credence to the notion of the PSA financial
program as a certifier to overcome information asymmetries between the private
lender and the entrepreneur. Of the remaining four grooved performers, three
(electrical power controls, advertising agency, trust financial services) did not seek
financial or non-financial assistance from PSA programs, while the fourth (security
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electronics) needed an outside board member with public company experience and
approached the SBA SCORE program for a referral.
PSA Programs Offering Entrepreneurial Benefits
Public Support Agency financial and non-financial contributions result from external
assistance programs which were accessed by fifty-three of the sixty-two entrepreneurs
in this study and described below. These programs and relevant entrepreneurial data
are summarized in Appendix C, Tables Cl through C8.
Tables for Financial Programs
Cl Small Business Administration (SBA) Asset Loans and Loan Guarantees: Provided and
Denied
The 7(a) general loan guarantee is the SBA’s principal method of financially
promoting small business creation and growth, representing 90 per cent of the
agency’s total loan effort. SBA 7(a) loans are made by private lenders to small
businesses that cannot obtain credit without an SBA guarantee, which the guarantees
75 per cent of the amount provided by the commercial lender. The 504 loan program
finances fixed assets using economic development nonprofit companies, licensed in
designated counties.

C2 Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) Grants: Provided and Denied
The SBIR program is a multi-agency federal research and development (R&D)
program, coordinated through, but not managed by the SBA. Under the SBIR
program, federal agencies set aside 2.5 percent of certain research funds to increase
small firm participation in federal R&D, foster commercial application from applied
federal research and encourage innovation for the public benefit. The program
involves a competitive three-phase award system based to propose innovative studies
that meet the specific R&D needs of various federal agencies.
C3 Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund (ORTDF): Provided and Denied
The purpose o f the ORTDF program is to foster innovation in existing industries and
the development of new industries in the key sector-traded areas of importance to the
Oregon economy, especially small business. ORTDF achieves its purpose by
engaging in seed capital investing, developing take-to-market innovations and new
technologies, and making applied research investments.
C4 Oregon Economic and Community Development Department (OECDD): Provided and
Denied
Oregon’s business finance programs are designed to create, expand and retain jobs in
the state. The business development fund develop long term fixed rate financing
buildings, equipment and machinery, which include funds available to all areas in the
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state and a targeted fond for economically distressed areas. The industrial
development bond permits financing of facilities and manufacturing projects by
lowering the cost of capital, permitting interest rates exempt from federal and state
taxes.

Tables for Non-Financial Programs
C5 Oregon Marketing Business Initiative (OMBI): Provided
The OMBI is a part of Oregon’s Regional Strategies to develop stable and prosperous
software and technology companies among regions within the state. The program is
comprised of three elements: a viability assessment of the firm, a consultant assigned
to address viability issues and three-member advisory committee with expertise in the
key viability issues. The fixed rate consulting program receives an 85 per cent initial
subsidy from OMBI funds.
C6 Small Business Development Centers (SBDC): Provided
SBDC assistance is divided into main areas: free one-on-one counseling and
inexpensive classroom-style training on managing the business. Counseling services
range from informal evaluation of business plans to advice on growing territories or
new products and referrals.
C7 Local and Oregon Economic and Community Development Department (OECDD):
Provided
Local government agencies and OECDD function as clearinghouses for information,
publications and staff advice to small business inquiries. Business and economic
development programs to foster new business formations, business retention and job
creation include regional strategies, key industries and network marketing alliances.
C8 Small Business Administration (SBA) SCORE and Federal Agencies: Provided
Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) is staffed by retired executives and
small business owners who volunteer their professional management expertise
through counseling, training and workshops. SCORE provides business information
resources through SBA district offices and advisory services including short-term
start-up counseling, longer term counseling for established clients and team
counseling when multiple experts are needed.

To examine which entrepreneurial cluster groups appear to benefit from PSA
program contributions, the Appendix C Tables Cl through C8 have been organized
into two categories:
•
•

Type of PSA contribution: financial (C1-C4) and non-financial (C5-C8),
PSA agency program providing or denying the contribution
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Within these categories, the benefiting entrepreneur cluster group is identified along
with the stage of formation (as per the Bygrave, 1994 model) at which the program is
accessed, the firm’s pre or post survival threshold status, and the firm’s age and sales
revenue as of 1997.
For this examination, a qualitative assessment of emerging patterns is the
principal means of the analysis, as the PSA program data are statistically constrained
by fewer than adequate numbers of cases in Tables C2 Small Business Innovation
Research, C3 Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund, and C8 Federal
Agency and Small Business Administration SCORE. Also, several cases interact with
multiple PSA programs.
Contribution Measurement for PSA Programs
Two conflicting approaches, asserted by Wood (1994) and Chrisman and
McMullan (1996), have dealt with measuring the benefits of PSA programs. One
approach bases measurement of the benefits of the assistance to clients served
(primary benefits), while the second approach bases its measurements on the increased
sales of assisted clients (secondary benefits). Primary or direct benefits are the net
benefits of an assistance program service to the enterprise. Secondary or indirect
benefits are the gains in employment or revenue to the clients (Sassone and Schaeffer,
1978). When the client of a PSA assistance program receives service, the entrepreneur
receives a primary benefit in the form of help or consultation. The entrepreneur-client,
acting on this tacit or explicit knowledge, may then increase sales and employment—
but the assistance also generates a secondary benefit to the economy only if the sales
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and jobs are new to the economy (Woods, 1994; McMullan et al., 2001). Chrisman is
reluctant to rely too much on the primary benefits data because of the subjectivity
involved in measurement, while Wood appears to oppose the subjectivity in relating
improvements in firm performance to improvements in the economy (Chrisman and
McMullan, 2002; Wood, 1999). As a consequence, three measures are typically used
to evaluate the benefit of entrepreneurship assistance programs: (1) subjective
assessments of client satisfaction, (2) client’s attribution of the contribution of
assistance to subsequent performance, and (3) objective measures in sales,
employment, profits, etc. The rationale for the selection of these measures is the
implicit assumption that these outcomes will not occur without the development of
knowledge that leads to better decisions and competitive advantages (McMullan et al.,
2001). This study’s research design utilizes the objective values of sales growth as the
dependent variable for the multiple regression analysis with principal components as
independent PSA regression factors described in Table 36 (key industries, funding,
economic development, information and external advisors).The regression results
imply that PSA programs are not effective as there is no statistical evidence to support
their impact on firm performance. However, qualitative analysis reveals that different
entrepreneurial groups are accessing different PSA resources at different times. A
comprehensive view of PSA program resources accessed by the entrepreneurial
participants is provided in Appendix Table B -l, which details entrepreneurial contacts
by entrepreneur case number. The following two sections discuss PSA financial and
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non-financial contributions as related to entrepreneurial clusters and respective timing
of the contributions during the firm’s pre -and post-threshold phases.
PSA Financial Program Contributions
The SBA fixed asset lending and loan guarantee programs are most likely to be
awarded to the grooved performer entrepreneur with an established track record (range
o f sales $15M to $40M and firm age 7 to 16 years), who has transitioned to post
threshold status, thus lowering risk and uncertainty. No clear pattern emerged for any
entrepreneur cluster group investigating the possibility of SBA financing in earlier
stages of firm development, since the SBA tended to evaluate financing based on
meeting the technical qualifications and creditworthiness of each proposal.
The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program targets the
entrepreneurial sector because that is where most innovation and innovators thrive,
according to the SBA. The competitive funds are awarded in the first two of the three
phases: 1) the startup phase explores technical merit or feasibility of the idea or
technology, and 2) the R&D phase evaluates the commercialization potential. SBIR
funds are more likely to be awarded to technology entrepreneurs in grooved performer
and high power switcher clusters with prior R&D and successful start-up experience.
Initial funding is typically awarded (or denied) in the early stage of firm formation at
the pre-threshold status (range of sales $0.66M to $1.5M and firm age 2 to 5 years),
and this funding is based on the technical potential of the idea and the qualifications of
the team for development.
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The Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund (ORTDF) competitive
venture capital investments are awarded to foster economic development job creation
and enable innovative technology firms in targeted industries. ORTDF funds provide
capital for emerging growth businesses in key Oregon traded industries and are more
likely to be awarded to grooved performer cluster entrepreneurs in the early stages of
firm formation at pre-threshold status (range of sales $0.66M to $1.5M and firm age 2
to 5 years). In contrast, early-stage investment denials fell to opportune edu-cats
seeking start-up capital at pre-threshold status (range of sales $0.02M to $0.25 M and
firm age at 5 years). A majority of the new firms receiving ORTDF investment also
received SBIR grant awards, an illustration of how government certification can
overcome information asymmetry between entrepreneur and public venture capital
programs as the financial intermediary described in Lemer (2002).
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department (OECDD)
finances land, building and machinery projects that claim to create, expand or retain
jobs in Oregon. The business development fund, designed to provide assistance that is
more difficult to obtain through conventional loan sources for projects, is likely to be
provided for grooved performers (range of sales $3.5M to 43M and firm age 11 tol9
years) seeking economic development advantaged funding at the firm’s growth stage.
As part of an overall financial package for new facilities, SBA loan guarantees were
provided in combination with OECDD loans to grooved performers. Secondarily,
smaller developmental grants were provided to opportune edu-cats (range of sales
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$0.03M to $2.5M and firm age 2 to 4 years) at the firm’s early formation stage to
support intrastate regional strategies or key industries programs.
PSA Non-Financial Program Contributions
Small Business Development Centers focus on providing educational,
informational resources and technical management assistance to prospective and
present small business owners and early-stage entrepreneurs on a one-stop basis. Often
co-located with community and four-year colleges, these programs offer free one-onone advisory consultations and low-cost classroom-style training, primarily to
struggling venturers at the pre-threshold status (range of sales $0.03M to $1.2M and
firm age 1 to 6 years).
Oregon Marketing Business Initiative, fimded by a state regional strategies
program and city government, was designed to provide management and business
development assistance to adolescent-stage technology firms through contracted
services to third-party consultants. The program provides an initial viability
assessment by a contracted consultant and a consulting engagement that assesses key
issues affecting the future of the firm. Subsequently, an advisory board of senior-level
industry professionals is recruited to provide expertise and critical feedback on the key
issues. These consulting and advisory services are most often provided to struggling
venturer cluster applicants at the pre-threshold status (range of sales $0.03M to $1.4M
and firm age 2 to 6 years). The intent of this subsidized non-financial assistance is to
foster growth within entrepreneurial firms and the region’s economic development
among the designated key industries. When firm participants are successful in
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improving financial results and reducing risk, there appears to be less reliance on PSA
financial programs and more likelihood to access private financial funding.
Oregon Economic and Community Development and local government agencies
are accessed by three of the entrepreneurial cluster groups (opportune educats,
grooved performers and struggling venturers) in search of information, contacts and
advice. With the exception of grooved performers at post-threshold status (range of
sales $2.250M to $40M and firm age 2 tol4years) seeking information on economic
development program incentives, opportune educats and struggling venturers sought
program information, advice, and contacts. The function of dispensing information or
“signposting” by PSAs is often a source of frustration for inexperienced entrepreneurs
who are unaware o f PSA programs and do not know which questions to ask. At the
pre-threshold status (range of sales $0,003 to $1.5M and firm age 2 to 6 years),
informed guidance is the most sought-after and difficult-to-access service for these
two cluster groups.
The SBA’s Service Corps of Retired Executives (SCORE) program is composed
of retired executives serving as volunteer counselors to small businesses for business
plan preparation, professional advisor referrals, industry contacts and low-cost
workshops. In the early stage of firm formation, SCORE provided professional
referrals (law firm partner, prospective board member and clothing industry contacts)
to grooved performers and high-powered switcher cluster entrepreneurs at post
threshold status (range of sales $20M to $42M and firm age 12 to 20 years). Start-up
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counseling assistance was provided to a struggling venturer at pre-threshold status
(sales o f $ 1,4M and firm age 4 years).
Regardless of the mechanism, in evaluating the contribution of PSA nonfinancial assistance to the entrepreneurial clusters, the most frequent refrain is that the
support systems seem opaque and too complicated for most entrepreneurs. While
public officials and service providers understand the distinctions between the Small
Business Development Center’s technical training and the SBA’s SCORE program
counseling and workshops to support new start-ups, most aspiring entrepreneurs do
not comprehend these differences. Thus, when an entrepreneur seeks non-financial
assistance and is referred to some other office, the response is one of frustration.
However, from the perspective of the PSA service provider, a referral has been made.
Most entrepreneurs simply want help; they don’t care which agency or program
provides it.
The entrepreneurial support system is not a one-stop shop, but rather a series of
specialized or niched services provided at the local, state and federal level to
entrepreneurs or small business owners at large. It is the responsibility of the
individual entrepreneur to diagnose his or her own needs and ascertain the correct
point of entry to public support agency services. From this study of sixty-two
entrepreneurs, it is evident that entrepreneurs, through the use of networking, must
assemble a variety of resources at various stages during a new firm’s formation. In
successful formation, major components are the entrepreneur’s ability to identify the
opportunity-employing competencies of marketing and managerial expertise and the
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access to resources—including a commitment of personal funds as well as funds
derived from his or her social and business networks. Depending on the richness or
paucity of the entrepreneur’s network and the types of resources required, certain
entrepreneurs opt to access the services of PSAs. These entrepreneurs have been
categorized through the k-means cluster analysis employed earlier in the quantitative
analysis section for entrepreneurial typologies as opportune edu-cats, struggling
venturers and grooved performers. For the most part, no entrepreneurs in the highpowered switchers cluster successfully accessed PSA financial programs, and only a
few accessed non-financial programs in the post-threshold period. For the three
remaining clusters, the major question is this: are these entrepreneurs driven to PSAs
due to a lack of factor predictors of the firm performance: business expertise
(identification of new markets), opportunity stimulants (lack of sales), growth drivers
(difficulties in gathering resources) or firm age (liability of newness)? In investigating
the predictors of firm performance through multiple regression analysis, the analysis
confirms that the PSA programs accessed by the entrepreneurs in this study did not
significantly contribute to the performance of the sixty-two new firms. Following that
finding, a qualitative assessment of the financial and non-financial contributions by
PSAs to assist new firms during the firm’s survival threshold (pre-survival to post
survival status) revealed the following:
PSA Financial Contributions to Clusters
Pre-Threshold Phase
•

SBIR fund awards provided to technology entrepreneurs in grooved performer and
high powered switcher clusters.
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•

ORTDF venture capital awards provided to grooved performers in technology and
targeted industries.

•

OECDD small developmental grants provided to opportune edu-cats.

Post-Threshold Phase
o

SBA fixed asset loans and loan guarantee programs provided to grooved
performers.

o

SBA fixed asset performers loans and loan guarantee programs provided to
grooved performers.

o

OECDD economic development advantaged financing provided to grooved
performers.

PSA Non-Financial Contributions to Clusters
Pre-Threshold Phase
•

SBDC educational and advisory services provided to struggling venturers.

•

SBA SCORE counseling and referral program provided to grooved performers and
high power switchers.

•

OECDD information, contacts, and advice services provided to opportune edu-cats
and struggling venturers.

•

OMBI management and business development services provided to qualifying
struggling venturers on the transition cusp.
Post-Threshold Phase
•

OECDD information, contacts and advice services provided to grooved
performers in the post-threshold phase.

The contribution patterns of the PSA programs indicate that the phase in which the
firm is situated (pre- or post-threshold) has a bearing on the type of resources
(financial or non-financial) supplied to entrepreneurs seeking PSA assistance. PSA
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financial programs for initial facilities or expansion are more likely provided to
experienced entrepreneurs (grooved performers) in the post-threshold phase while
non-financial programs that supply business education and planning knowledge are
more likely provided to nascent entrepreneurs (struggling venturers) in the pre
threshold phase. Financial programs targeted to the development of technologies
(SBIR, ORTDF) or economic development objectives (OECDD) are the exception, as
they are more likely provided to qualifying firms at pre-threshold status.
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CHAPTER Y
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The evidence from this exploratory study in which the ways entrepreneurs
access PSA programs and use their financial and non-financial services appears to
suggest two categories of policies—the first related to non-financial program services
and the second related to financial assistance programs.
The first set of policies supports PSA programs relating to information, advice,
training, education, and consulting designed to assist the entrepreneur at the
opportunity recognition and exploitation phases of firm formation up to the survival
threshold, regardless of growth intention or job creation potential. Since firms differ in
their thresholds of performance, as illustrated by differing levels of sales performance
over time, continued survival or exit is manifested by whether the sales values are
revealed below or above the firm-specific threshold. Thresholds of performance may
also be influenced when the founders of “lifestyle” firms have objectives other than, or
in addition to, the maximization o f firm growth to their investment, as illustrated by
the opportune edu-cat cluster entrepreneur. Sales performance below the threshold
also reflects the interests of the entrepreneur-founders and other external
constituencies (e.g. investors, private lenders, government finance agencies) as being
in direct conflict with raising sales levels.
The second set of policies supports PSA programs related to financing of
equipment or real property assets designed to support the entrepreneur at 1) the
opportunity exploitation phase of firm formation and 2) transitioning the firm over the
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survival threshold onto the growth phase. Clearly, higher firm performance increases
the likelihood for survival, everything else remaining equal, as illustrated by the
grooved performers cluster entrepreneur. However, other things are not all equal, since
differences in firm thresholds should also influence firm survival rates. The new firm’s
survival is influenced by both the determinants of firm performance, as demonstrated
by the four factor predictors, and prospectively influenced by transitioning the
survivor threshold. Therefore, to stimulate growth in new firms, the government
intervenes with public programs and investments to mitigate negative externalities of
access to information, and human and financial capital, since it has a strong incentive
to foster conditions that enable and sustain entrepreneurs—to develop healthy local
economies.
The major findings of this exploratory research thus follow:
(1)

From the perspective of PSA programs, not all new firms are viewed

equally. Four entrepreneurial typologies interacting with PSA programs emerged. To
investigate the behavior of entrepreneurs in accessing PSA programs, a k-means
cluster analysis was employed to develop entrepreneurial groups for differentiating
access to and contributions by various PSA programs at the local, state and federal
levels. The z-scores of twenty-four entrepreneurial characteristics variables were
tested for significant differences using the F- test for variance analysis. Four
entrepreneurial cluster groups were identified: opportune edu-cats (young, MBA
educated, with nascent corporate management experience and no prior start-up
experience), high-powered switchers (older, educated, having both general
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management and prior start-up experience in different industries), grooved performers
(middle-aged, educated, with a seasoned track record of functional management and
industry experience) and struggling venturers (middle-aged, moderately educated,
without management, prior start-up, industry or networking experience). A
preliminary assessment of the cluster groups’ interaction with PSA programs revealed
these tendencies: opportune edu-cats predominately received non-financial resources
and a few developmental grants; high-powered switchers rarely accessed financial or
non-financial resources; grooved performers primarily obtained financial resources;
struggling venturers strove to attain financial and non-financial resources, but mainly
received non-financial assistance.
(2)

Business expertise emerged as the leading predictor of new firm

performance, along with opportunity stimulants, growth drivers, and firm age. The
business expertise factor is comprised of underlying variables including opportunity
recognition, prior start-up experience of founders, functional and technical
management experience of the team, and lead entrepreneur’s general management
strategic business skills.
Beginning with six entrepreneurial process models, a new conceptual model of
five components contributing to firm performance was developed. Thirty variables
underlying the model’s components were coded into categorical independent measures
(including those relating to PSA program resources) to explain firm performance. A
factor analysis (principal component) employing orthogonal rotation produced ten
factor components that explain 76% of the variance (see Table 23) and provided
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factor-loading scores as input for the multiple regression analysis. The multiple
regressions empirical model for firm performance (dependent variable sales) identified
four significant predictors: business expertise, opportunity stimulants, growth drivers
and firm age with an R2value of .330 (a=.001) and an F value of 7.034 (p<.001).
(3)

No statistically significant evidence was found to support the contention

that PSA programs contribute to new firm performance. The PSA- related factors
(PSA target industry, PSA funds access, PSA infrastructure, PSA advice) were not
among the statistically significant predictors of firm performance. As discussed in
Chapter IV, the use of a Hausman test and orthogonal rotation applied during the
development of factor analysis supported that conditions of simultaneity and
multicollinearity were not present.
Empirical models were compared with the hypothesized conceptual model on
the basis of common high-load categorical variables; this analysis found a high degree
of similarity in the empirical predictors of business expertise, growth drivers and
opportunity stimulants with the conceptual components of entrepreneurial
competence, resources and opportunity. The PSA-related factors of the conceptual
model expected to be significant were not realized in the empirical model—PSA
advisors, PSA information, PSA funds, PSA key industries and PSA economic
development were not deemed statistically significant factors. A conceivable
explanation for the negative high-loading scores of PSA variables in the empirical
model may be that entrepreneurs associated with high performance firms did not avail
themselves of respective PSA programs for training and advice due to the high level of
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entrepreneurial competency developed from their professional education and prior
business management experience.
(4)

This study explores and characterizes how new firms and PSA programs

interact. The empirical and predictive results of the quantitative analysis imply that
PSAs did not contribute in significant ways to new firm performance. However, the
four entrepreneurial typologies and rich interview data permitted the use of two
qualitative methods, qualitative content analysis and critical incident techniques, to
analyze how these interactions take place and examine the nature of assistance the
PSA programs have to offer. Qualitative content analysis was employed to provide an
appraisal of the PSA contributions using cross-case analysis using the four cluster
group centers. The findings indicate that PSA programs marginally contribute
financial assistance to grooved performers and non-financial assistance to struggling
venturers and opportune educats. Statistically significant chi-square values suggest
that the resources acquired (financial, non-financial) are dependent on the network
utilized by the grooved performer cluster, and even more so for the struggling venturer
cluster. Critical incident analysis looked at key entrepreneurial network interactions to
acquire needed resources using private and PSA networks. The primary cluster group
beneficiaries of resources accessed through the PSA network (less than twenty percent
of all interactions) were grooved performers (receiving PSA financial assistance) and
struggling venturers (receiving PSA non-financial assistance). For these two groups,
chi-square values indicate that resources and the contributing networks do not appear
to be independent of each other. The critical incident technique analysis supports the
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qualitative content analysis findings suggesting a connection between the use of PSA
networks and financial resources provided for grooved performers, and PSA advice
and referrals for struggling ventures.
(5)

Contributions of PSA programs varied during pre- and post-threshold

periods; differences were detected in PSA financial and non-financial assistance to
cluster groups based on whether the firm was in a pre-threshold status (sales less than
$1.5 million and firm age less than five years) or a post-threshold status (sales greater
than $2.25 million and firm age greater than 6 years). Findings from this crosssectional analysis as to which PSA programs contributed to respective entrepreneurial
cluster groups suggest that possessing the management capacity to grow a firm is a
prequalification to funding—in the PSA or private sectors. PSA programs will assist
entrepreneurs to build competence and management capability through education,
training, advice and consulting (SBDC, SBA, SCORE) in the formation process. From
that point forward, it’s up to the entrepreneurs to get the firm up and running—
developing products or services, recruiting employees, selling, and operating the
business. The entrepreneur and his or her firm must get tested in the marketplace,
become established and thrive before PSAs will consider funding (OECDD, SBA)
requests, except in the case o f targeted programs to advance technology capability or
economic development initiatives (ORTDF, SBIR, OECDD).
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Implications from the Research
The limitations for generalizability are presented as a context for clarifying the
research’s conclusions and interpreting the results based on a sample of sixty-two
entrepreneurial firms.
The research design acknowledges that the sample comprises only new firm
survivors and that using entrepreneurs as the primary source of information limits the
researcher’s ability to make judgments regarding the contributions of PSA programs to
firm performance and the generalizability of the research’s results. The literature
supports the use of the entrepreneurial client’s satisfaction in the assessment of small
business assistance programs in several empirical studies (Weinstein, et al., 1992;
Wood, 1994; Chrisman et al., 1985,1987; Weaver and Solomon, 1987), but cautions
that program evaluations relying exclusively on subjective judgments may lead to
erroneous conclusions. However, measures of performance improvement attributable
to the programs used in conjunction with objective measures (sales revenues) may be
useful to support claims for causal connections between assistance programs and
subsequent entrepreneurial firm performance (Chrisman and McMullan, 2002).
Underlying the threshold concept are three assumptions: transitioning to growth stage
improves prospects for firm survival; not every entrepreneur intends to build a growth
stage business; and the threshold transition (an early market with few visionary
customers to mainstream market dominated by pragmatic mainstream customers)
varies by industry and firm. Limitations as to the generalizability of the model (Figure
10) are inherent with the sample size of this study, and the variability in the threshold
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criteria (sales revenue, employees and firm age) relative to the entrepreneur’s business
model. Empirically, this study employs sales growth as the measure of new firm
performance. To assess prospective contributions by PSA programs in providing
business expertise to differentiated entrepreneurs for managing the transition from the
pre-threshold (opportunity exploitation) to post threshold (growth) phase is beyond the
scope of this study and would require a new research design.
Further, a research direction that explored a new PSA economic development
concept to consider external consultation to benefit entrepreneurs in surmounting the
threshold of survival—after their product has been developed, successfully introduced
into the marketplace, and achieved initial customer acceptance within the crucible of
competition—may reveal potential efficiencies in firm survival and creation of new
net jobs.
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Apipendix A: Component Score Coefficient Matrix :or Multip e Regression Analysis
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Appendix B.
B-l. PSA Program Resources Categorized by Government Agency Accessed by Entrepreneurial (1-62) Contacts
Government Agencies
PSA Program
Type

Local
Government

G rant/
Investment

41,57

Finance

61

Education

10,20

Information

2,33,33,37,5
6
1,12,41,41,4
6,46,57

Economic
Development

Oregon
Economic &
Community
Development
4,4,31,39

Oregon Business
Marketing
Initiative

Oregon
Research &
Technology
Development
3,12,14,15,21,
34,47,47

Small
Business
Development
Centers

12

31,55,59,62

21

24,32,37,39,
43

6,29,43,43,49,
49,52,56
37

2,10,18,29

13,18,32

Consulting

26

16,16,16,22

u>
4^

10,11,20,22,26,29,
29,31,33,37,37,37,
37,38,38,38,38,48,
48,48,48,48,52,52,
52,52,59,59
2,3,13,20,22,22,
26,29,29,29,31,55,
59,62

21,34

8,19,20,24,45,
45,49,56,56

46

3,33,61
9,9

22,32,45

Loan
Guarantee

Advice /
Counsel

Other
Federal
Agencies

1,21,25,25,25,47,
57,57,57

1,7,18,23,23,
30,41,61

16,16

Small Business
Administration

6,32
5,7,8,12,17,17,29
,29,30,31,
33,40,40,41,42
51,61
19,20,24,28,
56,61

21,21,32

B-2. PSA Contribution by Firm: Pre and Post Threshold, Financial and Non-Financial and Cluster Groups
Threshold Level
Contribution
Financial Positive
Financial Negative
Non-financial Positive
Non-financial Negative
Totals

Opportune Educats
(6 firms)
Pre
Post
1
0
3
0
4

2
0
0
0
2

High Power
Switchers (11 firms)
Pre
Post
0
1
0
1
2

0
2
3
4
9

Grooved Performers
(20 firms)
Pre
Post
2
0
2
0
4

8
4
1
3
16

Struggling Venturers
(25 firms)
Post
Pre
2
4
12
1
19

1
0
5
0
6

Totals
(62 firms)
Pre
Post
5
5
17
2
29

11
6
9
7
33

B-3 Entrepreneurial Firms: Sales and Funding Data by Cluster Group
Threshold Level
Entrepreneurial firms
Sales (000s)
Sales mean (000s)
Start-up funds
Start-up funds mean
New firm funds
New firm funds mean
PSA funds
PSA funds mean
PSA funded firms

Opportune Educats
(6 firms)
Pre
Post
4
2
2350
4500
587
1125
880
1250
1250
176
160
1600
800
40
260
20
130
20
1
2

High Power Switchers (11
firms)
Post
Pre
2
9
2500
490800
1250
54533
540
144031
270
16003
5285
586974
2642
65219
24
25
24
25
1
1

Grooved Performers
(20 firms)
Post
Pre
4
16
287450
3610
17966
903
6622
571
414
190
1850
32235
463
2015
5970
1321
660
746
8
2

Struggling Venturers
(25 firms)
Post
Pre
6
19
18800
10126
533 .
3133
168
790
42
28
3069
1475
246
162
10
1000
10
500
1
2

Totals
(62 firms)
Pre
Post
29
33

6
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Appendix C

Table C l. PSA Financial Contributions
SB A Fixec
Case No.
12
17
29
30
41
51
61

Asset and Loans Guarantees - Provided
Cluster
Application Stage
Trigger
Grooved Performer
Struggling Venturers
Trigger
Struggling Venturers
Growth
Grooved Performers
Growth
Growth
Grooved Performers
Grooved Performers
Implementation
Growth
Grooved Performers

Threshold
Post
Pre
Pre
Post
Post
Post
Post

Firm Age
9
2
9
16
14
7
12

Sales (000s)
15,000
335
1,100
17,000
40,000
25,000
20,000

Threshold
Post
Post
Post
Pre
Post
Post
Pre
Pre
Post

Firm Age
2
17
16
6
9
13
2
2
3

Sales (000s)
2,250
30,000
75,000
1.2
15,000
5,700
875
7.5
6,500

Threshold
Pre
Post
Pre

Firm Age
2
3
5

Sales (000s)
660
10,000
1,500

Threshold
Pre
Post

Firm Age
6
3

Sales (000s)
1,500
10,000

Table C l. PSA Financial Contributions
SBA Fixed Asset and Loans Guarantees - Denied
Application Stage
Case No. Cluster
Trigger
1
Grooved Performer
Trigger
5
Grooved Performers
7
Fligh Powered Switchers Trigger
Trigger
8
Struggling Venturers
Growth
12
Grooved Performers
Growth
19
Grooved Performers
Trigger
33
Struggling Venturer
Implementation
Struggling Venturers
40
Trigger
42
Grooved Performers

Table C2. PSA Financial Contributions
Small Business Innovation Research Case No. Cluster
21
Grooved Performers
High Powered Switchers
25
47
Grooved Performers

Grants Provided
Application Stage
Trigger
Innovation
Trigger

Table C2 PSA Financial Contributions
Small Business Innovation Research Case No. Cluster
57
High Powered Switchers
25
High Powered Switchers

Grants Denied
Application Stage
Trigger
Innovation

Table C3. PSA Financial Contributions
Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund - Investment Provided
Case No. Cluster
Application Stage
Threshold
Firm Age
21
Pre
2
Grooved Performers Innovation
34
Post
Grooved Performers Trigger
2
47
Grooved Performers Trigger
Pre
5

Sales (000s)
660
17,000
1,500

336

Table C3. PSA Financial Contributions
Oregon Research and Technology Development Fund - Investment Denied
Threshold
Firm Age
Application Stage
Case No. Cluster
5
Trigger
Pre
14
Opportune Educats
Pre
5
Opportune Educats Implementation
3

Sales (000s)
250
20

Table C4 . PSA Financial Contributions
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department—Financing Approved
Firm Age
Application Stage
Threshold
Case No. Cluster
Post
4
Trigger
4
Opportune Educats
4
Trigger
Post
Opportune Educats
18
Implementation
Post
19
Grooved Performers
23
Implementation
Post
16
Grooved Performers
30
2
Trigger
Pre
31
Opportune Educats
Post
11
Implementation
Struggling Venturers
39
14
Growth
Post
41
Grooved Performers
11
Trigger
Post
Grooved Performer
46
Pre
6
High Powered Switchers Trigger
57

Sales (000s)
2,000
2,500
43,000
17,000
30
5,000
40,000
3,500
1,500

Table C4. PSA Financial Contributions
Oregon Economic and Community Development Department—Financing Denied
Firm Age
Application Stage
Threshold
Case No. Cluster
2
Post
1
Grooved Performer
Trigger

Sales (000s)
2,250

Table C5. PSA Non-Financial Contributions
Oregon Business Marketing Initiative
Cluster
Case No.
Struggling Venturers
2
Opportune Educat
3
Grooved Performer
10
11
Struggling Venturers
Grooved Performer
13
Struggling Venturers
20
22
Struggling Venturers
26
Struggling Venturers
29
Struggling Venturers
31
Opportune Educat
Struggling Venturers
33
Struggling Venturers
37
High Powered Switcher
38
48
Struggling Venturers
52
Struggling Venturers
Struggling Venturers
55
Struggling Venturers
59
62
Struggling Venturers

- Provided
Application Stage
Implementation
Innovation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Innovation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation
Implementation

Threshold
Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Post
Post
Pre
Pre
Pre
Pre

Firm Age
9
5
5
9
5
10
5
7
9
2
2
7
3
2
4
6
4
4

Sales (000s)
305
20
1,200
3,000
250
500
700
2,000
1,100
30
875
3,000
2,800
3,500
800
1,000
450
1,400

337

Table C6. PSA Non-Financial Contributions
Small Business Development Centers
Cluster
Case No.
6
Struggling Venturers
Struggling Venturers
8
17
Struggling Venturers
Grooved Performer
19
Struggling Venturers
20
22
Struggling Venturers
24
High Power Switchers
Struggling Venturers
29
37
Struggling Venturers
Struggling Venturers
43
45
Struggling Venturers
Struggling Venturers
49
Struggling Venturers
52
Opportune Educat
56

- Provided
Application Stage
Trigger
Implementation
Trigger
Growth
Trigger
Trigger
Implementation
Trigger
Implementation
Implementation
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger
Trigger

Threshold
Pre
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Pre
Post
Pre
Post
Post
Pre
Pre
Pre
Pre

Firm Age
1
6
2
13
10
5
14
9
7
10
3
9
4
1

Sales (000s)
55
1.2
335
5,700
500
700
32,000
1,100
3,000
2,300
30
350
800
500

Table Cl. PSA Non-Financial Contributions
Local Economic Development, Oregon Economic & Community Development - Provided
Case No.
Cluster
Application Stage
Threshold
Firm Age
Grooved Performer
Trigger
1
Post
2
4
Opportune Educat
Trigger
Post
4
12
Grooved Performer
Trigger
Post
9
Struggling Venturer
Implementation
14
16
Pre
18
Opportune Educat
Trigger
Post
4
Struggling Venturer
Implementation
Post
26
7
Opportune Educat
Innovation
2
31
Pre
Struggling Venturer
32
Implementation
Pre
10
Struggling Venturer
Trigger
2
33
Pre
38
Struggling Venturer
Implementation
Post
11
41
Grooved Performer
Growth
14
Post
Grooved Performer
Trigger
46
Post
11
High Power Switcher
Trigger
57
Pre
6

Sales (000s)
2.250
2,000
15,000
350
2,500
2,000
30
1,500
875
5,000
40,000
3,500
1,500

Table Cl. PSA Non-Financial Contributions
Federal Agency and Small Business Administration SCORE
Case No.
Cluster
Application Stage
High Power Switcher
Trigger
9
28
Grooved Performer
Trigger
Grooved Performer
Trigger
61
62
Struggling Venturer
Trigger

- Provided
Threshold
Post
Post
Post
Pre

Firm Age
13
20
12
4

Sales (000s)
42,000
35,000
20,000
1,400

338

Appendix D.
Survey Instrument for Interview

CAREER &
EMPLOYMENT
HISTORY

PERSONAL &
FAMILY
BACKGROUND

VENTURE
FORMATION
PROCESS

FIRM’S
PRODUCTS/
SERVICES &
MARKETS

PERSONAL &
BUSINESS
NETWORK
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Appendix E: Data Developed and Coded from Entrepreneurs’ Survey Instrument

Personal & Family Background
Gender
Age at start-up
Occupation father / mother
Highest level of education
Start-up reasons
Summer jobs
Location

Career & Employment History
Positions with prior employers
Industry o f prior employer
Firm size of prior employer
Prior start-up experience

Venture Formation Process
Network contacts: social, professional, business, government agency
Organizational position of network contact
Direct / indirect relationship with network contact
Resource sought from network contact
Resource provided by network contact
Contribution (impact) of provided resource on firm formation process

New Firm Attributes
Source of start-up firm (incubation)
Age of start-up firm
Stage of formation
Annual revenue
Full time / part time employees
Co-founders
Industry of start-up firm
Resource primacy of industry: facilities, equipment, inventory, personnel
Source of seed capital contribution

(

340

Entrepreneur / public support agency interactions
Level of government agency: local, state, federal
Type of interaction
Initiator of interaction
Purpose of interaction
Outcome of interaction
Contribution (impact) of interaction on firm formation process
Contributions of public support agency (PSA) programs
Source of program introduction
Location (county)
New firm’s stage of formation
Initiator of contact with PSA program
Channel of program awareness to entrepreneur
Public support agency program provider
Type of program used by entrepreneur
Program conducted by: PSA or contractor
Program applicability: general, targeted to initiative

